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To be aware and to be are the same.

Parmenides of Elea (c. 515 BC)





Abstract

Electrical energy is the single most important operating resource to computer
systems. Although the energy demand of computers is an invisible system
property by itself, the impact of energy demand is omnipresent and obvious
in manifold forms of appearance. Sudden system failures (i.e., system break-
downs) and recurrent standard system operations (i.e., system charging) serve
as practical examples. Energy demand of hardware components is a physi-
cal property of integrated transistor circuits that build our computers today.
However, dynamic energy demand at the hardware level is caused by system
activities (i.e., processes) at the software level. The analysis and improvement
of system software is in focus due to the causal relationship: system software
yields challenges and opportunities in equal measure in order to reduce the en-
ergy demand of the system at the hardware level. In particular, fine-tuning of
system components offers distinct measures to improve the energy efficiency of
computer systems. Improvements concern the coherent design of application
and system software under consideration of hardware aspects.

This thesis presents, implements, and evaluates unique concepts for proactive
energy-aware computing on energy-efficient systems-on-a-chip. In particular,
it contributes a development method for energy-aware programming that orig-
inates in static and dynamic program analysis to support programmers at the
design of energy-aware programs. To assist programmers in reducing the en-
ergy demand of their programs, the thesis proposes a software-hardware tool-
ing infrastructure that combines energy-aware programming techniques with
automatised energy demand analysis at system level. To further reduce the
energy demand of computer systems, the thesis implements a process exec-
utive at the operating-system level that exploits a priori information at run
time to reduce the energy demand of processes. The corresponding cross-layer
approach enables the transfer of programmers’ knowledge to the operating
system to reduce the energy demand at run time.

The thesis is first to combine dynamic program analysis techniques and the au-
tomatic creation of program variants to support energy-aware programming at
the operating-system level. The distinct combination of application knowledge
to identify and set important adjusting screws for the energy efficient operation
of a computing system bound to an operating system is claimed to be novel.





Zusammenfassung

Elektrische Energie ist die wichtigste Betriebsressource für Computersysteme.
Obwohl der Energiebedarf von Computern eine weitgehend unsichtbare Sys-
temeigenschaft darstellt, sind seine Auswirkungen allgegenwärtig und in viel-
fältigen Erscheinungsformen offensichtlich. Plötzliches Systemversagen (z. B.
Systemabsturz) und wiederkehrende Standardvorgänge (z. B. Akkuaufladung)
dienen als Beispiele der Praxis. Der Energiebedarf von Hardwarekomponenten
ist eine physikalische Eigenschaft integrierter Transistorschaltungen, aus de-
nen heutige Computer bestehen. Der dynamische Energiebedarf der Hard-
ware wird jedoch durch Systemaktivitäten (z. B. Prozesse) der Software ver-
ursacht. Die Analyse und Verbesserung der Systemsoftware steht aufgrund
des folgenden Kausalzusammenhangs im Vordergrund: Systemsoftware bringt
Herausforderungen und Chancen gleichermaßen mit sich, um den Energiebe-
darf auf Hardwareebene der Systeme zu reduzieren. Insbesondere bietet die
Feinabstimmung von Systemkomponenten Maßnahmen zur deutlichen Verbes-
serung der Energieeffizienz von Computersystemen an. Solche Verbesserungen
betreffen die kohärente Gestaltung von Anwendungs- und Systemsoftware
unter Berücksichtigung von Hardwareaspekten.

Diese Dissertation präsentiert, implementiert und evaluiert spezifische Kon-
zepte für proaktive energiebewusste Rechenvorgänge bei energieeffizienten
Rechnern, die auf Ein-Chip-Systemen basieren. Insbesondere wird die Ent-
wicklungsmethode für energiebewusstes Programmieren, die ihre Wurzeln in
der statischen und dynamischen Programmanalyse hat, als Beitrag geleis-
tet, um Programmierern bei der Entwicklung energiebewusster Programme
zu helfen. Zur zielführenden Unterstützung schlägt die Dissertation hierfür
eine Software und Hardware umfassende Arbeitsumgebung vor, die energie-
bewusste Programmiertechniken mit automatisierter Energiebedarfsanalyse
auf Systemebene kombiniert. Zur weiteren Verringerung des Energiebedarfs
von Computersystemen implementiert die Arbeit eine Laufzeitexekutive für
Prozesse auf der Betriebssystemebene, die unter Verwendung von apriorischem
Wissen den Energiebedarf von Prozessen zur Laufzeit verringert. Der entspre-
chende schichtenübergreifende Ansatz ermöglicht den Wissenstransfer zwi-
schen dem Programmierer und dem Betriebssystem.

Die vorliegende Arbeit kombiniert als Erste dynamische Programmanalyse
und Variantenbildung zur energiebewussten Systemprogrammierung. Diese
Art der Zusammenführung von Anwendungswissen, um wichtige Stellschrau-
ben für einen energieoptimierten Betrieb eines Rechensystems an ein Betriebs-
system zu knüpfen, wird als neu beansprucht.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Leaving behind the age of mechanical computers, the advent of electronic com-
puters in the early 1940s made electricity the single most important resource
to computing systems. Among the first electronic Turing-complete digital
computers were the Zuse Z3 [Roj97, Roj98] and the Electronic Numerical In-
tegrator And Computer (ENIAC) [GG46]. At that time, any of the novel
computing machines were characterised by impressive numbers: filling entire
rooms and weighting several tons, the machines came with an extreme energy
demand. Most of machines drew many megawatts of power while providing
modest amount of calculation power.

Today, electricity remains the number one operating resource to computing
systems of any size: electricity and energy demand is the common factor
for embedded, mobile, desktop, and high performance computing systems.
Electrical energy is the essential operating resource to all computing systems.
The availability of energy, its conversion, and its demand plays a major role to
each individual computer system, in order to fulfil its designated purpose and
objectives while avoiding operating delays—or even operation failures—which
easily occur anywhere and anytime due to faulty system concepts and bad
system designs. Main issues often relate to energy: either energy resources
deplete too quickly (leading to the loss of power and system failure) or available
energy resources are requested and served in uncontrolled manners (leading to
overheating and heat blow-out). The system resource energy must therefore
be considered with great care: sensibility to energy becomes inevitable to
computer systems and computer system engineers who design, construct, and
operate next generation computer systems.

The energy demand of computer systems is a physical property of the hard-
ware. Energy-efficient hardware components reduce the energy demand of the
overall system by significant amounts [FEL01, GMIL+00, SK97], however, it
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

is necessary to design corresponding software components that use hardware
properties of computer systems in the designated manner [ZELV02, BH07].
While the basic energy demand of the hardware (static energy demand) is
addressed by improved hardware designs (e.g., different transistor designs,
enhanced manufacturing processes at smaller semiconductor scale) the addi-
tional excess demand of energy during run time (dynamic energy demand) is
addressed by optimised software components.

Initial point of any dynamic energy demand at the hardware level is a soft-
ware action (e.g., order to perform computations or transmit network packets)
which originates from external events (e.g., user interaction or hardware inter-
rupts). Such software actions include the execution of processor instructions
and the completion of operations which, for example, sending network pack-
ets across a network link e.g., Ethernet, store data to memory (e.g., random
access memory) or to a persistent data medium (e.g., hard disk or flash mem-
ory). Software actions are therefore the trigger of an entailed effect which
is observed at the hardware level: energy demand required by the hardware
components of the computer system to process requested work. The awareness
of this relationship of cause (at the software level) and effect (at the hardware
level) is the key to the success of designing and building optimised software
components that reduce the overall energy demand of the computer system.

The principle of cause and effect must be considered for the design of any
software component in general and system software in particular. As the
hardware is controlled by system software components—most notably the op-
erating system and the applications executed by the operating system—it is
most important to implement system software for computer systems which is
aware of its own energy footprint and the energy demand resulting from its
actions. The energy awareness is concern to both, the current energy demand
of the system and the prospective energy demand (e.g., by carrying out an
impact evaluation).

The energy awareness at the software level is essential in order to establish
and keep a holistic view on the overall system. If and only if the system soft-
ware is made to measure, an optimal reduction in energy demand is achieved.
System designers and system engineers are confronted with the challenge to
be mindful of energy demand aspects while implementing (and keeping) neces-
sary functional requirements of the system. The entire catalogue of individual
processing steps: from sketching an abstract system layout, designing, build-
ing, and dissecting system prototypes through to the operational deployment
to production systems. Each and every individual step must be accompanied
with the urge to minimise the energy demand of the system components. Im-
plementing system software for an energy-aware computer system traverses
the entire creation process: the system design, the building of the system, and
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the operating phase are all required to be coordinated in order to purposefully
reduce the energy footprint of the computing system. Only if design aspects
of the system are considered at both levels, hardware level and software level,
computing systems are optimised for low energy demand purposefully. More-
over, it is necessary to interweave the optimisation efforts at both levels in
order to minimise the energy demand. Correspondingly, cross-layer optimisa-
tion efforts concerning hard- and software components are mandatory.

1.1 Electrical Energy: A Prime Resource for Computers

To all digital computing systems, electrical energy is an essential operating
resource. As a mandatory operating resource energy bears constraints to com-
puting systems—and such energy constraints appear in different ways. The
waste heat of datacentres and limited operating time of battery-powered de-
vices are just two ubiquitous examples which are to be encountered every day.

Although electrical energy is the fundamental resource for today’s computer
systems to actually work at all, the significance of the resource often is under-
valued. The undervaluation concerns the system design process of computer
systems (hardware) as well as the operation of computer systems (software).
This aspect is especially true for the design of software (e.g., operating-system
components, applications). More often than not, energy is only considered as
necessary evil in order to operate a system, on the one hand, and to tickle
out the last grain of performance, on the other hand. System engineers and
system designers (often unintentionally) ignore side effects which discriminate
any other system property for the benefit of achieving higher performance or
increasing the set of implemented additional functions.

1.1.1 Disambiguation: Energy
Mankind has purposefully used energy in its different manifestations for hun-
dreds of thousands of years, for example, in the forms of fire, water, or wind.
Yet, the term energy only dates back to 350 BC when the Greek philosopher
Aristotle of Stagira (384-322 BC) wrote the Nicomachean Ethics. The Nico-
machean Ethics discusses well-being and happiness to be the highest good for
humans. In this work, Aristotle uses the words „energeia” and „dunamis” to
express the terms „potentiality” and „actuality”, respectively. For the En-
glish language, the greek words „energeia” and „dynamis” later became the
root words for „energy” and „dynamic” during the 17th century. Aristotle,
however, originally did not use the two terms in the context of physics. In-
stead, Aristotle uses the word „energeia” to describe a virtue (an effective
power) which transfers a possibility to a specific certainty, especially with a
focus on the physical state of a human. Thomas Young (1773-1829 AD) was
first to use the term energy in physics and its modern sense. Similar to the
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definition of kinetic energy in the modern sense, Young expresses that energy
„may be applied with great propriety, to the product of the mass or weight of
a body, into the square of the number expressing its velocity” [You07, p. 78].
Following to this first use of the term energy in physics, the term has later
been applied to and used within the various branches of classic and modern
physics. For electronics engineering and computer science electrical energy
and heat energy are the most relevant forms of energy.

Today’s computers operate with electrical energy—it is their primary oper-
ating resource. During operation (i.e., computations, radio transmissions),
the electrical energy is used to switch the transistors of the circuitry and in
course of this operation the electrical energy is mostly converted into heat
energy. From a physical perspective, the electrical energy is used to perform
work and is converted into heat. From a computer designers’ point of view,
it is the objective to maximise the amount of work (e.g., number or size of
performed operations) with a given amount of energy (e.g., a battery charge).
This simplistic description of the design objective for computer systems is
bound and constraint by technical factors. Such technical factors include, for
example, the maximum thermal design power or the degradation of system
components. In addition to technical factors, system properties need to be
considered for the system design. Such system properties include functional
and non-functional system properties, for example, timing properties and the
quality of service provided by individual system-features.

Although electrical energy is the most important form of energy (as it is the
most basic operating resource required to run a computer) it is also heat energy
which needs to be considered by a system designer and programmer for several
reasons. First, overheating of individual system components or the overall
system, ultimately, must be prevented at all times of system operation in
order to circumvent errors or breakdowns of the system. Second, heat energy
contributes to a vicious circle: electric circuits exhibit [KAB+03] an increased
energy demand when running hot. Such an increased energy demand in turn
leads to higher heat dissipation. To break the vicious circle proactively it
requires corresponding counter measures, at the software and hardware level.

In physical terms, energy is the ability of a system to perform work [FLS65].
Whenever a system performs work, one form of physical energy (e.g., electrical
energy)—the primary form of energy to the system—is converted into one or
more different form(s) of energy (e.g., kinetic energy, heat energy)—the so-
called secondary form or forms of energy. However, the total amount of energy
remains constant. The amount of work which is performed during each con-
version step is a measure of efficiency: the more work (e.g., computations) are
performed with the conversion of a given amount of primary energy, the higher
the energy efficiency of the system is. In physics, the conversion from primary
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energy to secondary energy forms is described with the law of conservation
of energy. The law of conservation of energy [FLS65] states that the total
energy of an isolated system remains constant: energy cannot be created or
destroyed, the total amount of energy is conserved over time, although it may
be converted to and appear in different forms. By way of example, the pri-
mary form of energy to operate computers is electrical energy which—during
operation—is mainly converted into two secondary forms of energy: heat en-
ergy (e.g., heat generation) and kinetic energy (e.g., rotation of disks or fans).
Systems that operate with different primary forms of energy (i.e., electrical,
kinetic, or heat energy) have a different perspective on one and the same
manifestation of energy and, thus, discriminate energy forms differently: the
secondary form of energy of one system may become the primary energy of
another, and vice versa. However, inefficiencies during the process of energy
conversion between different energy types must be considered.

1.1.2 Energy Demand of Computing Systems
From all existing energy forms, electrical energy is the most important pri-
mary energy form to computer systems. To any computing system, energy is a
limited resource. The limitation may originate from different reasons, for ex-
ample, energy is provided by an availability-limited energy source (i.e., battery
or capacitor), energy is provided by a cost-constraint energy source (i.e., elec-
tricity grid), or energy is tied to technical barriers such as passage con-
straints (i.e., load limitation) or physical limits (i.e., maximum thermal design
temperature) which inhabits unrestricted and unconcerned use of energy re-
sources.

This thesis focuses on how the energy demand of a system is reduced by means
of changes that concern software components, for example, by employing spe-
cific design principles in the establishment of energy-aware system software.
As a primary work result, this thesis presents constructive measures which as-
sist system software programmers to purposefully reduce the energy demand
of computer systems by applying changes at the software level. The work of
this thesis covers adjustments and reorganisation of programs in general and
operating-system software in particular.

As long as energy is available and as long as energy is provided in the requested
amounts, a source of electrical energy will provide the according amounts of en-
ergy to the requisitioner (i.e., computer system). During operation (i.e., com-
putations), the acknowledged amount of electrical energy is then converted
into its secondary forms of energy (e.g., heat energy and kinetic energy). Un-
controlled or unmanaged energy demand of the requisitioner potentially leads
to different unwanted consequences: short lifetime of the system may be the
impact in the ideal case, fatal errors and breakdown of the system are the
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result in the worst case. Therefore, the energy demand of a computer system
has to be monitored, controlled, and constrained to maintain a sustained and
stable operation of the system. In today’s computer system designs, the re-
sponsibility to implement corresponding functionalities resides in small parts
by the low-level firmware of hardware components and for the most part by
the operating system which has the necessary knowledge on the one hand and
the required access privileges on the other hand. This distinct combination of
knowledge and privileges gives the operating system the ability to implement
complex control mechanisms at a higher level of abstraction which is much
more effective [Ell99] than implementing energy management functions at the
firmware level or even directly at the hardware level.

To an operating system, the processor is a key hardware component to im-
plement an energy-aware operation of a computing system. On the one
hand, during execution of programs, the processor contributes signi-
ficant amounts to the total energy demand of the computing system. On
the other hand, essential low-level system interfaces that are used by the op-
erating system to control the energy demand of the system are implemented
by the processor. The operating system is responsible for configuring, setting-
up, and controlling all other system components (e.g., peripheral devices) to
achieve a low energy demand of the overall system. Carrying out device-
specific energy management options is most important to effectively reduce
the energy demand of a system [BBDM00]. Peripheral devices (e.g., net-
work components, graphical processing units, memory chips, and displays)
also contribute significant amounts to the overall energy demand of computer
systems [MV04, SSM09, CH10]. A hardware request which is made to any of
the system components eventually has to be served by the concerned hard-
ware component: an instruction which has been issued needs to be executed
by the processor, a network packet which is requested to be sent or received
must be handled by the network device. Thus, conservation of available en-
ergy resources is first and foremost a question of careful selection, conscious
planning, and purposeful execution of actions.

1.2 The Relationship of Software and Energy Demand

Computer architects and hardware designers have successfully reduced the en-
ergy demand of computer systems by progress at the hardware level (e.g., im-
proved chip design [BB95, SMB+02, MTCR09]) over the last decades. More
recently, research has focused on analysing and optimising system components
by changes at the software level (e.g., operating systems [WWDS94, LBDM00],
algorithms [Alb10, DLMT16]) to purposefully reduce the energy demand of
computer systems. As it has shown to be an effective measure, research in the
area of energy-efficient software design [TMWL96, RJ97, MOI+97, LS98] has
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received an increasing importance and responsibility. Correspondingly, the
analysis and reduction of software energy demand moved into the spotlight of
research efforts and concerns all system designers and programmers, today.

The importance to look at system software in order to reduce the energy
demand of the overall system originates from the fact, that software con-
trols and directs most of the systems’ hardware activities. Aligned to the
principle of causality, system designers and programmers must ensure that
the software components are strictly geared to the hardware platform of the
system which executes the software. Only in a frictionless (co-)operation of
software and hardware components it is possible to minimise the energy de-
mand that is achievable by the underlying hardware. The energy demand of
a system depends on design decisions at all levels of abstraction that are
made at high-level (i.e., choice of different implementation or algorithm),
register-transfer level (i.e., signal routing between hardware registers), and
gate level (i.e., wiring of hardware gates). Although high-level decisions are of
particular importance [Ell99, Nek03] as they provide the large potentials to re-
duce the energy demand of a computer system, the computer architecture must
provide corresponding low-level hardware functions to purposefully reduce the
energy demand. In particular, the hardware must provide machine-level in-
structions that bridge the semantic gap and are suitable to map elaborate
software designs in an efficient manner to the hardware, and thus reduce the
energy demand of the system to the greatest possible extend. The potential
to lower the energy demand of systems therefore is given at the hardware and
software level and puts the system designers and programmers into the centre
of energy-aware computing: only a proper conception of an energy-efficient
hardware platform and a benign run-time behaviour of software ensures a
successful energy-aware system design.

At the software level, the importance of software-dependent changes for lower-
ing the energy footprint of computer systems is seen by analysing the transition
process of software (i.e., from source code to machine code) and studying the
entailed energy demand of a computing system which executes the generated
machine code with a specific workload. Each of the multiple stages during
the transition process offers different ways and opportunities to eventually re-
duce the energy footprint during operation. The possibilities include but are
not limited to source-to-source transformations [PR02], choice of compilation
techniques [TMW94a], and run-time decisions [BBDM00]. Depending on the
individual concern, it is important to apply software changes at the right level
of abstraction [SRC84]. System designers need to evaluate the right level of
abstraction by appropriate measures, such as running measurements, or pro-
filing the resource demand of their programs. Under consideration of energy
as a first class operating resource [ZELV02] this affects all phases of software
development (i.e., design, construction, and operating phase) and applies to
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all levels of abstraction (i.e., from low-level machine language to intermediate
languages, and high-level languages). Besides the choice of abstraction level
where changes to software components are ought to be made, it is important
to consider the separation of concerns [Dij82], a central design principle for
developing modular software. Energy-demand reduction concerns can be de-
cided under the sole consideration of the program structure in parts, other
energy demand reduction concerns, however, need to consider the program
behaviour during execution (i.e., run-time aspects, non-functional properties
of programs in execution).

Correspondingly, system designers and programmers need to analyse and eval-
uate their design and system architecture in an iterative process which mod-
ularises programs, examines the run-time effects of incremental changes to
processes, and inspects dependencies to neighbouring system components. To
address varying interests and to resolve conflicts during run time it is neces-
sary to extend the operating system with control mechanisms that influence
the energy demand of the system. Research proposals [SML94, GBS+95,
LBDM00, WB02, BCD+05, LMP+05] have explored the capabilities of oper-
ating-system designs and have shown that energy can be treated as a first class
operating resource [ZELV02]. In sum, the energy demand of a system is only
minimised if system software components are constructed thoughtfully along
the goals of the overall system design, which includes the adaptation to the
system hardware. During the design, construction, and operating phase it is
particularly important to make the right high-level decisions at the software
level. For the latter, it is necessary to provide energy demand control mech-
anisms at the operating-system level in order to address run-time aspects
which cannot be decided prior to the execution of the software. Although
many efforts have been made in the research areas of systems engineering,
software engineering, and electronics engineering, there are still additional,
unexploited potentials in energy demand reduction, especially by applying
approaches at the software level.

1.3 Problem Statement

Although the reduction of energy demand is a challenge to system design-
ers and system programmers of arbitrary computer systems, related research
fields (i.e., energy demand analysis, verification, and reduction) receives inad-
equate amounts of attention. This is clearly seen by today’s lack of available
programming tools, unavailable tooling infrastructure, and missing cross-layer
approaches which—in combination—can be used to purposefully solve remain-
ing issues in the research area of energy-aware computing. Of the remaining
issues, this thesis addresses four central problems and provides distinct pro-
posals to solve them.
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Static and Dynamic Program Analysis
Static program analysis techniques are important measures for programmers
to analyse functional properties of programs and processes. However, the ana-
lysis of non-functional properties with static program analysis techniques is
challenging as to the abstract nature of the analysis methods. To improve
the current state of the art, this thesis proposes energy-aware programming.
Energy-aware programming extends program analysis techniques by dynamic
measures and—in combination with energy models—implements a practical
energy demand analysis method. With the proposed method, energy demand
becomes comprehensible and a measurable property for the programmer. Sec-
tion 3.2 discusses the problem statement jointly with a proposal to solve the
problem. Chapter 4 presents the concept details, discusses an implementation
aligned to the proposal, and evaluates the approach.

Variant Generation and Analysis
Programmers face deficiencies during the analysis of non-functional proper-
ties (i.e., energy demand analysis) of processes. The non-existence of tools
and corresponding tooling infrastructure makes it difficult for programmers
to carry out energy demand analyses. This is largely because a comprehen-
sive energy demand analysis of processes requires the analysis of a multitude
of different program variants in combination with an increasing number of
heterogenous target hardware platforms for which the analyses need to be
conducted. Often, the lack of energy models for the target hardware platforms
worsen the situation for programmers. To address the current situation, this
thesis suggests a software-hardware tooling infrastructure which implements
the proposed concept of proactive energy-aware programming. The infrastruc-
ture implements the automatic generation of different program variants and
combines it with an automatised energy demand analysis process of the gen-
erated program variants. Section 3.3 presents the verbose problem statement
and discusses the proposed solution. Chapter 5 details the concept of pro-
active energy-aware programming together with an implementation and an
evaluation.

Cross-Layer Run-Time Analysis
During the task of software development crucial knowledge from the program-
mer is unintentionally lost, as important data on the program behaviour and
non-functional requirements are not made available to the run-time environ-
ment (i.e., operating system). For example, the data points include infor-
mation on the severity of individual program sections and system-dependent
run-time configuration which decides on the concrete use of energy-reduction
options at the hardware level (i.e., sleep modes, transition delays) and their in-
dividual settings. This thesis proposes distinct operating-system extensions to
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improve the current state of the art. The proposal closes the gap between en-
ergy demand analyses that operate ahead of run time and analysis techniques
that are pursued at run time. On the one hand, the proposed cross-layer
analysis approach suggests the implementation of energy-aware concepts at
the operating-system level. This includes the ability to reflect on operating-
system decisions at run time (i.e., resource allocation, process control) with
regard to the resulting energy demand of the system. On the other hand, this
thesis proposes to implement a transmission path which allows programmers
to pass vital knowledge about individual program characteristics which are
exploited by the operating system to reduce the energy demand of processes
at run time. The solution implements the concept of proactive energy-aware
computing. Section 3.4 details the problem statement with a suggestion on
how to improve the current state of the art with the concept of proactive
energy-aware computing. Chapter 5 presents the concept details, discusses
the implementation of an operating system aligned to the proposal, and eval-
uates the approach.

System Level Energy Demand Analysis

The energy demand analysis of processes at the system level is embedded into
a complex work-flow which involves the extraction of energy demand data at
a concluding, final point of the analysis. Energy demand analysis relies on
either indirect or direct measurements (i.e., profiling, energy models, or en-
ergy demand measurements at the hardware level) to determine the energy
demand of processes. Although exact and accurate energy demand readings
are often required, obtaining them is usually difficult (e.g., unavailability of
energy models for hardware components). As an orthogonal contribution but
in closest relation to the preceding problem statements and their correspond-
ing proposals to improve the current status quo, this thesis proposes and
advocates the use of an unconventional cross-platform energy measurement
method. The energy measurement method supports the generation of energy
models (Section 3.2), controls the execution of automatised energy measure-
ments (Section 3.3), and performs concurrent run-time energy measurements
at the system level (Section 3.4). The concept, design, and implementation of
an integrating energy measurement platform is presented in Chapter 6.

Aligned to distinct problem statements from the research areas of systems
engineering, software engineering, and electronics engineering, this thesis con-
tributes proposals to improve the current state of the art in energy-aware
system analysis and design. The methods and implementations of the core
concepts presented in this thesis conclude to the leading theme proactive
energy-aware computing. The four problem statements are the base of the
research question formulated in the following section.
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1.4 Research Question

The research question of this thesis starts from existing knowledge on how
to determine and reduce the energy demand of processes in general and op-
erating-system processes in particular. Essential assumption of the research
question is that the energy demand of the overall system is reduced signif-
icantly by static (i.e., ahead of run time) and dynamic (i.e., at run time)
changes to programs, processes, and the system configuration, in particular
under the increased use of tooling infrastructure and its consequent applica-
tion (i.e., during design, construction, and operating phase) which only then
make unexploited potentials for the reduction of energy demand achievable. It
is scrutinised how proposed concepts for energy-aware programming and com-
puting are to be handled in the absence of energy models at the hardware level
on one side and how operating-system components must be complemented to
take advantage of programmer-provided knowledge at the software level on
the other side.

1.5 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis contributes to the research areas of systems engineering, software
engineering, and electronics engineering. First, the thesis proposes a method
for energy-aware programming based on static and dynamic program analysis
to support programmers at the design of energy-aware programs. Second, the
thesis extends the proposed concept to a software-hardware tooling infrastruc-
ture which combines energy-aware programming techniques with a proposal
for automatised energy demand analysis. Third, an extended operating sys-
tem for the operation of energy-aware computing systems is presented. The
operating system closes a gap of ahead of run time energy demand analysis and
at run time analysis techniques through a cross-layer approach that enables a
transfer of programmers’ knowledge to the operating system for purposefully
reducing the energy demand at run time. Fourth, orthogonal to the preceding
contributions, an integrating energy measurement device is proposed. The
energy measurement device is robust towards sampling problems and allows
the implementation of fully automated energy demand analysis of processes.

To the best of my knowledge this work is the first to combine dynamic pro-
gram analysis techniques (SEEP [HEKSP11, HEKSP12, HES+13]) and au-
tomatic creation of program variants (PEEK [HJE+14]) to support proactive
energy-aware programming at the operating-system level (FigarOS [HHJSP15,
HEH+15]). The distinct combination of application knowledge (SEEP, PEEK)
to identify and set important adjustment options for the energy-optimised op-
eration of a computing system bound to an operating system (FigarOS) is
claimed to be novel.
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1.6 Overview

This thesis is structured as follows. After the introduction in Chapter 1, Chap-
ter 2 analyses the state of the art in energy-aware computing and presents
related work from the research areas of systems engineering, software engi-
neering, and electronics engineering. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the
contributions of this thesis, discusses current shortcomings, and opens po-
tential to the reduction of computer system energy demand. The chapter
further extracts four distinct problem statements and suggests individual so-
lutions to address them. Chapter 4 presents the concept, implementation,
and evaluation of the proposed method for the design of energy-aware pro-
grams. With the tooling infrastructure and automatisation efforts discussed
in Chapter 5 the status quo in energy-aware computing is improved further as
the degree of automatisation is increased significantly and the dependence on
energy models is released. Chapter 5 further presents concepts of a cross-layer
approach to improve the energy demand by run-time decisions at the operat-
ing-system level. This is accomplished by discussing the implementation and
evaluation of a corresponding operating-system executive and its ability for
self-assessment regarding its influence on the energy demand of the system.
Chapter 6 proposes a cross-platform energy measurement method and presents
the implementation of a corresponding energy measurement device which sup-
ports the generation of energy models (i.e., as a requirement for the analysis
method presented in Chapter 4) and controls the execution of automatised
energy measurements (i.e., as a requirement for tooling infrastructure and the
operating-system executive presented in Chapter 5). Chapter 7 discusses the
contributions of the thesis jointly with considerations on future research. The
thesis concludes in Chapter 8.

1.7 Publications

Research results which are included in this thesis have been published in the
following peer-reviewed workshops, conferences, and journals.

[HEKSP11] Timo Hönig, Christopher Eibel, Rüdiger Kapitza, and Wolf-
gang Schröder-Preikschat. SEEP: exploiting symbolic execu-
tion for energy-aware programming. In Proceedings of the 2011
Workshop on Power-Aware Computing and Systems (HotPower
’11), pages 17–22. ACM, 2011. Best of HotPower 2011 Award.

[HEKSP12] Timo Hönig, Christopher Eibel, Rüdiger Kapitza, and Wolf-
gang Schröder-Preikschat. SEEP: exploiting symbolic execu-
tion for energy-aware programming. SIGOPS Operating Sys-
tems Review, 45(3):58–62, January 2012. Best Papers from
SOSP 2011 Workshops.
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[HES+13] Timo Hönig, Christopher Eibel, Wolfgang Schröder-Preikschat,
Björn Cassens, and Rüdiger Kapitza. Proactive energy-aware
system software design with SEEP. GI Softwaretechnik-Trends,
33(2):6–7, May 2013

[HJE+14] Timo Hönig, Heiko Janker, Christopher Eibel, Oliver Mihelic,
Rüdiger Kapitza, and Wolfgang Schröder-Preikschat. Proac-
tive energy-aware programming with PEEK. In Proceedings of
the 2014 Conference on Timely Results in Operating Systems
(TRIOS ’14), pages 1–14. USENIX, 2014

[HHJSP15] Timo Hönig, Benedict Herzog, Heiko Janker, and Wolfgang
Schröder-Preikschat. The FigarOS operating system kernel for
fine-grained system-level energy analysis. In Proceedings of the
2015 DAC Workshop on System-to-Silicon Performance Mod-
eling and Analysis. ECSI, 2015

[HEH+15] Timo Hönig, Christopher Eibel, Benedict Herzog, Heiko Janker,
Peter Wägemann, and Wolfgang Schröder-Preikschat. Playing
hare and tortoise: the FigarOS kernel for fine-grained system-
level energy optimizations. In Proceedings of the 2015 Brazilian
Symposium on Computing Systems Engineering (SBESC ’15),
pages 80–83. IEEE, 2015

In [HEKSP11, HEKSP12, HES+13, HJE+14, HHJSP15, HEH+15], I was the
leading author of the publication and the main contributor to the concept
and design of the research work. For [HEKSP11, HEKSP12, HES+13] I have
additionally designed and implemented the energy measuring device that is
used to evaluate the corresponding research work.





Chapter 2

State of the Art and
Related Work

This chapter presents the state of the art and related work in the research
field of energy-aware computing. Fundamental research work which led to the
discipline of energy-aware computing is discussed in the first place and then
deepens the knowledge of important works in related fields of research.

The origins of the research area of energy-aware computing are based on ac-
tivities in several other research fields, namely: systems engineering, software
engineering, and hardware design. Correspondingly, energy-aware computing
has been shaped from an overlap of these three research areas. The work
presented in this chapter is selected to cover the research work relevant for de-
signers and programmers of energy-aware system software and energy-aware
operating systems. From the perspective of a systems programmer, especially
works with a practical focus are of importance and thus are considered for
discussion in this chapter.

This chapter first discusses the original research work which has established
the research area energy-aware computing. Following to that, the state of
the art in energy-aware computing is presented by discussing related work of
the following four categories: energy demand analysis and program design,
constructive tools and infrastructure, system software and operating-system
design, and hardware architecture and digital circuit design. In each category,
the presented work is grouped by affinity of the individual approaches. Thus,
the categories do not reflect distinct research disciplines. Instead, the dis-
cussed works of each category belong to one or more of the following research
disciplines: systems engineering (i.e., operating-system design and implemen-
tation), software engineering (i.e., principles in system software architecture
and design), and digital circuit design (i.e., microprocessor architecture).

15
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The Origin of Energy-Aware Computing The first section of this chap-
ter (Section 2.1) discusses the origins and background of energy-aware comput-
ing and comments on the differentiation between low-energy software designs,
on the one hand, and energy-aware designs, on the other hand. The trig-
gers that forged energy-aware computing as a research area originated from
different domains that are correspondingly discussed (i.e., energy limitations
of mobile computing systems, thermal constraints in large-scale systems, and
costs at the infrastructure level).

Energy Demand Analysis and Program Design Work targeting at
the analysis and program design of energy-aware software is presented in the
second section of this chapter (Section 2.2). Related work which is presented
in this section includes techniques for software analysis and optimisation tech-
niques. On the one hand, the discussion focuses on basic techniques to deter-
mine the energy demand of computer systems (i.e., power and energy models,
performance counters). On the other hand, the section presents basic ap-
proaches to reduce the energy demand of processes that are performed at
the level of machine code and on intermediate representations of the pro-
gram (i.e., compiler techniques). From point of view of a programmer and
system designer compiler optimisations are transparent as program modifica-
tions are carried out without interaction.

Constructive Tools and Infrastructure The third section of this chap-
ter (Section 2.3) discusses related work which focuses on constructive tools and
corresponding tool infrastructure. Constructive tools are tools which assist
the programmer during the task of program design (i.e., software architecture)
and construction (i.e., software programming). In particular, the presentation
focuses on energy profiling techniques which have been subject of previous re-
search. Additionally, multiple programming frameworks are discussed which
analyse the energy demand of programs in order to reveal insufficiencies of the
program under test and reduce the energy demand of corresponding processes
by software measures (i.e., approximate instead of precise computations). The
tools discussed in this section are characterised as being translucent: the tools
expose themselves only in their utilisation and otherwise are transparent to
the programmer. Furthermore, this section discusses related work on general
design principles for energy-aware system software at a higher level of ab-
straction (i.e., software design, power and energy management) which become
practical with constructive tools (i.e., energy profiling techniques).

System Software and Operating-System Design Section 2.4 presents
methods for energy-aware operating systems and discusses state-of-the-art
principles in system software design for low energy. The discussion also
outlines how established software development methods are supporting the
implementation of energy-aware operating systems. It is further reviewed
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how operating systems purposefully reduce the energy demand of the sys-
tem by controlling energy demand reduction techniques at the hardware level.
Concepts at higher levels of abstraction are commonly used by energy-aware
operating systems to model available energy resources and match available
supply with energy demand of individual system components (i.e., processes)
under consideration of global system objectives (i.e., maximisation of battery
life, minimisation of thermal losses). Section 2.4 discusses different energy
management approaches at the operating-system level which rely on so-called
resource containers to manage available energy resources on an abstract level.
The abstract representation and modelling of energy as a resource further en-
ables the implementation of energy-aware system-level techniques (i.e., energy-
aware memory management and energy-aware process synchronisation).

Hardware Architecture and Digital Circuit Design The fifth sec-
tion (Section 2.5) summaries physical background for coherences of static and
dynamic power and energy demand that are relevant for energy-aware sys-
tem design. Further, the section discusses different approaches for effectively
lowering the power demand of a system, especially from point of view of sys-
tem software and the operating system. From the available energy demand
reduction mechanisms at the hardware level the discussion focuses in par-
ticular on techniques which are in need to be controlled from a higher-level
instance (i.e., by the operating system) in order to achieve the desired re-
sult (i.e., reduction in energy demand).

2.1 The Origin of Energy-Aware Computing

In the late 1970s, the first low-power semiconductor devices were implemented
to facilitate new types of electronic devices. Among the first of such novel
electronic devices that were built with low-power semiconductor technologies
are a calculator watch [MHCH77] and a deep-ocean free vehicle [ABW78].
The latter was equipped with a low-power RCA CDP1802 CPU implementing
a COSMAC architecture [Wei76], the CPU was clocked at 8 MHz and had
a power demand on the order of 10 mW. Ever since low power became a
strict design objective [GIG+94, GBJ98, BPSB00] to new electronic devices.
While the construction of electronic devices with low-power designs became
standard for many fields of research and application, today, low-power designs
are additionally supplemented by concepts which establish energy awareness
in design. The disambiguation of low-energy designs and energy-aware designs
is subject for discussion in the following.

Low-energy designs minimise the energy demand of a system under the strict
consideration of only one non-functional requirement of the system (i.e., per-
formance). This results in rather inflexible and static approaches as no addi-
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tional non-functional requirements are considered [PR96]. Therefore, efforts
on low-energy designs focus mainly on low-level optimisations at the hardware
and system level. In contrast to such static low-energy designs are comple-
mentary approaches for the creation of energy-aware system designs.

Energy-aware designs minimise the energy demand of a system dynamically
during operation by considering various non-functional requirements, not only
performance [PR02, GM13]. It is elementary to consider operation-dependent
aspects such as thermal aspects [BBS+00], for example, or the state of bat-
tery charge [LRDP02]. Therefore, efforts on energy-aware designs concern
all domains in a system. Each single step of the design process must be
aware of the entailed energy demand as a consequence of an individual de-
sign decision, as maximum energy demand reductions are only achieved under
consideration of all system aspects at the hardware and software level. The
quest for energy demand reduction concerns all participating parties in sys-
tem design (i.e., hardware and software system engineers) and in equal terms
also to the resulting system itself. The designed system must adapt its own
energy demand according to variable operating conditions, as essential non-
functional requirements (i.e., performance, latency, and physical system con-
straints) need to be considered during run time. To accomplish such a holistic
approach to the energy-aware design and operation of systems requires corre-
sponding measures at all levels of abstraction (i.e., circuit level, architecture
level, operating-system level, compiler level, application level). To control
the actual use of energy resources by a computer system, it is not sufficient
to improve specific individual parts of the hardware design. This is due to
the fact that the static energy demand of computer systems is only one part
of the total system’s energy demand [HIG94]. The dynamic energy demand
of computer systems—which results from processing pending work and the
necessary switching of transistors—is subject to system software components,
and to the operating system in particular because the operating system must
adjust related hardware parameters such as the clock speed and supply voltage
of the CPU [DR92, LS01] according to the workload of the system.

With the advent of mobile computing systems, computers were purposefully
cut off the electricity grid for distinct periods of time. The need to operate
for longer times without reconnecting to the electricity grid grew as the size
and price of mobile computing systems shrunk. With the commercial avail-
ability of mobile computer systems early in the 1980s [Mor81, Fri83], mobile
computer systems were able to operate for periods no longer than one hour
without the need to be reconnected to the electricity grid. It has happened
that the evolution of energy density in battery technology was unable to keep
up nowhere near enough with the pace of hardware developments in other ar-
eas of technologies (e.g., CPU, memory, and storage), technology areas which
improved under Moore’s law. While the energy density of battery technologies
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Network: 3.300.000×

Storage: 1.400.000×

Memory: 500.000×

Battery Life: 10×

Figure 2.1: Technology trends of recent years have shown enormous im-
provements in several areas. Network speeds, storage capacities, and memory
sizes were improved by six to seven-digit factors. However, battery life of
energy-constraint systems (i.e., laptops) was improved by a factor of 10, only.

improves by a single-digit percentage per year [Whi12], the energy demand of
mobile devices increases by over 24 per cent every year [N.N05]. It became
a race of Tortoise and Hare—a race between creators of system components
with higher energy efficiency and consumers of the resources which became
available due to the deployment of the more efficient components [SR99]. The
advantage of introducing enhanced components is often lost in one breath,
as newly implemented system functionalities or higher-performance compo-
nents with great hunger for energy quickly devour the energy demand reduc-
tions. En passant, a new field of research was set free with both, hardware
and software designers pioneering for new ways to build computers that are
aware of their energy demand by introducing energy-aware system compo-
nents [SML94, WWDS94, GBS+95, LS98]. Figure 2.1 visualises the technol-
ogy trend for distinct computer components of commercial laptops over the
last three decades.

Due to the growing energy demand of large-scale systems (e.g., datacen-
tres [Koo11], high performance computing clusters [AAA+02]), the need for
energy-efficient computers quickly disseminated from mobile systems to fur-
ther classes of computing systems. Although energy resources may be available
in (logically) unlimited amounts, as a permanent connection to the electricity
grid is given more often than not, the operating resource energy nevertheless
inherently requires precautionary measures. Such precautionary measures in-
clude the management of the systems’ heat generation during regular oper-
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ation and emergency handling during overheating situations [BCH13]. Han-
dling of the latter is a basic requirement to circumvent the propagation of
failures. If emergency handling is missing or ineffective, the failure of a sin-
gle system may distend to a greater number of nodes or the overall system,
entailing the breakdown of the entire system infrastructure in the worst case.

The increasing number of servers which build the infrastructure of the Inter-
net and their growing energy demand [BBLZ11] at the system level generates
an additional interest in low-power computing systems by the multitude of
different datacentres and their economic impact [ZCB10]. Besides thermal
constraints, economic savings (i.e., electricity bill) are a motivating factor to
build systems which provide a required amount of computational performance
with a minimum amount of electrical energy [BH07, SKZ08]. This is impor-
tant, as lowering the energy demand of datacentres commonly also comes with
a positive side benefit on the heat generation [MCRS05].

Concepts for the analysis, optimisation, and operation of energy-aware com-
puter systems are established at different levels of abstraction and thus must
consider one or more of the system layers (i.e., transistor-, gate-, register-
transfer level, and microarchitecture) in general, and system software lay-
ers (i.e., application and operating-system software, and firmware) in partic-
ular. Common design principles [SRC84] are helpful to reflect on the system
design during the design phase. For example, energy demand reduction ap-
proaches are often most effective at higher levels of abstraction (i.e., operating-
system level instead of firmware level) [FM02] but may not be suited to be
integrated at the highest level of abstraction (i.e., application level or even
under inclusion of user input) [LS98].

In sum, the motivation for energy-aware computing emerged from different
directions which depend on the specific characteristic of the individual system
classes of computing systems. Technical and physical aspects—such as energy
as a scarce resource for battery-powered devices and energy constraints caused
by thermal limits in high performance computer systems—have triggered re-
search in different areas which resulted in the establishment of energy-aware
system design principles.

2.2 Energy Demand Analysis and Program Design

The total power demand of a system is proportional to the sum of static
power demand and dynamic power demand (see Section 2.5). The static
power demand is the product of the supply voltage and leakage current, and
thus, it is independent of system activities (i.e., execution of software). In
contrast to this, the dynamic power demand depends on the switching and
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driving of capacitive and resistive loads, respectively, at the transistor level.
Electrical switching operations at the transistor level are therefore the culprit
for entailed dynamic energy demand of the hardware. To system program-
mers, often it is difficult to draw conclusions from high-level software modi-
fications to entailed lower-level effects [TG98]—and there is no exception to
the reasoning about the entailed effect on the energy demand for specific high-
level software changes.

As energy demand is a physical property of the hardware, first it is necessary
to discuss existing approaches to determine the energy demand of computer
systems at the hardware level. The establishment of such approaches is the
basic prerequisite to analyse the energy demand of a system: it allows system
designers to investigate how potential changes to the system at the software
level influence the energy demand at run time. Determining the energy de-
mand for a system is accomplished with different procedures at varying levels
of abstraction—the actual physical quantity of energy demand is obtained by
measuring the power demand of the system over time—the integral of power
demand over time is equal to the energy demand. However, hardware mea-
surement devices come with individual drawbacks which makes them often
inappropriate to be used [NRS13]. As an alternative, energy models that are
used at the software level are a common approach to facilitate the reason-
ing about the energy demand of processes. Energy models vary in their scope
and are applied at various levels of abstraction. A distinction is made between
energy models which describe single components (i.e., processor, memory, net-
work interface) and energy models which describe the energy demand of the
entire system (i.e., mobile device, desktop computer, server system). A further
distinction between different types of energy models is made at the granular-
ity of the individual model (i.e., cycle-level, instruction-level, component-level
energy model).

Power and Energy Modelling Tiwari et al. present a method to ana-
lyse the power demand of a microprocessor [TMW94b] with power and energy
models at the instruction level. The instruction level power models are applied
to estimate the power and energy demand of the processor instructions during
execution at run time. For the experiments, the authors measure the electric
current and voltage to determine the power demand—the determined power
demand and execution times are then used to calculate the energy demand. To
establish power and energy models of the processor under investigation (Intel
80486DX2-S) the authors execute loops of instructions. Each loop executes
several instances of the same instruction in order to determine the base en-
ergy demand of each instruction. To improve the accuracy of the model, the
authors additionally consider inter-instruction effects which depend on the
type of instructions which are executed consecutively. The energy demand
of inter-instruction effects is determined by measuring the energy demand of
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distinct instruction pairs. Again, this is performed in loops to avoid measur-
ing inaccuracies. The net energy demand of an instruction pair (i.e., sum of
the base energy demands of both instructions) is lower than the measured
energy demand of the pairwise loop execution of the instructions. Thus, the
energy demand of inter-instruction effects between a pair of instructions is
calculated by subtracting the base energy demand of both instructions from
the measured energy demand during the pairwise loop execution.

The method as proposed by Tiwari et al. has been origin for further research
work focussing on instruction-based energy models. One major drawback of
energy models created by the method of Tiwari et al. is the inflexibility to
consider dynamic changes of the processors’ supply voltage which are stan-
dard in all system classes, today. Changing the supply voltage has a sig-
nificant impact on both, the static and dynamic power demand and thus
influences the energy demand for executing an instruction heavily. Succes-
sive work [MPS98, LEMC01, IM03] improve the accuracy of energy models,
especially in respect of increasing complexity at the hardware level which
complicates the establishment of accurate energy models. In addition, semi-
conductor companies keep energy models secret and do not distribute them
to external parties (i.e., software developers).

Software Design for Low Energy Low-power software and a correspond-
ing energy-aware operating system—an energy-aware variant of the Plan9 op-
erating system—was first proposed by Snyder et al. [SML94]. The authors
especially propose to (re)consider the choice of algorithm for a given prob-
lem in order to achieve a reduction in energy demand. Roy et al. [RJ97]
thoroughly discuss the importance of software design for low power. The au-
thors highlight the enormous responsibility of software for the system energy
demand at run time. The authors discuss the different sources for energy dis-
sipation caused by software (i.e., CPU, memory, and busses), and thus, build
on previous work by Tiwari et al. [TMW94b], who mainly focus on the CPU
aspects. Roy et al. reveal that the memory subsystem contributes one tenth
to one fourth of the total power demand and they refer to additional high-
capacitance components at the bus level which increases the power demand
further. The authors highlight the importance of measurability as the first
and most important factor to purposefully reduction of energy demand by ap-
plying changes at the software level. Consequently, the work gives advises on
how to estimate the power demand of the individual contributors to the total
systems’ power demand at different abstraction levels (i.e., gate level, archi-
tecture level) and subsequently propose approaches for power optimisations at
the software level. To optimise software for low energy demand, the authors
propose instruction reordering techniques and discuss various approaches to
reduce the energy demand of memory operations. In line with Tiwari et al.,
Roy et al. focus on instruction-based energy models for their power analysis.
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Compiler optimisations to reduce the energy demand are considered by sev-
eral works on low-power software, including aforementioned works [TMW94b,
RJ97] and further research [STD94, TMW94a, MOI+97, LEMC01, KVIY00]
propose approaches to improve the energy demand of programs in
execution. Both works [TMW94b, RJ97] focus on machine-dependent op-
timisations for back-end infrastructure of compilers which generate machine-
dependant code. The works [TMW94a, RJ97, LLHT00] propose to analyse
and carry out instruction reordering to reduce pipeline stalls and decrease
the switching activities of capacitive loads at the transistor level during ex-
ecution of programs. On a more general mark, it is proposed to apply pat-
tern matching to implement cost modelling during compilation of code. The
work [TMW94a] analyses the effect of varying memory operands on the en-
tailed energy demand.

Instead of reducing the switching activities at the architectural level (i.e., func-
tional units), Su et al. reduce bit switching of the address and instruction
busses by their proposed approach [STD94] which (also) depends on reschedul-
ing of instructions. The reordering of instructions is performed on a set of
instructions which are stored in a ready list. The instructions contained
by the ready list are candidates which can execute next, as soon as all re-
sources (i.e., operands, data) are available. The priority of an individual
instruction candidate that is maintained in the ready list is determined by the
proposed energy demand which will occur if the candidate is executed next.
The approach by Su et al. is guaranteed to reduce the energy demand but may
entail performance penalties as the number of pipeline stalls may increase.

To further decrease the energy demand of processes, Mehta et al. [MOI+97]
propose to enhance compiler techniques at a higher level of abstraction. The
work optimises programs at the level of intermediate code and hence before
generating machine-dependant code. Optimisation methods at the intermedi-
ate representation include loop optimisations (i.e., loop unrolling, reorganisa-
tion of loops by software-pipelining techniques) and the elimination of recur-
sion. Loop unrolling reduces the loop overhead of the code, software pipelining
improves the pipeline utilisation of the processor by reducing pipeline stalls,
and the elimination of recursion reduces overhead of stack utilisation. Instead
of an instruction-based energy model, Mehta et al. use simulation techniques
to determine the energy demand of programs at a higher level of abstraction.

Kandemir et al. [KVIY00] follow a similar approach and use a cycle-accurate
power simulator to analyse six state-of-the-art compiler optimisations (i.e., lin-
ear loop transformations, tiling, unrolling, fusion, fission, and scalar expan-
sion). The authors compare the energy demand of the unoptimised code
with the optimised code after applying one of the source-to-source optimisa-
tion methods. The evaluation results of the work reveal that most compiler
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optimisations increase the energy demand of the code. Thus, the authors rec-
ommend to thoroughly check general state-of-the-art compiler optimisations
when it is required to generate energy-efficient machine code.

With improvements at the level of hardware architectures, processors (e.g., In-
tel Pentium [AA93], AMD Opteron [KMAC03], Sun UltraSPARC-II [GT96])
implement machine-specific registers (MSRs) that can be used for program
analysis instead of the aforementioned power and energy models. Originally,
the underlying processor features were designated for performance evaluation
of programs, they can, however, be used for indirect measurements of energy
demand, too.

Early work by Bellosa [Bel00] recognised the suitability of such performance
counters for energy demand analysis and present thread-level energy analysis
at run time. The approach correlates the different counters (i.e., number of
retired microinstructions, number of cache accesses) with energy demand of
the system. Based on his findings, Bellosa proposed an energy-aware process
scheduler which exploits performance counters as an indirect measurement
for accrued energy demand. Isci et al. [IM03] extended the work by exploring
more complex processors such as the Pentium 4. The use of performance coun-
ters as base data for indirect energy measurement methods is convenient to be
integrated into system software as external hardware measurements are dis-
pensable. Recent processor extensions have been improved further in order to
provide real energy readings, albeit at a low time resolution, with a comparable
interface to the one of performance counters. Several research works have ana-
lysed this so-called running average power limit (RAPL) processor interface
to measure and analyse the energy demand of memory [DGH+10, DPW16]
and CPU [HDVH12, HIS+13] in dependence of the processes that execute on
the processor.

With the emergence of run-time energy demand reduction techniques like
dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [DR92, BPSB00], compiler
optimisations have adapted to the new possibilities by directly taking control
of such hardware-level controls. Hsu et al. [HKH00] determine dynamic power
demand of the processor as the dominant source of power dissipation in their
work and thus reduce the dynamic power demand with DVFS techniques.
The presented method uses energy and performance models at compile time
in order to determine the best trade-off between energy demand and execution
time (performance) for the program which is compiled. The technique adds
control instructions to the program code in order to change the voltage and
frequency of the processor at run time. To guarantee a lower limit of perfor-
mance, the proposed compile-time approach allows performance degradation
only within predefined bounds.
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Jimborean et al. [JKS+14] have revealed that DVFS approaches are bound
to control latencies induced by the hardware. Thus, the authors propose
that switching of voltages and frequencies is not reasonable at a fine-grained
level. Instead, Jimborean et al. propose a compiler technique which decouples
regions of the program into data access and execution phases. At run time,
the data access phase (i.e., memory-bound) is configured to be executed with
different DFVS settings than the execution phase (i.e., computation-bound).
The evaluation results of the presented method shows especially improvements
for memory-bound applications. Although energy demand is reduced with
compiler assisted DVFS techniques as proposed by Hsu et al. and Jimborean et
al., it must be considered that the control instructions at the program level
may conflict with DVFS control mechanisms at the operating-system level.

To exploit further energy demand reductions, several works investigate the
potential of hardware–software co-design. Li and Henkel [LH98, Hen99] ex-
plore the interaction between a processor and application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) regarding power and energy demand. With design space explo-
ration [LH98] the authors investigate the effect on the energy demand of (a)
high-level transformations of the software and (b) the configuration of the
cache and memory subsystem. In [Hen99] different partitioning schemes of
hardware and software are analysed regarding their entailed impact on the
system’s energy demand and performance. Vijaykrishnan et al. propose an
energy-driven hardware-software optimisation approach [VKI+00]. The au-
thors apply a cycle-accurate energy model to analyse the effects on program
changes (i.e., compiler optimisations) and reconfiguration of the system archi-
tecture (i.e., memory, caches).

The concepts and approaches to energy demand analysis and program design
as presented in this section are enabling technology to software approaches
for analysis, management, and reduction of energy demand at higher levels of
abstraction. The ever increasing complexity and heterogeneity of computer
systems [Moo06] impacts the design and development of efficient software
in general and system software in particular as it must abstract hardware
properties towards applications. Thus, programmers depend on efficient pro-
gramming support that is provided by tools (i.e., program analysers and opti-
misers). According to Weiser, „a good tool is an invisible tool” [Wei94, p. 7],
which means that a good tool does not intrude the consciousness of its opera-
tor when it is used. Eyeglasses are an example for a good tool. In the context
of energy-aware computing there are two different categories of tools which
refer to the level of invisibility: there are transparent tools and translucent
tools. A representative of the former category are compilers as they ideally
apply optimisations to the program code without any interaction with the pro-
grammer. A representative of the latter are tools such as program profilers
which need control and guidance during operation (Section 2.3).
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2.3 Constructive Tools and Infrastructure

This section discusses research work on constructive tools and the required in-
frastructure to support developers at designing and developing energy-efficient
software in general and system software in particular. The transparency char-
acteristics of tools—as seen by compiler optimisations (Section 2.2)—is a de-
sirable property of assisting technology. However, entirely transparent tools
are limited in their operating range: often it is the programmer who possesses
important, exclusive knowledge about the program under development. Such
knowledge cannot be extracted by a tool or algorithm in order to be avail-
able to during run time. Thus, it is necessary to involve the programmer
in the guidance of applied tools. Only this distinct linkage of programmer
knowledge about the application requirements and its program design in com-
bination with highly specialised tools leads to a purposeful implementation
of the modus operandi that is required for energy-aware programming. Cor-
responding tools and complementary infrastructure components need to be
established at higher levels of abstraction in order to assist programmers at
the design and implementation of energy-aware system software. Functionali-
ties at higher levels of abstraction enable adaptation mechanisms reacting on
variable operating conditions at run time [FS99a, CL17] which are impossi-
ble to be implemented otherwise as essential application knowledge is missing
at lower levels of abstraction. The distinct set of constructive tools includes
analysis instruments (i.e., energy demand profilers) and infrastructure mea-
sures (i.e., programming frameworks).

Considerations on the Design of System Software To complement
existing software development practices with tools for the purposeful energy
demand reduction it is necessary to establish infrastructure support which is
aligned to and compatible with existing development tools and programming
methods. This includes fundamental program design principles such as the
separation of concerns [Dij69] and structured programming [Wir71]. For an
energy-efficient system design it is a requirement to discuss and decide the
reach of competence for each individual software module. On and between
each level of abstraction (i.e., operating system, device drivers, user-space
programs) there must be consensus about the collaboratively pursued energy
demand reduction strategy of the overall system during run time. More often
than not a given functionality can be implemented at different levels of ab-
straction, and thus, it requires thorough reflection on how and where in the
system a specific functionality is ought to be implemented. A guidance for dis-
cussing and deciding on this subject is given by the end-to-end arguments in
system design [SRC84] in general, and by the discussion on higher-level power
management [Ell99] in particular (i.e., in the context of energy-aware systems).
When a program is (re-)structured regarding its functional properties (e.g., as
per reasoning about the separation of concerns of the program), it is impor-
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tant to consider the entailed change of non-functional properties (i.e., energy
demand, performance, latency, and maintainability) of the program, too. In
correspondence with the clear separation of concerns, structuring the program
in well-defined manners (i.e., blocks, subroutines, and loops) helps greatly to
revise, change, and adapt the program at a later point of time. Doing this
in a fine-granular manner with stepwise refinements enables programmers to
study the effects of changes on non-functional properties, including the energy
demand of programs in execution. Eventually, the quality of maintainability
of the code (e.g., for purposes such as error corrections and improvements)
decides whether an existing program can be adapted for further energy de-
mand reductions. In addition, porting a given program to a different hard-
ware platform is alleviated by combining techniques such as the separation
of concerns in conjunction with stepwise refinements [Wir71]. Along similar
considerations, Corbató [Cor91] emphasises the importance of modular sys-
tem designs (i.e., functional modularity) in respect of the reparability and
adjustability of systems. According to Corbató such modular system designs
are the key to learn from past failures and build more robust systems out of
lessons learnt.

During the design and development of programs with due regard to software
development concepts like the separation of concerns and stepwise refinements,
software engineers and programmers commonly build program families [Par76]
that are a set of similar, yet distinct programs grouped in a tree-like struc-
ture. A family tree of programs has individual family members that share
common characteristics (tree branches) but differentiate from each other in
specific ones (tree leafs). In context of energy-aware programming, for exam-
ple, a program family is designated for a distinct hardware architecture with
a specific instruction set (i.e., shared characteristics). Although the family
members have most parts of their program structure in common, specialised
variants (i.e., family members) that exploit platform-dependent hardware fea-
tures which are independent of the instruction set (i.e., discriminating char-
acteristics) must exist.

Constructive Tools for Energy Demand Reduction Strategies The
reflection on various functional and non-functional properties of processes
leads to design decisions in different areas and guide the construction pro-
cess of programs. As complexity rises with each individual software module of
the program, it has been proposed to build constructive measures (i.e., auto-
mated tools) [ABC82] to support programmers and system engineers during
the individual phases of the program evolution (i.e., design, construction, and
operating phases). Lampson emphasises the need for tools, because „only few
systems are understood to be properly tuned without such tools” [Lam83,
p. 4]. The request for broad support by tools has been adapted by early work
on energy-aware systems: the discussion and considerations of concepts for
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high-level energy demand reduction at the application level in general [Ell99],
and operating-system software in particular [FS99a]. More specifically, the de-
mand for energy measurement tools and corresponding infrastructure support
has been discussed to be a requirement [RJ97] in order to raise the importance
of a system’s energy demand to the same level as performance.

Strategies to purposefully implement energy management approaches in soft-
ware are grouped into three distinct categories [LS98]: transition (or pre-
diction) strategies, load-change strategies, and adaptation strategies. Tran-
sition strategies are responsible to switch the operation mode of individual
system components. For example, putting a processor core into a deep sleep-
state (e.g., when it is underutilised or unused) is a transition strategy. Transi-
tion strategies are state-dependent and must consider the point in time when
it is most reasonable to change the operation mode of a system component.
Such considerations are based on empirical data in order to make predictions
for the system’s behaviour in an upcoming time slot. Load-change strategies
are strategies which reduce the energy demand of the software by changing
the operating point of a component. For example, depending on a specific
operation it can be reasonable to relocate I/O operations from a non-volatile
memory (e.g., solid-state or flash memory) to a volatile memory (e.g., random
access memory) and vice versa. Adaptation strategies concern the ability of
a system to adopt to new, previously unavailable components which entail a
reduction in energy demand. As the individual strategies are implemented in
software, they can be located at different levels of abstraction. In contrast
to the end-to-end argument in system design [SRC84], which proposes to im-
plement software functions at the highest possible level of abstraction, energy
management strategies must not be implemented at the highest level of ab-
straction in all cases. It depends on the individual system component and
the strategy itself which level of abstraction is most suitable for a conclusive
energy management for the overall system.

Profilers for Energy Demand Analysis Constructive tools such as energy
profilers are necessary for programmers to make good use out of the proposed
energy demand analysis techniques (Section 2.2), to apply software design
principles (e.g., separation of concerns, stepwise refinements) for energy-aware
systems, and to evaluate software energy management strategies. Energy pro-
filers correlate energy demand with software modules in general, and specific
regions of the program in particular. Thus, energy profilers provide the basis
for programming methods to evaluate changes at the software level regarding
the impact on the energy demand at the system level.

With the assistance of energy profilers it is possible, to determine and evalu-
ate the effectiveness of program changes, for example by applying one of the
proposed software strategies for energy management. Most energy profilers
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correlate energy demand of the system with parts of software at various levels
of abstraction (i.e., application level, process level, or function level). Energy
profilers which provide tool support to programmers for analysing the energy
demand of processes are grouped into different categories which depend on
the method of determining the energy demand. On the one hand, energy pro-
filers that use energy models commonly operate at the abstraction level of the
individual energy model (i.e., cycle-level or instruction-level energy model).
On the other hand, energy profilers that use hardware measurements provide
readings of physical values (i.e., currents, voltages, power, and energy).

PowerScope [FS99b] was first to combine sampling of system run-time infor-
mation with measurement data. The energy profiling approach of PowerScope
is executed in two steps. First, PowerScope uses two run-time monitors (i.e., a
system monitor and an energy monitor) to collect samples of system data
during run time. The system monitor samples and stores process identifiers
and program counters during the execution of programs. The energy moni-
tor measures the system and stores measurement data (i.e., electric currents
and voltages). In a second step, PowerScope merges the recorded run-time
data with an offline analysis. Under usage of the presented approach, the au-
thors show an energy demand reduction of up to 46 per cent for an adaptive
video application. Similar to the work of Flinn et al. [FS99b], which uses a
multimeter for determining the currents and voltages during operation, Pillai
et al. [PS01] use a comparable approach with an oscilloscope for electrical
measurements.

Brooks et al. propose the cycle-level energy profiler Wattch [BTM00] which
is based on the microprocessor simulation SimpleScalar [BA97]. Wattch pro-
vides cycle-level energy estimations with power models that are integrated
into SimpleScalar (i.e., microprocessor and cache power models). Compared
to measurement-based approaches, Wattch uses a simulation environment to
determine energy demand of processes, which improves the generality on the
account of accuracy, however. According to the authors, the estimations of
Wattch are within 10 to 13 per cent compared to the measured energy de-
mand. On the one hand, a major disadvantage of the approach is that the
provided energy demand estimates only include components for which the
simulator (i.e., SimpleScalar) has corresponding models. On the other hand,
Wattch is more flexible in order to explore the effect of changes at the (sim-
ulated) hardware level. Thus, it is possible to analyse the effect of differ-
ent hardware configurations by varying parameter changes of the simulation
model (i.e., pipeline configuration, memory hierarchy). Similar to the ap-
proach of Brooks et al., Ye and Vijaykrishnan present their simulation-based
energy estimation tool SimplePower [YVKI00, VKI+00], which is also based on
SimpleScalar [BA97]. SimplePower is a tool to analyse the effect of high-level
changes (i.e., software changes at the level of algorithms, compiler optimisa-
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tions) as well as low-level changes (i.e., hardware changes to the architecture).
For further infrastructure support, energy profilers are embedded into (or used
by) more complex programming frameworks. Such frameworks commonly op-
erate at higher levels of abstraction (e.g., high-level programming language)
and provide means to programmers which let them change their programs
in order to achieve a reduction of energy demand at the system level during
the run time of processes. Commonly, frameworks provide extensions to the
high-level programming language, the run-time environment, or both. The
increasing level of abstraction is accompanied by the risk that estimated en-
ergy demands (as provided by the individual framework) are not accurate in
physical numbers, but may be suited for qualitative statements that are used
for a comparative analysis. In contrast to programming frameworks, energy
profilers—especially the ones operating at low levels of abstraction—are com-
monly agnostic regarding the run-time environment and programming lan-
guage. On the contrary, programming frameworks which assist programmers
in reducing the energy demand of software commonly integrate the program
code with its run-time environment and, thus, are tied to a specific program-
ming language. It is normal for most of the discussed frameworks to be tied to
a specific combination of hardware architecture, run-time environment, and
programming language.

Programming Frameworks To successfully achieve an energy demand
reduction at run time, energy demand is traded off against other quality cri-
teria (i.e., non-functional properties) of the system. Most research on finding
such trade-offs consider the reduction of energy demand by decreasing per-
formance or reducing the accuracy of operations, for example by reducing
the number of fractional digits which are determined in the course of a cal-
culation. Regarding the trade-off of reducing the energy demand against a
different non-functional system property, a broad body of research work has
been performed.

Sorber et al. propose Eon [SKG+07], a run-time system and programming
language for energy-aware programming. Eon is a declarative coordination
language based on the Flux programming language [BGK+06] and allows pro-
grammers to write applications in the nesC and C programming languages.
By associating control flows with abstract energy states of the hardware, Eon
enables programmers to provide alternative implementations whose execution
are chosen from during run time. Hoffmann and Sidiroglou et al. explore a
technique called code perforation [HMS+09, SDMHR11] to automatically en-
hance applications to support performance/accuracy trade-offs. The authors
further include the consideration of different trade-offs (i.e., robustness and en-
ergy). SpeedPress combines compiler-level source code transformations with
a run-time extension to restrict the extent of the trade-off by user-defined
bounds. Along similar considerations, Green [BC10] proposes a system to
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support energy-conscious programming by applying controlled (i.e., bounded)
approximation. By providing direct extensions to the languages C and C++,
Green implements fine-grained and modular approximations at the loop and
function level. In contrast to SpeedPress, which applies changes to the sup-
plied application code without user interaction, Green requires the program-
mer to add source-level annotations to the supplied C/C++ source code. Hoff-
mann [Hof15] further proposes JouleGuard, a run-time system which tries to
maximise accuracy under restricted energy demand budgets. The approach
of JouleGuard is split into two parts: JouleGuard first tries to find the most
energy-efficient system configuration for a given process and then, in a second
step, tries to adopt the application in a way to maximise accuracy constraints
without exceeding a given energy demand.

Sampson et al. propose the programming language EnerJ [SDF+11] which
introduces approximate data types for the Java programming language. Pro-
grammers are prompted to strictly differentiate their use of approximate and
precise data. In return, operations (i.e., computation, storage) on approximate
data can lead to an energy demand reduction at run time, as computations,
for example, are more energy-efficient to be executed on approximate data
than on precise data. To evaluate the energy demand reduction of EnerJ,
the authors use a simulator which performs the approximated operations in
place of using real hardware operations at the system level (e.g., dynamic
voltage regulation of processor or memory). With Ent [CL17], Canino et
al. present another variant of the Java programming language with seman-
tic extensions for energy-aware programming. In comparison to EnerJ, Ent
does not exploit approximation techniques but rather promotes the proactive
dialogue of the programmer and the application run time by mixed type check-
ing. The responsibility to find different implementations of one and the same
functionality but varying non-functional properties—such as performance, ac-
curacy, or energy demand—is transferred to the programmer. Programmers
express expected run-time conditions (e.g., availability of energy resources) in
their program and Ent enables the programmer to react on them, for exam-
ple, by providing different implementations for a required functionality. De-
pending on concrete run-time conditions during execution of Ent applications,
the run-time environment then conditionally uses one of the implementations
as provided by the programmer. The Ent run-time environment induces an
overhead in resource consumption, for example by additional memory oper-
ations (i.e., object tagging and copying). For applications with low energy
demand this overhead is problematic as the energy demand of the overhead
can exceed the energy demand of the actual application code.

The research approaches that are presented in this section highlight the im-
portance of profound support for programmers in terms of constructive tools
and infrastructure. The purposeful design of system software is a complex
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task and demands great efforts from system designers during the individual
phases of development (i.e., design, construction, and operating phases). The
conjunction of transparent tools (such as compilers, see Section 2.2) are com-
plemented with translucent tools such as energy profilers and programming
frameworks which assist the programmer at both, determining and reducing
the energy demand of processes of their programs. This distinct combination
of constructive tools enables programmers to follow established design prin-
ciples during design and implementation of system software despite the ever
increasing complexity of systems.

Even though constructive tools are an absolute necessity for developers to de-
sign and implement energy-aware programs, it is required to extend the scope
to the operating system. The operating system—as the central authority for
resource management during run time—must control the dynamic allocation
of available energy resources and match those with the energy demand of
individual system components, especially at the software level (i.e., applica-
tions, processes, and threads). At the application level, it may be reasonable
to implement reactive measures (e.g., controlled degeneration of computation
accuracy in dependence of available energy resources) but as each individual
application has a limited view of the overall system it must be the operating
system which enforces system-wide decisions, such as the timed instruction to
enter a sleep state or to delay specific activities of an individual application
in favour of a reduced energy demand of the overall system. For example,
the operating system can trigger hardware configuration schemes to enforce
an alternative operating plan or choose a different functional implementation
for a required functionality at run time which—in either case—can lead to an
energy demand reduction of pending work.

The corresponding research which analyses the implications of energy demand
reduction from the perspective of operating systems is discussed in Section 2.4.

2.4 System Software and Operating-System Design

Power and energy models, energy demand analysis techniques, and construc-
tive tools such as energy profilers are the base technologies for programmers to
build energy-aware applications. At run time, however, the operating system
must take care of global concerns of the overall system. This includes but is
not limited to concerns regarding the energy demand of the system and its
entailed heat dissipation. The operating system must resolve conflicting goals
regarding the pursued energy demand reduction strategy at run time which
originate from system activities of different characteristics (e.g., CPU bound
and memory bound operations).
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Lampson proposes the clear definition of simple and comprehensive inter-
faces [Lam83] and emphasises the necessity to strictly separate the design and
implementation by means of abstractions. In context of energy-aware com-
puting such well-defined interfaces are found at various levels of abstractions.
First, the operating system must be provided with interfaces from the hard-
ware to be able to control and operate available energy demand reduction
features of the individual hardware components. Second, the operating sys-
tem itself must provide interfaces towards the application software, and even
towards the user for situations where the user needs to influence the energy
demand of the system during run time (e.g., full-system sleep modes, emer-
gency controls). For the implementation of operating systems for energy-aware
computing purposes, several proposals have been discussed in earlier research.

Energy-Aware Operating Systems Snyder et al. propose „low-power
software for low-power people” [SML94, p. 1] and were first to suggest the
adaptation towards energy-aware operating systems. The authors argue that
the choice of algorithms affects the energy demand of the system. To study the
effect of program code density on the energy demand the authors explore the
prototype for a personal computer (HoBo3) in conjunction with mobile variant
of the Plan9 operating system [PPTT90, PPD+95]. The design of Plan9
strictly follows the separation of concerns [Dij82] and groups its system-level
functions in three distinct classes (CPU server, file server, and terminal) and
does not provide legacy code as it was written from scratch. The authors quote
this as an advantage over competing systems such as UNIX and Windows NT
as the resulting code is more compact than otherwise. The evaluation platform
does not provide any energy demand reduction features at the hardware level,
which is why the authors had to use indirect measurements to evaluate the
value of the approach. Thus, the authors use the density of program code as
indirect measure for a reduction in energy demand: the authors argue that
denser program code leads to smaller memory footprints and faster processing
times, and, thus allows the utilisation of smaller memory chips and cuts down
execution times.

Earliest low-power features at the hardware level of microprocessor-controlled
computers [ABW78] were not managed by the operating system, instead
the control was handled by either the hardware itself or at the level of the
firmware. However, with the transition from coarse-grained energy demand
reduction features with binary configuration space (i.e., on/off, active/idle)
towards fine-grained energy reduction features [DR92] with very finely grad-
uated configuration space (i.e., multi-level sleep states, continuous configu-
ration space), the responsibility for implementing energy demand reduction
strategies was largely relocated from the firmware level to the system software
level (i.e., operating system). The reasons for the relocation are motivated
by the increasing complexity of energy demand reduction strategies and the
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knowledge about the overall system state which is exclusively known to the
operating system. Flautner et al. [FM02] show a distinct advantage of en-
ergy demand reduction mechanisms managed at the operating-system level
over a comparable method at the firmware level. The authors attribute the
increased accuracy to run-time information available to the operating system,
only. Weiser [WWDS94] first explored the effect of voltage and clock scaling
for different process-scheduling algorithms at the operating-system level with
regard to the entailed impact on the energy demand. The three algorithms
as proposed by the authors determine the supposed clock speed for upcoming
intervals of the systems’ operation. Significant parts of the algorithms, how-
ever, are unfeasible without application knowledge on future prospects of the
currently running process (i.e., amount of pending work). For the simulations
that were used to evaluate the approach, the authors apply the metric million
instructions per joule (MIPJ) which has previously been proposed with the
equivalent measure MIPS per Watt by Culbert in course of a research paper
on the development of the Apple Newton personal digital assistant [Cul94].
The metric MIPJ expresses how many instructions are executed by a given
amount of energy. This was a novelty as—until then—only performance met-
rics (i.e., minimisation of execution times) were used as design goal. Govil et
al. [GCW95] continue the research of Weiser et al. and investigate the trade-
off between a reduction in power demand and performance for several algo-
rithms with further simulations. Both works [WWDS94, GCW95], however,
do wrongly assume that the processor does not demand any energy during idle
periods. This has been corrected by subsequent work [GMIL+00] which uses
energy demand measurements at the hardware level instead of simulations.

Operating-System Directed Energy Management Benini et al. pro-
pose an activity monitor at the operating-system level which drives dynamic
power management strategies [BBCR98]. The activity monitor collects activ-
ity data of different devices (i.e., CPU, hard disk, keyboard, mouse) and uses
this data as input to statistical analysis methods which derive power man-
agement strategies at the level of the operating system. During idle periods,
components are put into low power or sleep states to effectively reduce the
energy demand of the system. To evaluate the proposed approach, Benini et
al. implement the activity monitor as an extension of the Linux operating
system. Experiments show that all system devices under observation are idle
for a significant fraction of their individual operating time. Thus, the authors
conclude that energy management strategies must be established.

The success and increasing use of energy-constrained (i.e., battery-powered)
devices led to a progression at the hardware and software level to build energy-
aware computer systems. A leading part of the software improvements to
reduce the energy demand at the hardware level is achieved at the system
software level. The operating system implements active control mechanisms
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that are mandatory to steer energy demand reduction features at the hard-
ware level, such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [DR92]
and device specific sleep states which exploit idle periods. The case for higher
level power and energy management is thoroughly discussed by Ellis [Ell99]
and Vahdat et al. [VLE00]. The authors argue that energy management deci-
sions should be made at the level of the operating system as energy must be
considered just as any other type of system resource which is managed by the
operating system (i.e., processor, memory). In fact, Ellis urges to raise the
importance of energy to the level of performance, even for systems which are
not strictly energy constrained. To maximise the energy demand reduction at
run time, Ellis and Vahdat et al. propose a close interaction between the ap-
plications and the operating system to exploit application-specific knowledge.
The importance to use application knowledge for energy demand reduction
in close cooperation with the operating system is also explored by Flinn et
al. [FS99a]. The authors propose energy-aware adaptations for mobile appli-
cations and present an operating-system design for their approach (Odyssey).
With a prototype of the Odyssey, an operating system based on Linux, Flinn et
al. demonstrate that demand and supply of energy must be monitored (and
matched) in order to decide between energy conservation (i.e., low perfor-
mance, low-power modes) and application quality (i.e., high performance,
high-power modes). To monitor the energy demand of applications the au-
thors connect the Odyssey with a variant of the hardware energy measurement
device presented in [FS99b] which is taking measurements during run time.
Odyssey provides an interface to applications which is implemented by system
calls. Downwards—towards the operating system—applications use this inter-
face to express expectations regarding their prospect future energy demand.
During run time, Odyssey periodically checks if the available energy supply
to the system (i.e., remaining battery capacity) exceeds the energy demand
of the application. If the demand is inconsistent with the energy supply, the
operating system issues an upcall [FS99a] towards the application which then
is asked to adapt to the updated conditions, for example by degradation of
data and operations to reduce its energy demand.

A central mechanism that is commonly controlled at the operating-system
level is the dynamic adaptation of operating voltage and frequency of the
devices (i.e., CPU, memory controllers) at run time. When the system load
does not exceed specific thresholds or if idle periods occur operating systems
slow down the corresponding device (i.e., by reducing the operating frequency
and voltage) as a reduction of the operating frequency and voltage lowers
the power demand (at the expense of performance). Eventually, the use of
DVFS techniques translates into a reduction of the systems’ energy demand:
reducing the performance level by lowering the operating voltage can yield a
quadratic decrease in energy use. A shared challenge to such approaches is the
determination of energy demand at a coarse-grained level (i.e., system level)
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in general and at a fine-grained level (e.g., process level or thread level) in
particular. The determination and knowledge of the current energy demand
is the prerequisite for any energy demand reduction strategy. In line with
ahead of run time analysis of programs (Section 2.2) it is possible to either
use direct or indirect energy measurement methods to determine the energy
demand of the computer system during run time of processes.

Bellosa [Bel00] proposes an energy-aware process scheduler which is based
on an energy accounting method that evaluates the occurrence of system
events (i.e., performance counters). The occurrence of such events is used
as an indirect measure to determine the energy demand at the thread level.
The method runs as part of the operating system and correlates performance
counter events with energy demand. At run time, the proposed energy ac-
counting approach operates without external measurement hardware but the
accounting method depends on a priori knowledge: during an initial setup
phase a calibration which correlates system events with specific amounts of
energy demand must be performed. In contrast, Grunwald et al. [GMIL+00]
apply current and voltage measurements during run time to determine the
power and energy demand of the system during the execution of a given work-
load. The work by Grunwald et al. examines whether results of previous,
simulation-based work [WWDS94, GCW95] can be transferred to practical
scenarios. The authors do this with an implementation of several schedul-
ing algorithms and they conduct an empirical evaluation of an energy-aware
scheduling approach based on the Linux operating system. The authors can-
not confirm the predicted results of simulation-based earlier work. However,
Grunwald et al. find an alternative scheduling policy that results in energy
demand reduction while providing a system with highest responsiveness.

Energy as an Operating-System Resource With further research fo-
cussing on how to manage energy as a resource at the level of the operating sys-
tem, Neugebauer et al. [NM01], Zeng et al. [ZELV02], and Roy et al. [RRS+11]
explore different, yet related resource-container based approaches. In a the-
oretic position paper [NM01] Neugebauer et al. claim that energy is „just
another resource” and discuss an economic concept which allows the operat-
ing system to attribute energy demand to individual activities at the process
level and manage available energy resources using a pricing model. Zeng et
al. propose ECOSystem, an operating-system design which treats energy as
a first class operating-system resource. The presented system is based on
and extends the Linux operating system with a concept called currentcy, a
paronomasia on electric current and currency. The approach uses currentcy
as unit for processes to pay for requesting a specific amount of energy de-
mand which is made available to the process; one unit in currentcy represents
the right to demand a certain amount of energy within a fixed time inter-
val. ECOSystem manages units of currentcy in resource containers which
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are assigned to individual processes. Similar to a time-based scheduling, the
operating system allocates currentcy units among all processes. The amount
of energy distributed among processes, however, can be limited, for exam-
ple when the system operates with limited energy resources (i.e., on battery).
When a process increases the energy demand of the system by using a hard-
ware device (e.g., disk, CPU), the system charges currentcy units from the
corresponding resource container. When all available currentcy is exhausted
for a given process it will no longer be scheduled until its resource container
is granted currentcy from the operating system again. With the Cinder oper-
ating [RRS+11] system Roy et al. propose a further energy-centric operating
system. In distinction from ECOSystem, Cinder performs energy accounting
at a more fine-grained level (i.e., thread level instead of process level). Cinder
also uses resource containers to manage energy resources at the operating-sys-
tem level, however, in comparison to ECOSystem the authors extend the use
of energy resource containers in two distinct ways. First, Cinder implements
a concept to delegate energy resources among threads. Second, Cinder pro-
vides access to the resource containers towards applications which enables the
implementation of energy-aware application for the Cinder operating system.

Energy Demand Reduction at the Operating-System Level Comple-
mentary to process and thread scheduling optimisations are several additional
operating-system approaches to further reduce the energy demand at the hard-
ware level. For example, Huang et al. [HPS03] propose power-aware virtual
memory to reduce the energy demand by means of optimisations in the mem-
ory subsystem of Linux. The proposed page migration strategies reduce the
total number of memory modules needed for the system operation and put
unused memory modules into a sleep mode. The implemented page migration
strategies are transparent from point of view of the processes and lead to a
significant reduction in energy demand. Falsafi et al. propose energy-efficient
locking mechanisms at the level of process synchronisation [FGPT16]. The au-
thors present an energy-efficient variant of pthread mutex which increases the
energy efficiency by one third in average in direct comparison with the orig-
inal implementation of phthread mutex. The improved variant proposed by
the authors achieves the increased energy efficiency by changing the spinning
time when a lock is acquired and delaying the release of locks by a platform-
dependent amount of clock cycles. To evaluate their approach, Falsafi et al.
conduct experiments at different degrees of contention on six different hard-
ware platforms and measure the energy demand with RAPL.

For energy-aware computer systems it is mandatory to put the operating sys-
tem into the central position of managing available energy resources. The
reasoning for this is that the abstraction level of the operating system is just
right. Alternative levels of abstraction are not suitable for distinct reasons.
On the one hand, lower levels of abstraction (i.e., firmware level) are un-
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suited as important knowledge is missing at that level which albeit is avail-
able to the operating system [FM02]. On the other hand, higher levels of
abstraction (i.e., user-level application) are unsuitable for the implementation
of energy demand reduction strategies for latency reasons—and they also are
missing a global view on the system. User-level applications are, however,
considered as a helpful partnering component for operating-system strategies
in energy demand reduction, especially with regards to adaptation strate-
gies [FS99a]. There are exceptions to the rule at both, lowest and highest
level of abstraction. For example, low-level mechanisms must handle an emer-
gency shutdown of the system (e.g., in case of system collapse due to thermal
overheating) when an operating-system failure occurs. System mechanisms
which relay global user decisions at highest level of abstraction (e.g., global
system suspend or shutdown) must have precedence in order to give full con-
trol to system operators.

During regular operation, however, a well-orchestrated, noise-free execution
of pending work must be achieved. This is reached by applying transparent
and translucent tools and corresponding tool support (Sections 2.2 and 2.3) at
design, construction, and operating phase of software. The operating phase,
in particular, concerns the operating system. The operating system needs to
recognise the responsibility by implementing core energy demand reduction
strategies on the one hand and by providing well-defined interfaces towards
user-level applications to enable the construction of energy-efficient applica-
tion on the other hand. A strict requisite for powerful energy management
methods at the operating-system level is the implementation of basic, yet ef-
ficient energy demand reduction mechanisms at the hardware level that are
leveraged by the operating system to implement superior, complex energy de-
mand reduction methods. Hardware mechanisms therefore need to implement
the low-level techniques for a purposeful reduction of the systems’ power de-
mand and the hardware components must expose flexible control interfaces to
enable the operating system the most effective use of the available energy de-
mand reduction features at the hardware level. Section 2.5 gives an overview
of available energy demand reduction techniques and discusses their relation
towards the software stack, in particular the operating-system software.

2.5 Hardware Architecture and Digital Circuit Design

The increasing need for battery-powered mobile systems [ABW78], the man-
ifold deployment of energy-constrained sensor systems [BBC+96], smallest-
sized networked systems (i.e., „smart dust” [KKP99]), and the massive energy
demand of high performance computing systems—a single supercomputer sys-
tem demands megawatts of power [LXYL14]—jointly enforced the develop-
ment of energy-efficient hardware components that are applied in the design
and implementation of energy-proportional systems [BH07].
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The energy demand E of a system is measured in joules (J) and is determined
by the integral of power demand over time. For example, the energy demand
Eop that is required to execute an operation is calculated by integrating the
time function of the power demand p (t) over the time top = t1 − t0 required
to run the operation:

Eop =

t1

∫
t0

p (t) ⋅ d t

The power demand P of a system is measured in joules per second (J/s).
One joule per second equals one watt (W). In other words: on the one hand,
energy is a measure for work and on the other hand, power is a rate at which
work is performed. The instantaneous power demand of a circuit is split into
three components: dynamic, short-circuit, and static power demand. From
the three components, dynamic and static power demand commonly dominate
greatly and short-circuit power demand is often omitted.

Ptotal = Pdynamic + Pshort−circuit + Pstatic

To reduce the energy demand of a computer system it is necessary to lower
the average power demand over time. The following equation describes the
power demand of a circuit in physical terms:

Ptotal = (Cload ⋅ fp ⋅A ⋅ Vdd
2
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Pdynamic
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Pshort−circuit
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Pstatic

Dynamic Power Demand During operation of a device, the dynamic
power demand Pdynamic is proportional to the product of the capacitive load
Cload, the operating frequency fp, the activity factor A, and the square of
the supply voltage Vdd. Theoretically, minimisation of the dynamic power
demand is achieved by reducing one (or more) of the factors towards zero,
increasing one (or more) of the factors infinitely, by contrast, would max-
imise the dynamic power demand. The capacitive load Cload mostly depends
on the wire length at the silicon level of the chip and is switched with an
operating frequency fp (i.e., clock frequency). The operating frequency of
modern processors is changed dynamically during operation which enables
the adjustment (i.e., lowering) of the supply voltage [DR92]. Lowering the
supply voltage leads to a quadratic decrease of the dynamic power demand,
combining a reduction of the supply voltage and lowering of the operation
frequency has a cubic impact on the power demand. Decreasing the operating
frequency fp without lowering the supply voltage Vdd is unrewarding for the
majority of cases. The activity factor A is a fraction between 0 and 1 and
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describes how often wires of the chip actually change from 0 to 1 (or vice
versa) [KAB+03, KM08]. The activity factor is decreased by applying clock
gating techniques (i.e., switching off the controlling clock signal) which tem-
porarily deactivated parts of the chip during operation.

Short-Circuit Power Demand When n- and p-transistors are briefly
turned on during output switching of transistors, short-circuit current pulses
occur and are the cause of short-circuit power demand Pshort−circuit [GIG+94].
However, short-circuit power demand is significantly smaller than the dynamic
power demand and static power demand and, thus, is neglected.

Static Power Demand The static power demand Pstatic depends on the
size of the leakage current Ileak which varies among different fabrication tech-
nologies. The leakage current Ileak increases exponentially with the shrink-
age of semiconductor scale. At the transistor level, leakage is a combination
of various individual effects: reverse-biased junction, sub-threshold and gate
leakage [FP05]. In contrast to dynamic power demand, static power demand
is not associated with system activities. Thus, it is not advisable to con-
sider a reduction of system activities in order to achieve a reduction of the
static power demand, for example by using clock gating. Instead, power gat-
ing is applied to shut down unused parts of the chip as an effective measure
to reduce the static power demand of a device [ANDS06]. With the further
shrinkage of semiconductor fabrication processes, additional challenges have
to be considered by hardware architects [HN97, War11].

Reducing the Total Power Demand of a System A reduction of the
total power demand Ptotal is best achieved by decreasing the static or dynamic
power demand (or both). For early computer systems, dynamic power was
significantly larger than leakage power. However, due to decreasing operating
voltages (i.e., near-threshold operation [DWB+10]) the leakage power demand
is rising and must be considered and addressed in the design of new hardware
architectures. From a system software point of view, however, it is especially
the dynamic power demand which is purposefully reduced by utilising, con-
trolling, and steering of the hardware in an ideal manner. This includes, but is
not limited to the extensive use of power demand reduction features, the utili-
sation of suitable functional units at the hardware level, and the coordination
of system activities to happen in unison.

Different kinds of hardware devices (i.e., memory chips [DGH+10], network
devices [SK97], graphical processing units [NCZ+14], displays [DCZ09]) all
have specific strategies to reduce the power demand in association of degrad-
ing another system property (i.e., quality of service). As a central hardware
component of any computer system, researchers have paid particular atten-
tion on processors as they contribute a major share of the total energy de-
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mand of a computer system [MV04]. The control of dynamic supply voltage
and processor frequency is exploited by DVFS techniques at the hardware
level [DR92, BPSB00]. However, DVFS techniques are not self-contained as
they must be controlled and configured according to run-time dependent sys-
tem parameters (i.e., system load) in order to reduce the power demand of the
CPU. This opens the possibility towards the operating system to adapt the
power demand of the CPU to the currently pending amount of system activ-
ities and the resulting system load at the software level. Based on the bare-
metal hardware interface, operating systems implement sophisticated strate-
gies [PS06] to exploit the potential of DVFS to the most possible extend.
Alternative uses of DVFS are compiler assisted (Section 2.2) or driven by
energy-aware applications which influence the adaptation mechanisms at the
application level (Section 2.3).

Orthogonal to DVFS techniques are dynamic concurrency throttling (DCT)
measures. When applying DCT for the execution of a multithreaded appli-
cation on a multicore processor, the number of hardware threads is adjusted
at run time. Depending on the individual characteristics of the program it
can be beneficial to both, the reduction of power demand and the increase in
performance, to adjust the thread granularity [CMDAN06]. During a throt-
tled phase of execution the remaining unused cores are deactivated in order to
reduce the power demand. Previous research [CMSB+08, HSI+15] have shown
that DCT can reduce the power demand while increasing the performance and
that the technique can be applied jointly with DVFS at the same time.

In contrast to mechanisms where performance characteristics are changed dy-
namically while keeping the system running (i.e., DVFS, DCT), low-power
sleep states have shown to be an effective measure to reduce the energy de-
mand at the device and system level in idle periods. Commonly, the effective
use of sleep states implies a close involvement of the operating system as
strategic decisions highly depend on system activities at the software level.
Sleep state selection strategies [MWT+12] include the choice of best suitable
sleep state and the timing (i.e., activation and deactivation) of the latter. De-
vice specific sleep states are often implemented in distinct steps and range
from deep sleep (maximum power demand reduction) to nap sleep (minimum
power demand reduction). As a rule of thumb, a deeper sleep state also loses
more context and, thus, needs a longer time for waking-up (i.e., return to op-
eration). As a result of this, the transition between sleep states and operating
state must be adapted to the system activities [RNA+12, HSI+15].

At the architecture level, hardware designers have optimised the power de-
mand of microprocessors [GIG+94, BB95, GBJ98] and several works analyse
different structural considerations regarding their effect on the power demand
of the chip. For example, the choice of data path width [KPA04, GHS11] and
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instruction set architecture [BMS13] are taken into consideration. Blem et
al. [BMS13] compare RISC and CISC processors with regards to performance,
power demand, and energy demand. Based on an extensive evaluation of
various workloads on different processors (i.e., x86 and ARM), the authors
conclude that both instruction set architectures benefit from individual tech-
nological extensions which were recently added and that either instruction set
architecture can be used to build energy-efficient systems.

2.6 Summary

To computer systems, design considerations at the hardware level set the
course for an energy-efficient operation. However, hardware-level energy de-
mand reduction features are without value if the corresponding control strate-
gies at the level of the operating system are missing. Especially the reduction
of dynamic power demand relies on operating-system level knowledge to cor-
rectly set supply voltages and operating frequencies of different system devices.
Thus, reducing the energy demand of computer systems is a major respon-
sibility of the system software as all relevant aspects converge at this level.
On the one hand, high-level information (i.e., application knowledge) are pro-
cessed to generate a holistic view on the overall system and, on the other
hand, the current state of the hardware is matched with the system activities
at the software level.

Tool-support for the design of energy-efficient software (Sections 2.2 and 2.3)
must be combined with the necessary run-time support at the level of the
operating system (Section 2.4) which in turn must leverage basic, yet efficient
energy demand reduction mechanisms at the hardware level. However, as
discussed in Chapter 3, the current state of the art does not connect the loose
ends of available technologies and it is missing elementary energy demand
reduction concepts at the software level which combine software-level energy
demand reduction strategies which are effective ahead of run time and at run
time. In particular, this concerns the design, construction, and operation
of application software, the run-time environment provided by the system
software, and the operating system.



Chapter 3

Problem Analysis and
Research Approach

As continuation of the previous chapter that presented the state of the art and
related work, Chapter 3 derives open challenges in the research area of energy-
aware computing and deduces the overall research approach of this thesis.
Based on an in-depth problem analysis of open issues and yet unaddressed
research topics, the chapter motivates distinct research directions which result
in a comprising research question that is formulated at the end of the chapter.

The concerned research areas of systems engineering, software engineering,
and electronics engineering have been subject to research for decreasing the
energy demand of computer systems mainly in an isolated manner. Interdis-
ciplinary research has been the exception, although cross-cutting approaches
are a necessity to reduce the energy demand of computing systems in a holis-
tic manner. Especially as technology limits at hardware and architecture
level are reached [BM01, Sut05, EBSA+11], upcoming challenges jointly af-
fect concerns at the hardware level [KAB+03, War11] and at the software
level [SML94, Ell99]. The consideration of energy-aware system software in
general [FS99a, SKG+07, HJE+14] and energy-aware operating systems in
particular [ZELV02, RRS+11, HHJSP15] must be a core aspect of all new and
improved system designs to minimise the energy demand of computers. Cross-
layer approaches need to be explored in order to extensively exploit potentials
for the reduction in energy demand of computer systems. Such cross-layer ap-
proaches must connect the individual system components tightly, yet modular
and they must be specific with regards to their allocation of responsibilities,
they need to link hardware and software components efficiently to make use of
the full potential in energy demand reductions that are achievable with new
technologies. The interference proof and noiseless cooperation between system
components at the software and hardware level are the key to a successful,
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system-wide strategy in reducing the energy demand of the overall computing
system. More specifically, the areas of potential improvements of energy-aware
system design from a system programmers point of view are grouped into the
following three categories: static and dynamic program analysis (i.e., energy
demand analysis of processes), variant generation and analysis (i.e., multi-
variant energy demand analysis), and cross-layer analysis with approaches
ahead of run time and at run time (i.e., energy-aware operating systems).

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 provides
an overview of the contributions of this thesis, summarises the status quo in
energy-aware computing, and reviews research directions to extend the state
of the art. The formulation of distinct problem statements and proposals to
address the challenges correspondingly is discussed in Sections 3.2–3.5 and
leads to the definition of the research question of this thesis in Section 3.6.

3.1 Overview

To look beyond the horizon of the state of the art in energy-aware computing it
demands a precise analysis of current approaches for energy demand reduction
of computing systems. On the one hand, new approaches for the energy
demand reduction of systems must fit precisely into existing system structures,
as the complexity of computing systems continuously increases at the level of
hardware and software components. On the other hand, extended energy-
aware computing concepts need to align with the existing architectures and
structures of the overall systems to be applicable. This section suggests in
which research directions potentials for improvement are yet to be found and
provides an overview of the research approaches of this thesis.

This thesis contributes to the research areas of systems engineering, software
engineering, and electronics engineering. The individual contributions relate
to different layers of computer systems. The Problem Statements I–IV and
Proposals I–IV, respectively, discuss and address research approaches that
concern static and dynamic program analysis, program variant generation
and energy demand analysis, cross-layer run-time analysis with an operating-
system executive, and the energy demand analysis at the system level.

Processes The central points of study are the execution of different program
variants either standalone or in the environment of an operating-system exec-
utive. The thesis discusses concepts for proactive energy-aware programming
that assist programmers to design software that is energy efficient at run time,
on the one hand. On the other hand, the thesis conducts several experiments
to analyse the energy demand of processes and elaborates different research
approaches to reduce the energy demand correspondingly.
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Figure 3.1: The research proposal for proactive energy-aware computing
analyses and reduces the energy demand of processes in varying environ-
ments (e.g., operating system) on heterogeneous platforms.

Operating System The thesis discusses strategies to reduce the energy de-
mand of processes at the operating-system level. In particular, it is examined
how a priori information that is provided by the programmer is transferred to
the operating-system level where it supports the reduction of energy demand
by run-time decisions.

System Hardware For evaluation purposes this thesis uses heterogeneous
hardware platforms to assess the proposed concepts and approaches for energy-
aware computing with several experiments (see Sections 4.5, 5.6, and 6.4).

Energy Demand Analysis The thesis proposes the concept and imple-
mentation of an integrating energy measurement device which serves different
operational purposes. On the one hand, the device is used to construct energy
models, and on the other hand, it acts as a pillion platform that conducts
energy demand measurements in parallel to the execution of programs.

System Model The research approaches of the thesis share a common
system model. The system model considers heterogeneous hardware platforms
with single-core processors that run with clock speeds of up to 1 GHz. The
hardware platforms provide energy demand reduction features (i.e., dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling, sleep states) that are used dynamically at run
time by processes which execute either standalone or in the environment of
an operating system.

Figure 3.1 gives a high-level overview of system layers which are subject to
the individual problem statements and proposals discussed in this chapter.
Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 refine the graphical representation and provide
details according to the individual scope of the concerned research proposals.
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The following sections extract and discuss specific research directions where
the current state of the art in energy-aware computing is in need to be im-
proved in order to achieve additional energy demand reductions at the system
level. From each of the research directions, a corresponding problem statement
is extracted. Each individual problem statement describes specific deficien-
cies of the current state of the art. Aligned to the problem statements distinct
proposals are formulated which address the respective deficiencies.

The research directions comprise the use of dynamic program analysis tech-
niques to analyse the energy demand of programs (Problem Statement I and
Proposal I, see Section 3.2), programming support for multi-variant energy
demand analysis (Problem Statement II and Proposal II, see Section 3.3),
and the design and implementation of an operating system executive which
closes the gap between the design of energy-aware application software and
the design of energy-aware operating systems with a corresponding cross-layer
analysis approach (Problem Statement III and Proposal III, see Section 3.4).
Relevant to all of the three problem statements and their proposed solutions is
an orthogonal problem statement which concerns a distinct method of deter-
mining the energy demand of software components. This subject is discussed
and addressed in the formulation of a separate problem statement and pro-
posal (Problem Statement IV and Proposal IV, see Section 3.5). Eventually,
the resulting problem statements are basis for the formulation of the research
question of this thesis. The research question (see Section 3.6) is the key
interrogation to which this thesis provides solutions and answers.

This thesis responds to the formulated problem statements and their respective
proposals and presents concepts and implementations of proposed solutions in
Chapters 4 and 5. Jointly, the two chapters answer the research question and
improve the current state of the art of the individual research areas as outlined
by the proposals of this chapter. Complementary, an answer to the orthogonal
Problem Statement IV on finding a suitable method for determining the energy
demand of system software—which is relevant to all other proposals in equal
measures—is discussed and answered in Chapter 6.

3.2 Static and Dynamic Program Analysis

To reason about the energy efficiency of software it is necessary to analyse the
individual modules of the software in close association with a specific hardware
platform they are supposed to be executed on. Similar to the analysis of
software for other non-functional and functional aspects, the energy demand
analysis of programs can be accomplished by using either static or dynamic
program analysis techniques.
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The primary difference between static program analysis techniques [CC77,
Hec77] and dynamic program analysis techniques [Mye79, NS07] is that pro-
grams execute in the latter case. In the former case, the programs are being
analysed without actually executing them on a (physical or virtual) hardware
platform. It is common for both analysis approaches to explore programs de-
pending on different input parameters, as input data significantly affect the
run-time behaviour of the individual programs in execution. Thus, program
analysis techniques examine program structures, input data, their respective
interdependencies, and the execution of the programs under test.

Existing static and dynamic program analysis techniques are used to analyse
programs regarding functional properties (e.g., defects, maloperations) and
non-functional properties (e.g., performance aspects, security attributes). The
analysis of non-functional properties commonly is bound to the use and control
of specific system resources such as, for example, time. Time demand and time
behaviour of processes translate into performance and latency properties. As
energy is considered as a resource just like any other system resource [NM01]
it is desirable to reuse existing methods for the analysis of non-functional
properties of programs also for energy demand analysis purposes.

The actual energy demand of a program in execution on a hardware platform is
either determined by energy demand measurements or by energy modelling.
For the former, a measurement device (e.g., multimeter, oscilloscope) is com-
monly used to measure the energy demand of the code for a given input
data. For the latter, program analysis results (e.g., number and type of exe-
cuted instructions [TMW94a]) are translated into energy demand by applying
an energy model. Energy models describe the underlying hardware proper-
ties with regard to a given resource usage and activity (e.g., allocation and
use of memory [HPS03]). Between the results of an applied program ana-
lysis (e.g., number of retired instructions and cache misses [KHM01]) and the
identification of the energy demand of a program exists a gap which must
be bridged in order to draw conclusions from analysis results on the energy
demand of processes.

3.2.1 Problem Statement I

Problem Statement I describes the limitations of the current state of the art in
static program analysis techniques while being used for energy demand ana-
lysis. The problem statement further outlines why the discussed limitations
influence system designers of energy-aware computing systems. The discus-
sion reviews concerns regarding the code coverage of static program analysis
techniques and examines the applicability of according analysis results in the
context of energy demand analysis of processes.
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Analysis Coverage of Program Code Static program analysis tech-
niques rely on an analysis of the program flow (i.e., control flow and data
flow) of the program under test. The program flow analysis is carried out
without executing the program on the targeted hardware platform. Hence, to
the program flow analysis technique it is unknown how external input data
and (non-deterministic) system events that occur at run time, only, affect the
program execution.

A common threat affects the coverage of programs [BBC+10] that is reached
by static program analysis techniques. Wrong assumptions about branch con-
ditions, for example, yield inconclusive analysis results. From point of view
of the analyst (i.e., programmer) the analysis results are either incomplete
when parts of the results are missing (i.e., undercoverage) or the analysis re-
sults include data points that are infeasible under real conditions during run
time (i.e., overcoverage). Thus, if a branch condition of a program depends on
run-time data, the program flow analysis cannot decide with certainty whether
the affected conditional branch has to be considered for the further analysis.
At this point the analysis technique either decides to abort or to continue the
analysis of alleged parts of the program. If the analysis aborts, the information
will be excluded from the program flow results. Hence, this analysis behaviour
may lead to undercoverage of the program analysis. An undercoverage of pro-
grams increases the risk that potentially important parts of the program are
not considered by the analysis. This leads to incomplete analysis results that
render the overall results useless in the worst case. Alternatively, the applied
analysis technique can decide to continue and consider all branch conditions,
including the ones that depend on run-time information. This exploration
strategy implicates the inclusion of potentially superfluous parts of the pro-
gram and causes the risk of overcoverage as all branches are considered by the
analysis technique. The overcoverage of programs increases the complexity of
the program flow analysis and potentially leads to no useable analysis results
within finite time in the worst case. With either strategy, static program ana-
lysis techniques suffer from becoming unable to provide the required analysis
results: results for relevant parts of the program under test.

In sum, limitations regarding the code coverage on one side and the necessity
to obligatory include specific program paths while keeping the complexity of
the analysis within reasonable bounds on the other side make the use of state-
of-the-art static program analysis approaches impractical in the context of
energy demand analysis of software.

Applicability of Analysis Results Static program analysis is commonly
performed at high levels of abstraction of a program (i.e., source code level, in-
termediate representation). The inherently high degree of abstraction of static
program analysis hampers the correlation of the analysis results (e.g., control
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and data flow information) with concrete system characteristics of the hard-
ware platform (e.g., low-level properties such as energy demand). Because
results from static program analyses do not yield elementary run-time infor-
mation it is implicated that the state of the art in static program analysis
must be extended to be jointly used with existing energy demand analysis
methods (i.e., energy demand measurements, energy models).

On the one hand, energy demand analysis techniques that use measurements
at the hardware level have the strict requirement to analyse the energy demand
of the execution of programs under test. Thus, in order to pair static program
analysis with measurement-based energy demand analyses requires distinct
extensions to the analysis methods. In particular, existing approaches must
be augmented with a measurement-based data collection in order to reuse
existing techniques for the energy demand analysis of software.

On the other hand, existing static program analysis techniques do not yield
the necessary information that is required to use energy models, either. As to
the inherently high level of abstraction, static program analysis techniques are
unable to extract low-level, hardware-dependent system characteristics that
are necessary for energy models. Important questions regarding the charac-
teristics of processes, their execution frequency, and the context of the execu-
tion (i.e., inter-instructions effects) remain unanswered. However, such data
are mandatory for energy models and static program analysis techniques need
to be extended correspondingly to be used with model-based energy demand
analyses, too.

In sum, static program analysis techniques suffer from their inherent abstract
nature and the resulting inability to extract low-level run-time information
of the program under test. The minimum prerequisite for an energy demand
analysis (i.e., energy measurements or energy modelling) is either the execu-
tion of programs under test or the extraction of low-level run-time informa-
tion of the programs. This thesis contributes the necessary layers that extend
static program analysis techniques and energy demand analysis techniques to
be used jointly.

Summary The first problem statement discusses two distinct reasons why
static program analysis techniques cannot directly be applied and utilised
for energy demand analysis of software. First, code coverage concerns are
an obstacle for static program analysis techniques to be used. Second, data
points of static program analysis results cannot be used as input to existing
energy models in order to support the energy demand analysis of processes.
To address the concerns that are raised in Problem Statement I, this thesis
proposes a program analysis method which extends the state of the art in
energy demand analysis along the suggestions of the following proposal.
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3.2.2 Proposal I: Energy Demand Analysis of Processes

Proposal I discusses how the current state of the art in static program ana-
lysis techniques needs to be extended in order to eliminate restrictions and
limitations that are inhibitors for existing techniques to support the energy
demand analysis of software. The proposal suggests the joint use of static and
dynamic program analysis techniques together with the utilisation of energy
models to determine the energy demand of processes. As result, the proposal
introduces the basic concept of energy-aware programming. To enable system
designers to reason about the energy demand of their programs, energy-aware
programming introduces methods which make it possible to apply energy de-
mand analysis to processes. Such methods permit the comparison of entirely
different implementations (program alternatives) and allow the fine tuning
of revised revisions of existing programs. The concept of energy-aware pro-
gramming is extended further by the subsequent proposals (Proposal II and
Proposal III). Figure 3.2 visualises the scope of the first proposal.

Augment Program Analysis by Dynamic Aspects The inherent ab-
stract procedure of analysing programs is an obstacle for static program ana-
lysis approaches towards their use for energy demand analysis. Hence, it is
necessary to extend the status quo by augmenting components to the analysis
process which consider dynamic aspects of the program, too. For example, this
is achieved by extending the status quo (i.e., existing static program analysis
methods) with run-time information that is collected during the execution of
the program under test (i.e., dynamic program analysis method). In contrast
to static program analysis methods, dynamic program analysis techniques
run the program under test on a (physical or virtual) processor. During the
execution of the corresponding processes, run-time events of the execution
are observed, recorded, and (later) analysed. Such events include but are not
limited to the number and kind of instructions executed, number of cache
misses, and pipeline stalls. In contrast to static program analysis approaches,
dynamic program analysis techniques are bound to the execution of programs
under test on a specific (physical or virtual) hardware platform.

To actually execute the programs under test it requires a predefined set of
information, the run configuration. The run configuration includes input data
to the program under test, on the one hand. On the other hand, the system
configuration of the system (on which the programs under test execute) is
determined by the run configuration. Hence, the run configuration decides on
both, the program run of the program under test (e.g., specific program path)
and the setup of its operating environment (e.g., availability of resources).
With an unchanged set of information, the corresponding process execution
and the operating environment must be as identical as possible so that analysis
results are comparable over different runs of the program under test. If this
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Figure 3.2: Proposal I suggests a method that uses static and dynamic
program analysis techniques to determine the energy demand of processes.

requirement is fulfilled, results of the program analysis can be used to reliably
compare different program runs, for example, by modifying the program itself
or selecting different input data.

To find valid input parameters to the program under test there are a number
of different suitable techniques to choose from. These techniques range from
the manual generation of input data (e.g., application of use cases [Jac85])
to the automated extraction of input data (e.g., automated testing [GKS05]).
Manual generation of input data is very strict, and it ensures that a specific,
previously known program path of the program is chosen for the analysis. Au-
tomated testing techniques, in contrast, explore new, previously unknown pro-
gram paths. Albeit the latter increases the coverage of the program analysis,
it also bears the risk to encounter complexity problems (e.g., path explosion)
during the analysis. Symbolic execution techniques [BEL75, Cla76, Kin76]
can be forged to provide a reasonable compromise between both extremes and
leads to an analysis which is balanced in both, the coverage of program and
the analysis efforts spent to explore the program under test. Undercoverage is
avoided as symbolic execution explores additional, new program paths along
predefined constraints and overcoverage is prevented as the constraints are
strictly bounded, although they are malleable in order to allow the discovery
of new program paths. By guiding the selection process of the symbolic parts
of the program (e.g., by the programmer) it is possible to use the technique for
analysing real-world programs [GKS05, ARCB14], even in complex scenarios
which include virtualisation of hardware components and interaction between
the processes and the operating system [CGZC09, CKC11]. Techniques based
on symbolic execution are thus suitable to augment concepts from the do-
main of static program analysis (i.e., abstract interpretation) with dynamic
aspects (i.e., process execution).
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In sum, the hybrid use of static and dynamic program analysis techniques al-
lows a purposeful analysis of the program which likewise avoids undercoverage
and overcoverage of the program during analysis.

Correlate Analysis Results with Energy Models Static program ana-
lysis techniques do not yield usable results which would allow the correlation
of the results with the energy demand of processes. This is owed to the
abstract procedure of static program analysis and can be addressed by ex-
tending the overall analysis process by dynamic aspects. In contrast to static
program analysis techniques, dynamic program analysis techniques extract
such necessary results and capture run-time data about the processes during
the execution of the program under test. During this program run, dynamic
techniques record a multitude of different relevant information (e.g., number
of pipeline stalls, cache misses, and other system parameters). This informa-
tion is mapped to the energy demand by corresponding hardware platform-
dependent energy models. A further advocacy for using dynamic program
analysis techniques is the reuse of existing energy models which provide a
compatible interface (i.e., instruction-based energy models [TMW94b]).

This proposal suggests using a hybrid approach that exploits static and dy-
namic program analysis techniques to analyse the energy demand of processes
in a three-staged process. In the first phase, the program under test exe-
cutes on a symbolic execution engine [SMA05, CDE08]. This phase builds
up required amounts of knowledge (i.e., path constraints) about the run-
time characteristics of the program in execution. This phase is only used
for analysis, not for profiling purposes. The gained knowledge about the pro-
gram subsequently enables the generation of program variants according and
aligned to the individual path constraints. In the second phase, the ana-
lysis results are used to create standalone binaries (i.e., programs with pre-
defined input data) which are analysed individually. For example, such an
individual examination is achieved by executing the standalone binaries on a
physical or virtual hardware platform. For the execution itself the symbolic
execution engine is no longer needed as the second phase is solely for the pur-
pose of extracting and profiling run-time information (e.g., number and type
of executed instructions, cache misses) for each binary. In the third phase,
the energy demand of the individual binaries should be determined by merg-
ing run-time information from the second phase with energy models of the
hardware platforms.

In sum, deficiencies of static program analysis techniques are compensated
by the purposeful integration of dynamic program analysis techniques which
extract important run-time information of executions of the programs under
test. The resulting data are processed and merged with energy models to
eventually determine the energy demand of individual processes.
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Summary Proposal I suggests to extend static program analysis techniques
by dynamic aspects (i.e., symbolic execution) in order to link up program
analysis techniques with energy demand analysis. First, the proposal sug-
gests considering dynamic aspects during the analysis. In contrast to analysis
techniques which are strictly operating by static means, the consideration of
dynamic program analysis techniques enables the analysis to explore regions
of the program that align to individual run configurations (input data, oper-
ating environment configuration). Second, concerns regarding undercoverage
and overcoverage during the analysis are addressed with respective guidance
support for the programmer. Eventually, the analysis results of the extended
program analysis are used together with energy models to determine the en-
ergy demand of the program under test.

The implementation for the suggested method as discussed in Proposal I is
presented in Chapter 4. It raises the status to a level where programmers
have an analysis method for the energy demand exploration of programs. As
a key improvement compared to the current status quo, programmers using
the proposed method are able to judge how changes to the program and mod-
ifications to input parameters effect the energy demand of processes during
run time. The proposed method is called energy-aware programming because
the energy demand of programs becomes a measurable characteristic and is
comprehensible to the programmer at the time of programming. This com-
parative measure is an initial step for further improvements as suggested by
Proposal II, which targets at the inclusion of improved tooling infrastructure
and the deliverance from the strict dependence on energy models, and Pro-
posal III, which focuses on cross-layer considerations during run time between
processes of a program and the operating system.

3.3 Variant Generation and Analysis

The creation of computer programs requires a well-defined software devel-
opment process on which the participating programmers of a program agree
upon. The paradigm of structured programming [Dij69] was the origin for
subsequent proposals for the purposeful design and creation process of soft-
ware. The use of software families [Par76, Par79] has extended the concept of
stepwise refinements and structured programming. Programs under develop-
ment are considered as family members (or variants) and inherit requirements
and properties from ancestors whenever a modification (i.e., alternation of an
existing family member) is performed.

Today’s software development processes implicitly reflect parts of the original
concept of software families: when a change to a program is made, a corre-
sponding new family member is implicitly created by the corresponding com-
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mit to a source code repository. As to energy-aware programming, this means
that whenever a commit occurs, a new family member is created which needs
to be analysed for its energy demand. The process of creating and analysing
new family members for energy demand is a manual task and therefore in-
herently requires a large amount of time to complete. Treating individual
variants (program revisions) as members of a program family turns the de-
velopment process into an evolutionary procedure. During this process, the
analysis of non-functional properties of the program variants must be carried
out throughout and repeatedly in the different development phases (i.e., de-
sign, construction, and operating phases). To verify whether an existing (new)
variant (still) adheres to specific constraints as defined by the requirements
of the program, each individual program needs to be analysed repeatedly. To
facilitate the analysis process, it is important to separate the individual con-
cerns [Dij82] of the program under test (i.e., not the analysis method itself
but the program that is analysed) in modular components. This reduces the
complexity and the efforts to address a constraint infringement (i.e., exhaus-
tion of operation resources, deadline violation), when it occurs, for example
by a corresponding correction of the program.

The energy demand analysis of individual variants more than ever asks for
a clear separation of concerns of the programs that are analysed. The pro-
gram under test must be decomposed into well-defined modules for allowing
a purposeful energy demand analysis with a corresponding analysis tool. To
purposefully structure and analyse programs, programmers lack the assistance
of necessary tools, especially in the context of energy demand analyses. With
the increasing number of heterogeneous hardware platforms in all comput-
ing domains (i.e., embedded, mobile, server, and high performance computing
systems), programs are ported to and executed on a growing number of dif-
ferent systems with individual energy demand characteristics. The fact that
programs need to be deployed to multiple heterogeneous hardware platforms
aggravates the analysis process further. This diversity in hardware platforms
implies that each energy demand analysis has to be carried out on every of
the platforms in question. For many of the platforms, a purely software-based
energy demand analysis with energy models is often unfeasible as necessary en-
ergy models that describe the hardware platforms are missing. This is because
increasing complexity of hardware devices often leads to situations where it is
not feasible to obtain or construct reliable energy models.

3.3.1 Problem Statement II
The second problem statement discusses why the current state of the art
in software development processes needs to be changed for a comprehensive
energy demand analysis of multiple program variants. The discussion investi-
gates issues within the development process of software, deficiencies of existing
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tools, missing tooling infrastructure, and why a strict dependency on energy
models is an issue that needs to be addressed in general and for the energy
demand analysis of prospective, high complexity systems in particular.

Complexity Concerns of Energy Demand Analysis In general, the
comprehensive analysis of a program variant regarding its energy demand is
a problem of complexity. Each program variant has a specific number of in-
put parameters which are processed during execution and lead to individual
manifestations of the program at run time. The type and value of the input
parameters in combination with run-time dependent data (i.e., user input,
external data) decides how the program is being executed by the processor.
Additionally, energy demand analysis methods must consider the hardware
configuration and hardware state as an additional variable factor to the ana-
lysis result. For example, the hardware which executes the program variant
is configured to execute the given variant with different configuration settings
of the processor. Even though the program variant may yield functionally
equivalent results over consecutive program runs, the non-functional prop-
erties (i.e., energy demand) of each program run are likely to differ. With
the further consideration of different hardware platforms, the complexity of
energy demand analysis increases as the number of variations grows further.
Each program variant needs to be analysed with varying input parameters
on different hardware platforms and with varying hardware configurations.
Because accurate energy models often are missing and adequate energy mea-
surement techniques are unavailable for most platforms, system programmers
commonly fall back on using indirect measurements to determine the energy
demand of processes. For example, this is done by counting system events
during execution (e.g., performance counter monitoring [WB02], counting of
wake-ups [Gar07]). The rationale of reducing wake-ups of the processor is
in line with early considerations on improving transition strategies [LS98]:
in essence, the reduction of wake-ups allows the implementation of improved
transition strategies that lead to extended periods of time during which the
processor is put into a deep sleep state. The common approach of wake-up
reduction is based on minimising the number of wake-ups of the processor
caused by the process that executes the program, for example by aligning
timer intervals to achieve a reduction of timer interrupts. Although indi-
rect approaches may help programmers to increase the energy efficiency of
processes, such techniques do not yield exact energy demand readings. This
circumstance makes it impractical to use such indirect indicators for system
software programmers who need to retain definite limits (i.e., energy demand
limits or thermal limits) of the system.

Availability of Tools and Tooling Infrastructure A software develop-
ment process for energy-aware programming is not possible with the current
state of the art in software engineering. One of the main reasons is a miss-
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ing tool support for programmers. Although low-level support in creating
energy-efficient programs is constituted by existing infrastructures (i.e., com-
piler optimisations, energy profilers), support for programmers to reduce the
energy demand of processes is not developed far enough for several reasons.
First, low-level optimisations at compiler level do not enable the programmer
to make most important high-level decisions (i.e., choice of algorithm, pro-
gram reorganisation) during the creation of new variants. Second, automatic
low-level optimisations are transparent and therefore programmers are unable
to provide a gain in knowledge to the programmer. Third, in view of the fact
that the diversity of hardware platforms is steadily increasing, incremental
changes and the analysis of their impact on the energy demand of processes
are an absolute must, however, corresponding mechanisms to improve ana-
lysis methods (i.e., by means of automation for energy demand profiling) are
non-existent. In sum, existing tools do not implement a sufficient range of
functions and they neither provide corresponding programming interfaces to
satisfy the demand of programmers. Available tools which provide indirect
analysis results, only, are often just an indicator and no reliable measure to
analyse a program variant purposefully. Additionally, programmers are un-
able to use existing analysis tools due to missing tool infrastructure in order
to complete the workload which is required for comprehensive energy demand
analyses of programs.

Availability of Energy Models As a further obstacle, the strict depen-
dency on energy models to draw conclusions about the energy demand of the
program running on a given hardware platform is a severe problem. Energy
models are often unavailable due to several different reasons. Semiconductor
companies treat information on the energy demand of their hardware compo-
nents as proprietary data and hence keep it confidential. This is aggravated
by the fact that the increasing complexity of computer devices makes is in-
herently difficult to build energy models by reverse engineering (e.g., a poste-
riori generation of energy models by applying energy demand measurements)
which describe the energy demand of the modelled hardware components in
a realistic way. Non-availability of energy models is a problem to system
researchers and developers in equal measures and often makes a purposeful
system analysis with regard to energy demand impossible. For the system
class of low-complexity small-sized computers (e.g., embedded devices) it is
less of a problem compared to the system class of high complexity small-sized
computers (e.g., mobile phones) and other system classes with high complex-
ity processors (e.g., laptop systems, desktop systems, server systems, and high
performance computing systems). In sum, energy models often are unavail-
able, especially for complex hardware platforms. Therefore, a program energy
demand analysis technique for heterogeneous hardware platforms should make
use of energy models (where it is feasible and reasonable) but may not strictly
depend on energy models.
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Figure 3.3: Proposal II suggests a tooling infrastructure for energy-aware
programming and implements a multi-variant energy demand analysis.

Summary On the one hand, the concerns raised in Problem Statement II
describe the deficiencies of currently available energy demand analysis tools,
especially in respect of the repeatedly analysis of manifold, heterogeneous
hardware platforms. On the other hand, as energy models are unavailable for
a majority of today’s hardware platforms, a dependency on such models breaks
program energy demand analysis. To address the two problems, this thesis
proposes a target-oriented toolchain infrastructure aligned to the discussion
in Proposal II and presents a corresponding implementation of the proposal
in Section 5.3.

3.3.2 Proposal II: Multi-Variant Energy Demand Analysis

Primer of the second proposal is the establishment of programming support
to enable the automated energy demand analysis of multiple variants of pro-
grams in execution. Aligned to the concerns raised in the preceding problem
statement, the proposal suggests how the status quo of tooling support for
the development of energy-efficient programs needs to be extended. In par-
ticular, the proposal presents suggestions for an improvement of the status
quo by extending the concepts of energy-aware programming with a corre-
sponding tooling infrastructure. Conceptually, the proposal recommends to
build upon software development concepts (i.e., stepwise refinement, separa-
tion of concerns, and software families) and links them together with energy-
aware programming techniques (as suggested by Proposal I) and today’s best
practises in software development (i.e., use of decentralised revision control
systems). As result, the Proposal introduces the extended concept proactive
energy-aware programming which tightly couples the development process of
programs with energy demand analysis of processes. Figure 3.3 visualises the
scope of the second proposal.
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Multi-Variant Analysis of Program Code To explore potential improve-
ments of a program, programmers need to iteratively examine non-functional
properties of the program. With each program variant (i.e., alternative imple-
mentation, use of different algorithms, program revision with reorganisation
of previously existing program code) such properties have to be repeatedly
verified against the non-functional requirements as to the specification of the
program. To facilitate this concern, the proposal suggests to adapt the concept
for energy-aware programming (see Proposal I) by establishing corresponding
tools that support programmers to apply repeated energy demand analyses
during the design and implementation of their programs. On the background
of established software development concepts, this implies the adaptation of
software family concepts and the separation of concerns for energy demand
analysis of software components. The continuous verification of energy de-
mand properties of executions of programs under test (i.e., adherence to energy
demand limitations and thermal limits) necessitate the permanent, repeated
evaluation of the program. Running this iterative verification process in a
purposeful way is only possible with the strict use of modular program code
that can be reused and reorganised with little efforts (i.e., local, incremental
changes) by the programmer as well as tool-guided modifications (i.e., gener-
ated changes to the program code).

Proposal II suggests the analysis method proactive energy-aware programming:
the analysis process is tightly coupled to the design and implementation phase
of the program and it is aligned to already established software development
concepts. The implementation of the corresponding support for programmers
must assist them at the expensive task of variant generation prior to the
deployment phase.

Tooling Infrastructure for Energy-Aware Programming To explore
the energy demand properties of programs, it is necessary to run an indi-
vidual energy demand analysis for the program in execution on any of the
designated target hardware platforms. The increasing diversification of het-
erogeneous hardware platforms amplifies this need, especially for the class
of small-sized computers (e.g., embedded and mobile devices). As incre-
mental changes of the programs potentially change non-functional proper-
ties of processes significantly, such changes require verification tests of the
code (i.e., comparison of non-functional requirements with the actual non-
functional properties) on any of the designated target hardware platforms.
The amount of verification tests is a work load which cannot be accom-
plished manually with reasonable expense. The necessary efforts for the
verification tests include but are not limited to the creation of standalone
binaries of the program (i.e., for each target platform), extraction of input
data, and running an energy demand analysis for each program in execu-
tion on the respective hardware platform. To reduce the manual verifica-
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tion efforts, this proposal suggests to fully automate energy demand ana-
lysis for heterogeneous hardware platforms by establishing a corresponding
tooling infrastructure. The infrastructure must link the use of programming
tools (which implement methods for proactive energy-aware programming)
with multiple different means of energy demand analysis for heterogeneous
target hardware platforms. In order to achieve maximum compatibility of the
proposed approach with potential hardware platforms, means for the energy
demand analysis should include the support for both, the use of indirect mea-
sures (e.g., analysis methods based on system run-time events) and real energy
readings as provided by energy models and energy measurements. The latter
ensures the applicability of the tooling infrastructure for hardware platforms
for which indirect measures or energy models are unavailable.

In sum, the establishment of tooling infrastructure based on tools which im-
plement methods for proactive energy-aware programming is suggested in this
proposal. On the one hand, the tooling infrastructure must provide auto-
mated energy demand analyses to assist programmers and on the other hand,
the infrastructure needs to support multiple different energy demand analysis
methods to warrant the general applicability of the approach.

Cross-Platform Energy Measurements To unleash the analysis process
of energy-aware programming from its strict dependence on energy models,
Proposal II suggests the use of energy demand measurements during the pro-
gram analysis. As energy models for individual hardware platforms are un-
available in the majority of cases, a generic energy demand analysis approach
must not depend on such models. Instead, the use of a measurement device
that determines the real energy demand of a process under test is proposed.
Ideally, the measurement device is suitable for a broad range of different target
platforms which are subject to an energy demand analysis. General applicabil-
ity of the measurement device is given if the measurement circuitry imposes as
little requirements as possible towards the device under test. The functional
principle of a suitable yet unconventional cross-platform energy measurement
method based on a transistor circuit is suggested and described in Proposal IV.
Using energy measurements to determine the energy demand of the hard-
ware during the program runs circumvents the—sometimes impossible—work
of establishing an energy model for the target platform. However, measur-
ing the energy demand by applying measurement devices is challenging by
itself. Measuring devices often provide insufficient resolution for their des-
ignated measurement parameters (e.g., time, voltage, or power) and the de-
vices often lack the necessary interfaces to control the energy measurements.
Off-the-shelf measurement devices such as digital multimeters, digital storage
oscilloscopes, or analog-to-digital converters have their distinct areas of ap-
plication. Hence, each type of measurement device has also device-dependent
drawbacks. For example, multimeters usually provide a high precision but
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offer a low sampling rate, only. For oscilloscopes, in contrast, it is the oppo-
site. Oscilloscopes usually provide a high sampling rate but commonly only
offer a low precision. To accurately track the energy demand of a process
under test, however, it is necessary to measure both, the power demand and
the execution time of the process simultaneously with high precision and high
sampling rate.

Chapter 6 discusses the subject further as this is just one example for the
infeasibility for using traditional measurement devices (i.e., multimeters, os-
cilloscopes) to analyse the energy demand of processes. As an alternative
to off-the-shelf measurement devices the implementation and utilisation of
an alternative energy measurement device is proposed. The proposed energy
measurement device addresses the shortcomings of the current state of the art.
Aligned to the focus of this work, the energy measurement device is designed
to be highly adaptable and platform independent which increases its practical
relevance and applicability. In particular, the proposed energy measurement
device provides the basis for running self-contained energy demand measure-
ments and is unaffected from potential sampling limitations. The device fur-
ther provides generic, well-defined system interfaces which accommodates the
use of the device.

Summary Proposal II suggests to extend energy-aware programming con-
cepts (see Proposal I) by the establishment of a flexible yet robust tool-
ing infrastructure to implement proactive energy-aware programming sup-
port for programmers. The infrastructure is a combination of software mea-
sures (i.e., tools to verify non-functional properties of incremental program
changes) and hardware measures (i.e., cross-platform energy measurement
method) which, in combination, are aligned to established software devel-
opment concepts (i.e., software families, separation of concerns). With the
aid of the suggested tooling infrastructure programmers are able to analyse
multiple variants of their programs with reasonable expenditure.

The tooling infrastructure as suggested in this second proposal raises the
status quo to a level where programmers are equipped with a decent soft-
ware/hardware tool chain which allows the automatised energy demand ana-
lysis for heterogeneous hardware platforms. The concept and implementation
of the tooling infrastructure is presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
The key improvement over the status quo—also under considerations of the
achievements made by the first proposal—is the ability to extend established
software development concepts by an automatised cross-platform energy mea-
surement method. With this achievement, programmers are in the position to
purposefully investigate and reveal causes for the violation of non-functional
requirements (i.e., violation of energy demand limitations) proactively during
development time.
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3.4 Cross-Layer Run-Time Analysis

Application software which is designed under consideration of best practices
in software design (i.e., separation of concerns [Dij69], structured program-
ming [Wir71], software families [Par76, Par79]) commonly executes on a hard-
ware platform which is managed by an operating system. The relationship
between the application software and the system software plays a particular
important role in the energy demand reduction of the system.

Although concepts for energy-aware application software consider the energy-
aware adaptation of applications during run time [FS99a], essential knowledge
about the application is lost during the development and, thus, is unavailable
at run time and cannot be exploited by the operating system. Such infor-
mation, however, is essential to configure the hardware platform prior to
executing a given process to minimise the energy demand. For example, nec-
essary configuration data encompasses information on the severity of program
sections and run-time configuration options which determine the use of spe-
cific energy demand reduction options at the hardware level (i.e., sleep modes,
transition delays) and their individual configuration settings. As application-
specific knowledge is inaccessible to the operating system, it is common for
operating systems to explore and depend on empirical results at run time.
Operating systems obtain such empirical data, for example, by monitoring
the behaviour of the system hardware under specific loads (that result from
executing applications) in conjunction with specific system configurations. In
dependence of the observed behaviour—that is measured by non-functional
properties such as performance or energy demand—the operating system de-
cides how to configure the underlying hardware in the next operating phase
or phases. Although the dependency on empirical run-time information is a
common approach for operating systems to find suitable hardware configura-
tion settings, it should actually be a fallback position, only, as it is a reactive
rather than proactive measure.

3.4.1 Problem Statement III

The third problem statement discusses why the current state of the art in
both, energy-aware application software design (i.e., concerns ahead of run
time) on the one hand and energy-aware operating-system design (i.e., con-
cerns at run time) on the other hand needs to be extended in order to improve
the energy efficiency of the overall system. Problem Statement III investigates
issues within the scope of energy-aware adaptation of applications and cur-
rent limitations with regards to the latter, and subsequently outlines why the
current interaction between applications and the operating system needs to
be extended.
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Unavailability of Application-Dependent Configuration Data The
current state of the art in energy-aware software design intends a reactive
procedure: processes inquire run-time conditions of the system (i.e., thermal
status, state of battery) upon which they react according to the logic of the
program they execute. For example, energy-aware processes degrade the qual-
ity of offered services or reduce the accuracy of calculations if thermal limits
are exceeded or available energy resources are becoming scarce. The reactive
measures that an energy-aware process can take, however, are constraint to
a local scope. Furthermore, on the part of the operating system it is diffi-
cult to pre-plan global (counter) measures, as the system software is missing
insights about the individual characteristics and future prospects of appli-
cations during execution. To an energy-aware operating system, this leaves
guesswork regarding the hardware configuration (i.e., sleep state transition
latencies, DVFS settings [PS06]) under which a specific application needs to
be executed in order to decrease the energy demand to the greatest possible
extent. For example, to the operating system it is unknown prior to the execu-
tion of an application how the application behaves during run time. However,
the run-time behaviour (i.e., specific use of functional units, operating char-
acteristics) strictly requires individual hardware configuration settings to be
set correctly in order to purposefully reduce the energy demand of the overall
system. Although the application programmer is likely to possess data and
knowledge on the behaviour of the application (at development time) that
would be of great value to the operating system (during run time). A trans-
mission path to transfer valuable information from programming time towards
the run-time environment at the operating-system level is missing. As an un-
necessary burden, it therefore remains a responsibility to the operating system
to empirically explore possible hardware configuration settings and energy de-
mand reduction strategies [PS07] to eventually reduce the energy demand of
an application during execution.

Volatility of Configuration Data Under consideration of a prolonged
monitoring and empirical evaluation of the applications’ behaviour during
run time, mechanisms at the operating-system level eventually determine a
hardware configuration setting by which the energy demand of the system is
reduced. However, such empirical efforts on part of the operating system are
amnesic. The current status quo of energy-aware operating systems do not
memorise gained knowledge (i.e., results of empiric evaluations automatically
performed during run time) and thus the advances in knowledge are unnec-
essarily volatile as they are not made persistent upon the termination of the
program. As a consequence, when an application is subsequently executed
again with run-time conditions being equal (or similar), previously gained,
helpful knowledge—i.e., a suitable set of hardware configuration settings to
lower the energy demand—are not available to the operating system and, thus,
must be rediscovered.
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Missing Adaptations at Operating-System Level A further disregarded
responsibility of energy-aware operating systems originates from the design of
essential system-level functions and services offered by the system software in
general and by the low-level implementation at the level of the operating sys-
tem in particular. When a user-space application uses a system-call interface
of the operating system, the corresponding kernel-level thread is executed to
provide the required functionality (e.g., memory allocation, synchronisation
primitives) to the application. As the operating system provided implemen-
tation executes on behalf of user-space applications, the served functionality
depends on the specific context of the individual application. Varying work-
loads at the application level, for example, require different processing strate-
gies or alternative implementations at the operating-system level. The need
for energy-aware adaptations at the level of the operating system (on behalf
of applications) is reasoned equally as the necessity of application-level adap-
tation mechanisms which are required to achieve energy demand reductions
at the process level (see Proposal II). In particular, the choice of strategies
and alternative implementations at the operating-system level eventually in-
fluence non-functional properties of the application on the one hand and the
overall system on the other hand. The state of the art of energy-aware operat-
ing systems lacks corresponding adaptation mechanisms which are important
in order to expand the adaptation of energy-aware applications, also at the
system level.

Summary Problem Statement III discusses three distinct issues which are
existent in the context of the operation of applications (i.e., at the user level)
and operating-system software (i.e., at the user and kernel level). First, the
scope of energy-aware applications is limited and restricted to measures at
a local, application-bound level. To energy-aware applications, it remains
only possible to implement reactive measures instead of purposeful, proactive
measures which reduce the energy demand caused by activities at the process
level. Second, operating systems suffer from the volatility aspects as empirical
knowledge about the run-time behaviour of processes is not made persistent.
Hence, during subsequent executions of a process the operating system needs
to extract information on hardware configuration settings again and again
and, thus, the operating system does not benefit from previously extracted
data. Third, operating-system components are missing application-dependent
context-sensitive information (i.e., workload characteristics, pending amount
of work) which would allow an energy-aware adaptation also at the level of
the operating system. Based on the challenges discussed by the third problem
statement, Proposal III discusses distinct measures at the operating-system
level that enable a cross-layer solution for the purposeful energy demand reduc-
tion at the software level. Section 5.5 presents a corresponding implementation
of the cross-layer approach and discusses evaluation results of energy-aware
applications exploiting the extended system-level support.
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3.4.2 Proposal III: Energy Demand Reduction Executive

The third proposal of this thesis discusses and suggests concepts to reduce the
energy demand of computer systems with conceptual changes at the level of
the operating system. The proposal outlines how the current state of the art
in design of energy-aware operating systems is extended to eliminate current
shortcomings and how the challenges (as analysed by Problem Statement II)
are addressed purposefully. Aligned to the preceding problem statement, Pro-
posal III contributes three conceptual extensions to the status quo of energy-
aware operating systems. First, the proposal suggests the transmission of
configuration data to implement proactive measures at the operating-system
level, second it is proposed to establish memorisation techniques to store em-
pirical run-time analysis results as determined by the operating system, and
third, the proposal discusses the extension of the scope of energy-aware appli-
cations towards the level of system software. Figure 3.4 visualises the scope
of the third proposal.

Transmission Path for Ahead of Run Time Information Adjust-
ing hardware configuration settings (i.e., adequate configuration of low-power
hardware features) for a given program (i.e., function of an application) in
order to minimise the energy demand at the system level during the exe-
cution of the code falls into the scope of responsibilities of the operating
system. Currently, operating systems must find out such hardware config-
uration settings empirically at run time, although the adequate configuration
options (i.e., DVFS settings, selection of sleep states) would be possible to be
obtained by the use of corresponding tool support for energy-aware program-
ming during the design and implementation phase of programs. However,
even if programs are developed with the use of energy-aware programming
techniques, there is currently no designated transmission path between appli-
cations and the operating system over which such information is supposed to
be communicated.

As a consequence, it is necessary to establish a transmission path with well-
defined interfaces [Lam83] at the operating-system level in order to take ad-
vantage of analysis results available ahead of run time. With the establishment
of such a transmission path it is possible to transfer ahead of run time analysis
results to the operating system which addresses the current drawback at the
operating-system level where finding an adequate set of hardware configura-
tion options is carried out empirically at run time. From point of view of
the operating system, the extension of the status quo by a designated trans-
mission path changes the modus operandi from a reactive approach—that is
based on empirical run-time analysis information, only—into a proactive ap-
proach which successfully exploits a priori knowledge as provisioned by the
application programmer.
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Figure 3.4: Proposal III suggests an operating-system executive that imple-
ments a cross-layer approach to reduce the energy demand of processes.

Refinement and Memorisation of Run-Time Information The new
system interface opens further, previously unavailable potential to energy-
aware operating systems, for example, when the transmission path is used
bidirectionally. While applications use the proposed interface to transfer
previously deposited information about proposed hardware configuration op-
tions (downwards from the application towards the operating system), the
operating system uses the transmission path to provide feedback towards
applications (upwards from the operating system towards the application).
The operating system performs validity checks during run time and verifies
whether the provisioned data by the application is leading to the desired re-
sult (i.e., energy demand reduction of the system). Based on the results of the
validity check, the energy-aware operating system decides whether a further
run-time analysis of the application is performed, for example by a deliber-
ate choice of diverging hardware configuration options. This ad-hoc analysis
at run time can be dynamically activated and deactivated in contrast to re-
active approaches which depend on continuous monitoring mechanisms that
collect base data for empirical run-time analyses. The transmission path is
used to inform the application about the revised set of hardware configura-
tion options if an improved set of hardware configuration options is found.
Conceptually, the transmission path and its operating-system interface aligns
well with the upcall concept [FS99a]: upcalls operate unidirectional and pass
information about a change of available energy resources at the level of the
operating system towards energy-aware applications. The bidirectional feed-
back mechanism of the transmission path is an adequate measure to ensure
that essential run-time information of the operating system is made persis-
tent. The data include but are not limited to application characteristics, the
application behaviour under specific system loads, and the entailed effects on
non-functional properties of the application and the overall system. At the
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level of energy-aware applications, the information that is exchanged on the
transmission path is memorised by storing the data upon termination of the
application. On subsequent runs of the application, the data is made available
to the operating system again through the well-defined system interface. Con-
ceptually this corresponds to an inverse upcall and hence, is called downcall.
Thus, the use of the transmission path interface is threefold: first, energy-
aware applications use the interface to propose system settings (i.e., hardware
configuration options) towards the operating system, second, the operating
system uses the interface as a feedback channel towards the application, and
third, the energy-aware application exploits the interface to make the run-time
information on the application persistent (i.e., by storing the information to
meta data).

Energy-Aware Adaptation at Operating-System Level The consoli-
dated exchange of information between the application and operating system
broadens the decision-making basis for the operating system considerably. In
particular, the operating system uses the now available information about
energy-aware applications to further decrease the energy demand by adapta-
tion mechanisms which align the system behaviour (i.e., choice of system level
algorithms) to the needs and characteristics of the application. For example,
operating system provided functionality (e.g., resource management, process
control primitives) executes under the consideration of a priori knowledge
as provisioned by the applications. The third proposal therefore advocates
corresponding adaptation mechanisms at level of the system software. With
this measure, the range of energy-awareness of individual energy-aware ap-
plications (i.e., user-level activities) is extended to the greatest possible ex-
tend (i.e., down to kernel-level activities). The operating system must be
prepared for a variety of different interests of their stakeholders (i.e., appli-
cations code, library code) as it implements and executes functional aspects
on behalf of application software. Therefore, it is a logic consequence for
an energy-aware operating system to adapt its service provisioning (i.e., as
callee) at run time according to the characteristics of the energy-aware ap-
plication (i.e., the caller) which utilises the functionality implemented at the
operating-system level.

Summary The third proposal of this thesis suggests an approach that closes
the gap between the design of energy-aware application software (i.e., ahead
of run time concerns) and the design of energy-aware system software and op-
erating systems (i.e., at run time concerns) with a corresponding cross-layer
analysis approach. The transmission path as suggested by the proposal allows
programmers to pass vital knowledge about individual program characteristics
towards the operating system. In the reverse direction, the operating system
uses this transmission path as feedback channel towards the application. In
addition to this, the proposed solution expands the reach of energy-awareness
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of individual energy-aware applications down to the operating-system level
activities. The cross-layer approach enables the operating system to further
reduce the energy demand of the overall system through measures at level of
the system software which proactively sets up hardware configuration options
ahead of execution of a program. The suggested cross-layer approach (see
by Proposal III) depends on achievements of the preceding two proposals to
extract mandatory ahead of run time information about programs. First, the
realisation of the cross-layer approach requires the establishment of energy-
aware programming techniques (see Proposal I) as it enables programmers to
explore the impact of fundamental design decisions (i.e., appropriate struc-
turing of the program, use of adequate algorithms) on the energy demand of
the overall system. Second, for the realisation of the third proposal it is nec-
essary to use proactive energy-aware programming tooling infrastructure (see
Proposal II) to explore the energy demand of processes on multiple heteroge-
neous hardware platforms which are applicable for the operating system. The
extracted information by proactive energy-programming techniques provides
the base data for downcalls of energy-aware applications towards the operat-
ing system during run time. Third, the cross-platform energy measurement
method (see Proposal IV) is mandatory to implement efficient (i.e., low over-
head) energy demand analysis at run time by the suggested operating-system
extension of the third proposal. The combination of concepts for energy-aware
programming and extended energy-aware functions at the operating-system
level extend the status quo of energy-aware computing in distinct ways and
affects ahead of run time program analysis and at run time program analysis
in equal measures. Jointly, the implementations of Proposals I, II, and III
implement the concept of proactive energy-aware computing.

The third proposal goes hand in hand with the analysis methods as suggested
by the first proposal and the toolchain infrastructure for automatised energy
demand analysis as suggested by the second proposal. As logic extension to
these two proposals, the third proposal raises the status quo of energy-aware
computing in particular at the level of the operating system. The design and
implementation of an operating-system executive is presented in Section 5.4
and Section 5.5, respectively. The design of the operating-system executive
is aligned to the third proposal and therefore realises the suggested cross-
layer approach. The induced background noise at the operating-system level
is evaluated in Subsection 5.6.3.

3.5 System Level Energy Demand Analysis

Measuring the energy demand at level of the hardware is the prerequisite
to any energy demand analysis of processes that run on computer systems.
This statement holds true for all different kinds of energy demand analysis,
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including common techniques which use energy models [TMWL96, MPS98,
LEMC01, IM03] to correlate system events (i.e., execution of an instruc-
tion) with entailed energy demand at the hardware level. Hence, system
level energy measurements therefore take a key position for the establishment
and creation of energy models. Further, in cases where the use or creation of
energy models is infeasible (i.e., due to the complexity of the hardware com-
ponents that need to be modelled) and in situations where energy demand
analysis techniques are used that omit energy models on purpose, energy mea-
surement instruments are essential base technology, also from point of view
of energy-aware system software design.

3.5.1 Problem Statement IV
The last problem statement of this thesis discusses three distinct problem
cases in order to extract requirements for an energy measurement device that
supports proactive energy-aware computing to the greatest possible extend.
In particular, the discussion focuses on aspects which are of relevance to the
realisation of the three preceding proposals (Proposal I, II, and III). To resolve
each problem case individual suggestions for improvements to the status quo
are presented in Proposal IV.

Case 1: Unavailability of Energy Models Energy profiling techniques
commonly depend on energy models for the intended target hardware plat-
forms on which the program under investigation is supposed to execute on.
The proposed method for energy-aware programming (see Proposal I) is no
exception to this rule as results from dynamic program analysis need to be
merged with energy models. However, in many cases energy models are un-
available. For example, semiconductor companies keep energy models locked
up and do not distribute them to external parties. Hence, it is necessary to
establish custom energy models which require series of energy demand mea-
surements with an energy measurement device to build up low-level data for
the energy model, eventually.

Case 2: Impossibility of Energy Model Creation Programming frame-
works that extend energy-aware programming techniques target at providing
generic solutions that are mostly hardware platform-independent. This also
applies to the approach towards proactive energy-aware computing (see Pro-
posal II) which pursues a hardware platform-independent concept. However,
in addition to the lack of vendor-provided energy models (Case 1) it is impos-
sible to establish an energy model for a given hardware component in many
cases. The reason for this is that the creation of a reliable energy model be-
comes unfeasible if hardware components are too complex to be modelled. By
the chain of causation, unavailable energy models lead to the unavailability of
energy profilers for affected platforms.
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Case 3: Overhead of Energy Demand Analysis Energy-aware op-
erating systems economise the use of available energy resources. The avail-
ability and demand of energy resources must be monitored by the operating
system in order to control energy-aware applications and system activities
accordingly. Correspondingly, this applies to the operating-system executive
as suggested in Proposal III. To accommodate the monitoring of the systems’
energy demand, energy-aware operating systems require an interface which
provides actual values of the systems’ energy demand. The use of indirect en-
ergy measurements (i.e., hardware performance counters) commonly involves
unwanted overheads at run time (i.e., data recording). Similarly, the use of
energy models also implies monitoring and logging mechanisms with run-time
overheads.

The three problem cases illustrate that alternative ways for the determina-
tion of energy demand need to be explored. A suitable method is the use
of hardware-level energy measurements that provide reliable and accurate
energy demand measurements at the system level. The use of off-the-shelf
measurement devices (i.e., multimeters, oscilloscopes), however, is commonly
not advisable as to device-dependent drawbacks which emerge in the individ-
ual problem cases. Depending on the application scenario and the type of
measurement device, common challenges are accuracy in time and physical
values (i.e., currents, voltages, and power) and inapplicable control interfaces
that cannot be programmed. In particular, the three extracted problem cases
jointly consolidate defiances of off-the-shelf measurement devices: low sam-
pling rates, inability to carry out continuous long-term measurements, and
inappropriate or missing control interfaces.

Proposal IV suggests the design and implementation of a pillion platform
that implements energy demand measurements under the consideration of the
outlined problems occurring in the listed cases. The pillion platform addresses
shortcomings of available energy measurement methods in order to facilitate
energy demand measurements in the usage scenarios of the problem cases.
Figure 3.5 visualises the scope of the fourth proposal.

As an alternative to off-the-shelf measurement devices, Proposal IV suggests
the design and implementation of a transistor circuit based on a current mir-
ror [TSG07, KKNL06] for carrying out energy demand measurements. The
circuit is robust towards sampling constraints (i.e., it is robust towards in-
duced effects as described by the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem [Sha49,
Uns00]) and allows continuous measurements of arbitrary length by concept.
A current mirror provides an unconventional approach to measuring the en-
ergy demand of a device under test as it is based on a current-to-frequency
conversion: A current, which is equivalent to the one drained by the device
under test, is generated and flows through the circuitry of the current mir-
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Figure 3.5: Proposal IV suggests an integrating energy measurement method
and implements a corresponding measurement device as pillion platform.

ror. By the current flow, two capacitors are being charged and discharged
on an alternating basis under the control of a flip-flop. The output signal
of the flip-flop is binary and the alternation frequency of the flip-flop output
is proportional to the current flow. To determine the energy demand of a
program run it is sufficient to count the switching events of the flip-flop over
the time of program execution. The total energy consumption is determined
with the knowledge of the execution time of the program run and the number
of switching operations of the flip flop. The measurement method exploits
the concept of a current mirror also to implement a continuous measurement
method which is robust towards sampling constraints. The measuring circuit
is platform-independent and, thus, can be use with a wide range of different
target platforms, including platforms for which energy models are unavailable.

3.5.2 Proposal IV: Integrating Energy Measurement Device

The self-contained energy measurement method as implemented by the pillion
platform implicitly entails lowest overhead which originates from the process
of measurement sequence. Self-contained energy measurements only require
trigger signals at the beginning and at the end of the execution of a particular
sequence of code which is subject to the analysis. The actual measurement
runs independently on the pillion platform and in parallel to the process ex-
ecution on the hardware platform under test. In contrast to this, the use of
energy models commonly implies run-time overheads that originate from the
recording of data during execution of processes, for example by profiling the
number and kind of retired instructions and other event counters. In refer-
ence to the challenges as extracted by the problem cases described in Problem
Statement IV the following three solution intents support the realisation of
proactive energy-aware computing techniques as proposed in this thesis.
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Intent 1: Base Data for Energy Model Creation Hardware platforms
for which no energy models are available suffer from a reduced applicability
as energy profilers are unable to support them. The proposed energy mea-
surement device is intended to conduct a large number of measurements of
arbitrary length in order to extract base data for constructing energy models
of platforms under investigation. To facilitate the construction of energy mod-
els, the pillion platform provides control interfaces (i.e., trigger signals) which
are programmable. Hence, the programmable interfaces can be used to run
automatised energy demand measurements which facilitate the construction
of energy models.

Intent 2: Run-Time Energy Demand Measurements Hardware plat-
forms for which no energy models can be established—for example, as to
complexity reasons—become unavailable to be used by energy profilers on the
one hand. On the other hand, programming frameworks which depend on the
support of energy profilers thereby are also affected. To address the unavail-
ability of energy models (and the entailed impracticality of energy profilers) it
is suggestive to directly measure the energy demand of the hardware platform
during the execution of processes.

Intent 3: Operating-System Level Energy Demand Analysis Energy-
aware operating systems measure the systems’ energy demand over extended
periods of time. The associated overheads must be kept at a minimum to
reduce noise at the system level. The proposed pillion platform acts au-
tonomously and is programmable over control signals (i.e., trigger signals) at
the level of well-defined interfaces. The workload of data management (i.e., en-
ergy demand protocol) is shifted away from the energy-aware operating system
towards the proposed energy measurement device and hence minimises run-
time overheads of the energy-aware system.

Summary The suggested energy measurement technique on the pillion plat-
form provides a circuitry which integrates over time (i.e., is not required to
sample the measured current), therefore enabling a continuous measurement
that leads to most accurate results. The applied mirroring of the current into
the two capacitors and the charge and discharge control of the flip-flop im-
plement a robust current-to-frequency conversion which is not suffering from
sampling constraints. Hence, during the measurement no current flow hap-
pens unnoticed and the total energy demand can be calculated accurately as
a result thereof.

The design and implementation of the pillion platform for low-overhead, high
precision energy demand measurements is presented in Chapter 6 and dis-
cusses the individual design decisions, different revisions of the device, and
provides background on the physical functional principle and the circuitry.
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The energy measurement method supports the generation of energy mod-
els (relevant for addressing Problem Statement I), the platform controls the ex-
ecution of automatised energy demand measurements when no energy models
are used (important for Problem Statements II and III), and the pillion plat-
form performs concurrent run-time energy measurements at the system level
which reduces run-time overheads for energy-aware operating systems (addi-
tional prerequisite for Problem Statement III). The aggregation of the prob-
lem statements which are discussed in this chapter leads to the formulation
of the research question which underlies the thesis. In particular, Problem
Statements I–IV jointly motivate the aspects of the research question which is
answered by the proposed concepts and their implementations aligned to Pro-
posal I–IV. The in-depth formulation of the research question is established
in the next section.

3.6 Research Question

The analysis of the state of the art in energy-aware computing as presented
in Chapter 2 is complemented with distinct proposals according to pending
challenges of the status quo in energy-aware system design. As a logical ex-
tension to the existing work, Chapter 3 extracts four distinct problem state-
ments (Problem Statements I–IV) and deduces corresponding proposals which
outline and motivate research directions (Proposals I-IV). The research ques-
tion bases on the pending challenges as discussed in this chapter and is for-
mulated as follows.

Research Question of the Thesis The research question of the the-
sis starts from the existing knowledge on how to determine and reduce
the energy demand of processes in general and operating-system processes
in particular. As point of origin, the thesis focuses on three distinct ar-
eas in the field of research on energy-aware computing systems: program
analysis techniques, automatic variant generation and energy demand ana-
lysis, and a cross-layer run-time energy demand analysis approach to reduce
the energy demand at the level of the operating system. In conjunction,
the three research areas address aspects of energy-aware programming and
energy-aware computing. Essential assumption of the research question
is that the energy demand of the overall system can be reduced signifi-
cantly by static (i.e., ahead of run time) and dynamic (i.e., at run time)
modifications to program, processes, and the system configuration, in par-
ticular with the increased use of tooling infrastructure and its consequent
application (i.e., during design, construction, and operating phases) which
only then make unexploited potentials for the reduction of energy demand
achievable. A common theme of the proposed research directions is the em-
phasis on determining non-functional requirements of processes on the one
hand, and necessary methods for examining resulting non-functional prop-
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erties of processes during run time on the other hand. It is scrutinised how
proposed concepts for energy-aware programming and energy-aware com-
puting are to be handled in the absence of energy models at the hardware
level on one side and how operating-system components must be comple-
mented to take advantage of programmer-provided knowledge at the soft-
ware level on the other side. The individual concepts and implementations
that address the concerns of the research question start with specialised
prototypes. To the individual problems of the concerned research areas
the prototypes provide tailor-made solutions and determine the feasibility
of the individual solution approaches in particular. In course of this the-
sis, the proposed concepts are certified to validate the overall approach of
proactive energy-aware computing in general.

In direct consequence to the research question, this thesis explores the con-
cept, implementation, and evaluation of individual proposals as presented in
Chapters 4–6. A synopsis of the research question is presented in Section 1.4.

3.7 Summary

This chapter extracts and discusses aspects in the research area of energy-
aware computing. The chapter presents four distinct problem statements and
corresponding proposals to address remaining challenges which jointly moti-
vate the work of this thesis. As a result, the research question of this thesis
bases on four problem statements and their proposals to improve the status
quo in energy-aware computing. The individual solution proposals are sum-
marised to conclude this chapter.

Proposal I The first proposal suggests a method for energy-aware program-
ming. Energy-aware programming methods assist programmers at analysing
processes with regards to their energy demand. With the proposed approach,
energy demand becomes comprehensible and a measurable property to the
programmer. Thus, programmers explore the effect of design time deci-
sions (i.e., changes to the program) on the entailed energy demand at the
level of the hardware. Chapter 4 presents the concept, implementation, and
evaluation of the proposed method.

Proposal II With the tooling infrastructure and automatisation efforts as
suggested in Proposal II the status quo in energy-aware computing is improved
further as the degree of automatisation is significantly increased and the pre-
viously strict dependence on energy models is made optional. In particular,
this is achieved by a software/hardware tooling infrastructure that implements
concepts for proactive energy-aware programming. It aligns with established
software development processes and assists the programmer at generating and
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analysing different variants of their programs. Chapter 5 discusses the design
and concept of the tooling infrastructure. In particular, Sections 5.2 and 5.3
present the implementation and evaluation of the proposed software/hardware
tooling infrastructure for proactive energy-aware programming.

Proposal III This proposal suggests a cross-layer approach to improve the
energy demand at the level of the operating system. It discusses a bidirec-
tional transmission path that is used by energy-aware applications for direct
communication with the run-time environment (i.e., operating system). The
transmission path is used to exploit application knowledge for a reduction in
energy demand at the system level. Further, the proposal suggests a self-
assessments technique at the operating-system level is discussed in Chapter 5.
Particularly, Sections 5.4 and 5.5 present the design and implementation of
an operating-system executive which implements the concept for the proposed
approach of proactive energy-aware computing.

Proposal IV An orthogonal prerequisite to the preceding proposals is Pro-
posal IV. It suggests the use of a cross-platform energy measurement method
which supports the generation of energy models (i.e., as a requirement for
Proposal I), controls the execution of automatised energy demand measure-
ments (i.e., as a requirement for Proposal II), and performs low-overhead
run-time energy measurements at the system level (i.e., as a requirement for
Proposal III). Chapter 6 presents the design and implementation of an inte-
grating energy measurement device which is used throughout the thesis for
energy demand measurements of processes on various hardware platforms.

For the identified challenges as discussed in this chapter, the following chapters
present the concepts of the proposals in-depth, discuss implementation details
for each of the proposals and evaluate the resulting approaches to address the
research question as a whole.



Chapter 4

Hybrid Program Analysis for
Energy-Aware Programming

This chapter discusses how energy as a system resource is turned into a mea-
surable property of processes during the design and construction phase of
programs (i.e., during the task of software development). In particular, the
presented approach exploits static and dynamic program analysis techniques
to make the energy demand of software a comprehensible resource for pro-
grammers.

Static program analysis techniques are tools of the trade for programmers
and system designers. In general, the techniques are used to determine func-
tional and non-functional properties of software. In particular, corresponding
tools [CC77, HJ91, BBC+10] analyse software to reveal functional defects and
errors. Analysing non-functional properties (i.e., energy demand) with static
program analysis techniques is especially challenging as to the abstract nature
of the analysis methods and the strict need to consider aspects of the under-
lying hardware platforms that execute processes. Due to missing tools that
actually apply such analysis techniques to determine the energy demand of
processes, programmers are unable to make use of existing software analysis
techniques for examining and reducing the energy demand that is entailed by
executing their software. To improve the current state of the art, this thesis
proposes the concept of energy-aware programming. Energy-aware program-
ming extends software analysis techniques by dynamic aspects and—in com-
bination with energy models—implements a practical energy demand analysis
method. With the proposed method, energy demand entailed by software ac-
tivities becomes comprehensible and a measurable property to programmers.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 motivates energy-aware pro-
gramming by analysing current challenges and by presenting a corresponding
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problem statement. Section 4.2 discusses the proposed analysis approach and
elaborates the key ideas and goals of a hybrid program analysis approach.
The concept for hybrid program analysis for energy-aware programming is
presented in Section 4.3 and a corresponding implementation of the concept is
discussed in Section 4.4. The section presents the architecture and implemen-
tation of the constitutive approach towards energy-aware programming with
static and dynamic program analysis techniques. The evaluation in Section 4.5
examines the implementation with the analysis of a benchmark application in
general and the compound analysis of an application set in particular. The
evaluation further asserts non-functional properties of the implementation.
The chapter is summarised in Section 4.6.

4.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

„It is tempting to suppose that only hardware dissipates power, not software.
However, that would be analogous to postulating that only automobiles burn
gasoline, not people.” [RJ97, p. 433] puts the importance of improving soft-
ware in order to reduce the energy demand at the hardware level in a nutshell.
Even more importantly, it makes a significant difference how software oper-
ates hardware as this determines the amount of energy demand that is entailed
by software activities, eventually. Following up on the previous metaphor, it
makes a significant difference, how someone drives a car (i.e., hellbent vs. Sun-
day driver, reckless vs. anticipatory driving). Thus, it is essential to consider
which processes execute on a system and how the processes execute in order
to ensure that the energy demand of the overall system is reduced whenever
possible—even under consideration of other system concerns (i.e., performance
aspects, functional requirements).

Today, the proportionality of energy demand [BH07] is a cross-cutting con-
cern to computer systems of any type and size. Embedded, mobile, server,
and high performance computing systems need to monitor and control their
energy demand strictly in order to adhere to system requirements (i.e., ther-
mal design power [BBS+00] or state of charge [LRDP02]). Measures at the
hardware level to reduce the energy demand of systems include the use of en-
ergy demand reduction features and improvements at the architecture level.
Hardware-level energy demand reduction features (i.e., DVFS [PS06], turbo
boost [RNA+12]) tradeoff non-functional system properties (i.e., performance,
latency, power and energy demand) among each other. Improvements at the
architecture level include the implementation of additional physical and logi-
cal processing cores to increase instruction-level parallelism [GH96]. Beyond
the isolated perspective of the hardware, it is software which plays an increas-
ingly important role to purposefully reduce the energy demand of computer
systems [TMWL96, LS98]. On the one hand, it is important to have soft-
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ware measures at run time (i.e., system software [SML94, RJ97]) that mon-
itor and control hardware-level energy demand reduction features. On the
other hand, it is important that available hardware components are utilised
efficiently by the executing software (i.e., processes). The latter is addressed
by fine-tuning software components at the time of designing and constructing
the software (i.e., ahead of run time) in order to build software that is fitting
precisely to the underlying hardware. In particular, higher-level design and
programming decisions [LS98] have a significant impact on the energy demand
of the system and thus need to be taken into account during the development
and construction of software. As a result, programmers and their way of pro-
gramming software play a major part in contributing to the effective energy
demand at the hardware level.

As to the causal connection between activities at the software level and the
resulting energy demand at the hardware level, energy demand is considered
as a function of activities at the software level. Static program analysis tech-
niques [CC77, Hec77] assist programmers at analysing functional and non-
functional properties other than energy demand (i.e., time, performance, la-
tency). Hence, corresponding analysis techniques help programmers to gain
information about software which cannot be derived from merely looking at
the source code as to its inherent abstract nature.

Although it seems logical to reuse existing analysis techniques also for en-
ergy demand analysis purposes, there are distinct obstacles which prevent the
use of static program analysis techniques to determine the energy demand
of software. In particular, the extraction and analysis of relevant program
regions is difficult to achieve as to the abstract nature of static program ana-
lysis techniques. Program flow analysis of static approaches is prone to code
coverage issues (i.e., under- and overcoverage) as it is missing vital run-time
information at analysis time. Although the abstraction level is especially an
issue for the evaluation of branch conditions that are relevant for the pro-
gram flow, static program analysis techniques in general suffer from their
abstraction level, especially when hardware properties and dynamic run-time
aspects must be considered. As a result, run-time dependent system param-
eters and events related to the concrete hardware platform on which pro-
cesses execute (i.e., pipeline stalls, caching effects, concurrency) are difficult
and in many cases impossible to be analysed at the inherently high abstrac-
tion level of static program analysis. Further, the results of static program
analysis cannot be processed and merged with the state-of-the-art techniques
for the energy demand analysis of software (i.e., energy measurements, energy
models). Both, energy measurements and energy models require run-time
information. On the one hand, measurement-based energy demand analysis
techniques commonly execute programs under test on a target hardware plat-
form while in parallel the measurements are being carried out to determine
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the energy demand of processes. Thus, measurement-based energy demand
analyses cannot be paired with static program analysis approaches as to their
operating principle (i.e., abstract interpretation of program code). Similar
considerations complicate the use of energy models which do not rely on mea-
surements during the energy demand analysis. Still, energy models require
run-time information of software (i.e., processes) to provide energy demand
predictions. To both, energy measurements and energy models the neces-
sary run-time information does not only include data that is specific to the
processor, but information that relates to system activities which entail en-
ergy demand at the hardware level of other components (i.e., I/O operations,
network transmissions). Often, energy models reach their limits due to com-
plexity reasons and energy demand measurements are favoured to capture
energy demands that relate to all components of a system (see Section 5.1).

In sum, static program analysis techniques suffer from the inability to extract
low-level run-time information of programs under test in order to be useful for
the energy demand analysis of programs. To improve the current status quo
this thesis proposes energy-aware programming, a program analysis method
which augments static program analysis with dynamic aspects to address cur-
rent challenges in energy demand analysis of software.

4.2 Energy Demand Analysis of Processes

An energy-aware programming method that enables programmers to deter-
mine the energy demand of their programs is proposed in order to address
energy efficiency concerns of software. The method is built to be applied in
the process of software development which makes it useful for programmers
during early design and construction phases of software. The key aspect of
the concept is to evaluate the energy demand of programs in general and the
impact of programming decisions in particular. As such, the proposed pro-
gramming technique provides a basis of decision-making to the programmer.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the decision-making procedure during energy-aware pro-
gramming with different program variants.

Traditional program analysis strategies focus on evaluating functional correct-
ness of program modules and non-functional properties such as performance
optimisations. Disregarding other non-functional properties such as the en-
ergy demand of software leaves the potential for energy demand reduction.
The opportunities to reduce the energy demand of processes at run time with
appropriate changes to the programs are affecting system components such
as the processor(s), uncore components, memory, and storage operations. A
comprehensive list of individual system activities and their impact on the
energy demand are discussed in detail in Section 6.2. The opportunities to
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Software Architecture and Platform
int main(int argc, char **argv) {

libfoo();

return -ESUCCESS;
}

Program Library
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(a) Variant 1

Software Architecture and Platform
int main(int argc, char **argv) {

libfoo();

return -ESUCCESS;
}

Program Library

void libfoo() {

}

void libfoo() {

}

ARM
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Process Energy Demand by Platform

ARM Platform 1: 729 nJ
ARM Platform 2: 430 nJ
ARM Platform 3: 302 nJ
ARM Platform 4: 215 nJ

PPC Platform 1: 738 nJ
PPC Platform 2: 489 nJ

x86 Platform 1: 1430 nJ
x86 Platform 2: 695 nJ
x86 Platform 3: 705 nJ
x86 Platform 4: 643 nJ

(b) Variant 2

Figure 4.1: The energy demands of different program variants in execution
vary on heterogeneous hardware platforms. Programmers need energy-aware
programming techniques for a purposeful decision-making procedure of pro-
gram design and implementation, for example by selecting the most suitable
library implementation of a specific function for a distinct platform.

reduce the energy demand at the hardware level are subject to software ac-
tivities and software design considerations in the first place. However, such
opportunities often remain unexploited as to missing analysis methods and
suitable programming tools.

For the purpose of implementing the solution to a problem (i.e., by build-
ing a program), programmers commonly depend on and select from different
algorithms (i.e., sorting of data, encryption and decryption of data). Corre-
sponding implementations are provided by programming libraries or are im-
plemented directly by the programmers. The former is common for problems
of limited complexity and the use of textbook programming, the latter is more
common for highly complex problems and in cases where tailor-made solutions
are necessary to address and resolve the individual problems. Frequently,
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specific problems include hardware dependencies of the program and, thus,
are difficult to be covered by general purpose programming libraries (i.e., as
provided by program libraries such as the C standard library [Pla91]). The
programmers’ choice between the use of a library and an own implementation,
however, may be strictly bound to the energy demand of resulting processes.
Thus, programmers depend on energy demand predictions for software com-
ponents (i.e., processes) to make a correct programming decision. Figure 4.1
illustrates an excerpt of a corresponding, typical decision-making procedure.
To implement a requested functionality a programmer chooses between two
diverse implementations of the function libfoo (i.e., Variant 1 and Variant 2,
as visualised in Figure 4.1 a and Figure 4.1 b, respectively) as provided by
different programming libraries. In dependence on several influencing fac-
tors (i.e., run-time parameters, hardware platform) the energy demand of the
process that executes function libfoo will be different. To facilitate the pro-
grammer during the decision-making procedure, energy-aware programming
extracts necessary energy demand predictions for software modules at the
process level.

To calculate the necessary energy predictions, it is required to bridge the
gap between high-level software components and their activities (i.e., pro-
cesses) down to the energy demand at the hardware level as to low-level
hardware events (i.e., transistor switching at gate-level) that result from pro-
cess activities. The presented concept extends static program analysis tech-
niques by dynamic aspects in order to link up analysis techniques at the
software level with energy demand analysis at the hardware level. Unlike
analysis techniques that strictly operate by static means, aspects of dynamic
program analysis techniques are integrated to explore specific regions of pro-
grams. The following section presents a proposal to improve the current state
of the art with a concept that uses a hybrid program code and process analysis
to provide means of energy-aware programming. The next section discusses
the proposed concept, the subsequent sections present an implementation of
the concept and perform an evaluation of the implementation.

4.3 Hybrid Program Code and Process Analysis (HEAL)

To reason about the energy demand of software it is necessary to analyse the
individual modules (i.e., programs, functions) of the software. As static rea-
soning does not provide sufficient information on system level activities of real
hardware platforms, the presented approach for energy-aware programming
augments static program analysis techniques by dynamic techniques to gain a
general insight about the run-time behaviour of processes of the program code
under test. The employed technique is called hybrid program code and process
analysis (HEAL) to distinguish the approach from analysis techniques which
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Figure 4.2: HEAL consists of three components which explore the malleabil-
ity of the program (Mera), analyse the platform-specific behaviour (Bali), and
determine energy demand (Reda) as a result of the joint analysis.

strictly use static or dynamic measures only. Results of the static program
analysis are used for an in-depth dynamic run-time analysis at the system level
to determine the exact behaviour of processes, including their use of individ-
ual hardware components. The combined results of the static and dynamic
program analysis are processed to be used with energy models for estimating
the total energy demand at the hardware level. The individual aspects of the
proposed analysis method are embedded into an architecture with a specific
operating sequence. The operating sequence is separated into distinct analysis
phases implemented by three components: a malleability exploration of pro-
gram code, an analyser executive which determines the run-time behaviour
of processes, and a static resource demand assessment component that pro-
vides energy demand data. Figure 4.2 shows an overview of HEAL and its
core components for the malleability exploration (Mera), run-time behaviour
analysis (Bali), and resource demand assessment (Reda).

4.3.1 Malleability Exploration (Mera)
The malleability of the program is explored during the initial analysis by the
Mera1 component. Mera scans and registers the contained functions of the
program and prepares the further processing. As input data Mera receives
the program for which an energy demand analysis is going to be performed.
1In the Māori language of the indigenous Polynesian people in New Zealand mēra means
mail. Similar to activities and affairs that relate to postal services (i.e., transportation, dis-
patching, tracing of recipients), the name Mera expresses the dynamism of the component
although it predominantly processes static information itself.
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The interfaces to the program under test (i.e., source code functions) are
extracted and analysed with regards to valid input data (i.e., call parameters
and their range of values). The results of malleability exploration (i.e., the
malleability data of the program) are input data to the run-time behaviour
analysis of the program code. Mera provides different modes of operation:
strict mode, immersive mode, and managed mode. The modes differ in the
degree of analysis effort and affect the exploration regarding the amount of
malleability that is analysed, and, thus, also the amount of results that are
made available to subsequent analysis steps.

Strict Mode of Mera When Mera operates in strict mode the analysis ex-
tracts data for presets as supplied by the programmer. Programmer-supplied
presets include the function names and distinct input data. Thus, with the
strict mode the malleability analysis of Mera is deliberately constrained to
specific program paths of the program under test. The strict mode is used for
the purpose of performing an energy demand analysis for processes that exe-
cute a well-known program path. In practice, existing use cases [Jac85] that
are applied to verify the correctness of a program are reused for an energy
demand analysis of the program paths that are covered by the concerning use
cases.

The program code in Figure 4.3 sketches the use of different Mera operat-
ing modes by using the example of calculating the Fibonacci numbers2. The
library-provided function fibonacci calculates the Fibonacci number of a sup-
plied input i. The function serves as an illustrative example, due to the
run-time complexity of the resulting process that determines the Fibonacci
sequence, as long as the underlying library is calculating the sequence num-
bers rather than retrieving the sequence numbers from a lookup table. When
strict mode is applied (Figure 4.3 a), Mera constrains the malleability analysis
strictly to the function foo and the function parameter i as defined in the
program code annotations. In particular, the variable i is constrained to the
concrete value 42 by the annotation in line 18. Function calls in the descend-
ing hierarchy of the call graph are omitted and Mera refrains from analysing
any other functions or ranges of function parameters.

In essence, the strict mode of Mera is comparable to the current state of
the art where an energy demand analysis is applied for a program with pre-
defined input data and no external dependencies. For a more widespread

2The Fibonacci numbers are a sequence of integer numbers that are named after the Italian
mathematician Leonardo of Pisa (ca. 1175-1250, known as Fibonacci), who popularised
the Hindu–Arabic numeral system (positional decimal number system) in Europe which
is similar to the native number system used in Polynesia (cf. word stems of Mera, Bali,
and Reda). Also related to the Fibonacci sequence is the golden spiral (or golden ratio), a
composing method that is important to arts in general and photography in particular.
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1 #include <fibonacci.h>
2
3 /* @mera: #mode=strict
4 * #func=foo
5 * #para=i
6 */
7
8 uint32 bar (uint32 i)
9 {

10 if (i > 0)
11 return fibonacci(i);
12 return -1;
13 }
14
15 uint32 foo (uint32 i)
16 {
17 uint32 res;
18 /* @mera: #i=42 */
19 res = bar(i);
20 /* @arem */
21 return res;
22 }
23 /* @arem */

(a) Strict Mode

1 #include <fibonacci.h>
2
3 /* @mera: #mode=immersive
4 * #func=*
5 * #para=*
6 */
7
8 uint32 bar (uint32 i)
9 {

10 if (i > 0)
11 return fibonacci(i);
12 return -1;
13 }
14
15 uint32 foo (uint32 i)
16 {
17 uint32 res;
18
19 res = bar(i);
20
21 return res;
22 }
23 /* @arem */

(b) Immersive Mode

1 #include <fibonacci.h>
2
3 /* @mera: #mode=managed
4 * #func=foo
5 * #para=i
6 */
7
8 uint32 bar (uint32 i)
9 {

10 if (i > 0)
11 return fibonacci(i);
12 return -1;
13 }
14
15 uint32 foo (uint32 i)
16 {
17 uint32 res;
18 /* @mera: #i={1,42} */
19 res = bar(i);
20 /* @arem */
21 return res;
22 }
23 /* @arem */

(c) Managed Mode

Figure 4.3: Mera runs in three operating modes. In strict mode Mera ex-
tracts information for a single program path (a), immersive mode explores
the malleability of the source code to the greatest possible extend (b), and
managed mode pursues a bounded exploration of the supplied source code (c).

malleability analysis of the program, Mera provides two additional operation
modes (i.e., immersive and managed mode) that are discussed in the following.

Immersive Mode of Mera With the immersive operating mode Mera per-
forms an unconstrained program exploration. The exploration determines the
path constraints (i.e., ranges of input parameters to functions) for arbitrary
program paths without actually creating and executing standalone binaries
of the program. The immersive mode scans the source code for all available
program functions, their call parameters, and the corresponding parameter
ranges. From the selection of the three operating modes, the immersive mode
of Mera explores the greatest scope of the program. In distinction to the cur-
rent status quo of energy profiling techniques the immersive mode discovers
program paths automatically. The automatic discovery of program paths is
a key advantage when programs are explored for which no use cases or other
valid input data are known. Thus, the extraction of corresponding malleabil-
ity aspects is necessary to build a holistic view of the entire program under
investigation jointly with the subsequent dynamic program analysis. When
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immersive mode is applied (Figure 4.3 b), Mera executes an unconstrained
malleability analysis. The immersive mode analyses all functions as contained
in the source code and explores the function parameters as defined by their
data type. Constraints which result from source code logic (i.e., program flow)
are considered to limit the analysis efforts.

Managed Mode of Mera The managed mode of Mera combines aspects of
the strict mode (i.e., presets as supplied by the programmer) with aspects of
the immersive mode (i.e., automatic exploration of programs). Based on data
as provided by the programmer, Mera explores specific parts of the program
within bounds (i.e., as defined by source code annotations). With the man-
aged mode, Mera explores the malleability of the program in distinct areas of
the program under test and therefore extracts a subset of the immersive mode
only. In contrast to the current status quo of energy-aware programming
techniques, the managed mode of Mera provides the most practically useful
analysis starting point for the subsequent operational phases. When man-
aged mode is applied, Mera executes a managed malleability analysis. The
managed operation mode only considers functions according to source code an-
notations. The parameter range to the managed functions are further refined
by complementing annotation. In the example (Figure 4.3 c), the parameter
range of variable i is reduced from 2

32 to 42 by the corresponding constraint.

From an external point of view (i.e., from point of view of the programmer
who uses energy-aware programming techniques), the Mera component oper-
ates at a high level of abstraction (i.e., at the source code level). Internally,
the program under test is analysed at lower levels of abstraction (i.e., inter-
mediate representation). In particular, the Mera component extracts ranges
of valid input data to individual functions as contained by the program. The
extracted ranges are relevant to the later analysis steps which determine the
run-time behaviour of the processes (i.e., by generating and executing stand-
alone binaries). The analysis of the Mera component is architecture- and
platform-independent and contributes the static program analysis aspects to
the hybrid analysis approach.

4.3.2 Run-Time Behaviour Analysis (Bali)
The run-time behaviour of the program under test is determined by the
Bali3 component during an operational phase subsequent to the Mera phase
and after readying the Reda component (see Subsection 4.3.3). For the be-
haviour analysis, Bali creates binaries of the program and analyses the pro-
3In Sanskrit the liturgical language of Hinduism, bali is derived from we-wale which on the
one hand translates to „that which can be performed” and on the other hand expresses
„thankfulness of what is given”. The Bali component depends on input from the other two
components (Mera and Reda) and contributes back by executing and analysing processes.
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gram in execution. As input data, Bali processes information from both
other components (i.e., Mera and Reda). Aligned to the malleability in-
formation as received from the Mera component (i.e., function names, call
parameters, operating mode information), Bali uses the provided information
on functions and call parameters of the program to build standalone bina-
ries. After crafting the relevant binaries, Bali initiates the execution of the
individual binaries to determine the run-time behaviour of the corresponding
processes. In particular, the standalone binaries which have been generated
execute on a (virtual or physical) hardware platform and Bali records run-time
specific events. Such events are specific to individual hardware components
of the system (i.e., processor, memory, network card) and may differ among
platforms of the same architecture. Hence, the behaviour analysis needs to
be done on a per-platform basis with respective platform-specific energy mod-
els. For example, the behaviour analysis for processes commonly concerns the
determination of run-time complexity (i.e., number and kind of executed in-
structions) under the consideration of non-deterministic effects (i.e., caching,
inter-instruction effects). The analysis must also evaluate device-specific hard-
ware events (i.e., transmitted network packets) for more comprehensive ana-
lysis results. Eventually, the accuracy of a determined behaviour analysis
results of Bali depends on the validity of platform-specific energy models and
the amount of run-time analysis data which are recorded during the process
profiling by Bali.

The amount and kind of binaries that are created by Bali depend on two
factors: the results of the preceding Mera phase (i.e., malleability data) and
the number of hardware architectures for which the program is analysed. Both
factors are subject to the programmer and are configurable. As the energy
demands of the processes of the program are platform-dependent, the analysis
should at least be carried out for the intended target hardware platform(s).
Further, the Mera operating mode (i.e., strict, immersive, or managed mode)
and the scope of analysis results have a significant impact on the analysis work
that needs to be done during the operational phase of Bali. While Mera’s strict
mode keeps the analysis efforts (and results) at a minimum, the efforts that
are necessary for analyses with immersive and managed mode depend on the
source code structure: the analysis efforts grow proportional to the number of
contained program paths that are to be analysed.

To analyse the run-time behaviour of the results as obtained by Mera, Bali
provides three different analysis methods: the eager, relax, and fuzzy method.
The methods spend different amounts of analysis efforts on exploring the run-
time behaviour of the program under test. The analysis methods enable a
made-to-measure analysis of programs aligned to their complexity. Common
to all strategies of Bali are timeout mechanisms during analysis to provide
control over progression during the analysis.
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Eager Method of Bali With the eager method Bali executes and ana-
lyses the generated binaries as is. In particular, Bali executes all functions
as requested by the results of Mera and does not reuse previously extracted
data (which is a distinguishing mark compared to the relax and fuzzy meth-
ods). At the end of process execution of each standalone binary on each
platform, the recorded run-time events are submitted to Reda (see Subsec-
tion 4.3.3) which returns the corresponding costs (i.e., energy demand) of the
individual operations that were recorded during operation. The combined en-
ergy demand information (as retrieved from Reda) are subsequently stored as
part of the final results.

The eager method of Bali is prone to the duplicated execution of partial paths
when the individual program paths share equal segments. If the overlapping
segments of the individual standalone binaries are dominant, the behaviour
analysis of Bali unnecessarily reevaluates already executed sections without
a gain of knowledge. Duplicated execution occurs when the control flow of
the standalone binaries leads to the repeated call and execution of functions
under the same run-time conditions (i.e., as consequence of the same set of
input parameters). In large parts, the impact of duplicated analysis efforts
is effectively mitigated in the previous operational phase (i.e., Mera) by con-
straining the malleability of the analysis proactively. However, it is not always
apparent from the perspective at the level of Mera that specific segments of
the program will be duplicated by the execution of several standalone binaries
at the level of Bali. To mitigate the situation, Bali exploits its own interim
results of the behaviour analysis to avoid duplicated execution of program
segments as it operates at lower levels of abstraction than Mera (i.e., interme-
diate code) and actually executes the program under test. Bali uses the relax
and fuzzy method for this. Both methods address complexity concerns dur-
ing the analysis by suppressing the reevaluation of already executed program
segments.

Relax Method of Bali The relax method of Bali suppresses the dupli-
cated execution of program segments by intercepting the corresponding pro-
gram analysis of the standalone binaries. During the behaviour analysis of
the standalone binaries, Bali keeps track of the functions that have already
been analysed in course of the execution of corresponding standalone binaries
for the individual hardware platforms. In contrast to the eager method, the
relax method refrains from reevaluating functions which have previously been
analysed with an identical set of run-time information (i.e., input parameters,
equal run-time environment). In situations where it cannot be guaranteed that
the run-time environment of affected program segments is identical (i.e., as
to external non-deterministic input data) the use of relax mode can skew the
overall result of the behaviour of a standalone binary. However, the gain
of analysis speedup and resource savings during the behaviour analysis can
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justify this trade-off. The relax method is most suitable to cut down the
analysis efforts spend by Bali when the measures at the level of Mera are ex-
hausted (i.e., constraints are applied at the source code level). In cases where
the remaining behaviour analysis efforts are largely caused by the reevalua-
tion of previously analysed program segments, the relax method efficiently
suppresses the duplicated execution and analysis of program segments.

Fuzzy Method of Bali In strict contrast to the eager and relax method
of Bali, the fuzzy method refrains from executing specific program segments
at all. Instead, the fuzzy method exploits information (i.e., analysis results)
of alike program segments that have already been subject to an analysis. In
this context, the alikeness of program segments is based on the execution of
one and the same program (i.e., same function), however, with varying input
parameters: when Bali has analysed one function with several different input
parameters, the components possess information that is used to interpolate
analysis results for a new parameter set by running a regression analysis. The
fuzzy method therefore carries out a regression analysis instead of executing
and analysing a corresponding standalone binary, if sufficient data of alike
program paths have already been determined. As the name of the analysis
method suggests, the analysis results can be fuzzy. Compared to the ana-
lysis results as obtained by the eager and relax methods, the analysis results
of the fuzzy method can be less accurate. However, the fuzzy method is an
additional measure to speed up the behaviour analysis of complex programs.
The fuzzy mode is especially helpful to gain a rapid overview on the energy
demand of complex programs that shows the required pattern (i.e., overlap of
program segments). When the fuzzy method reveals results which encourage
an in-depth analysis (i.e., revelation of program segments with noticeably high
energy demand during execution), the obtained analysis results are used to
derive a constraint set for a new overall HEAL analysis with stronger con-
straints at the Mera operational phase in order to prepare a stricter analysis
method at the level of Bali (i.e., relax or eager method) subsequently.

Bali operates at the level of an intermediate representation of the original
source code. The lower abstraction level (as compared to Mera) supports
Bali at creating concrete input data for the program analysis and enables the
behaviour analysis process to reduce the amount of work that needs to be per-
formed by caching interim results and avoiding the duplicated analysis of iden-
tical code segments. Depending on the applied method of the behaviour ana-
lysis (i.e., eager, relax, or fuzzy method) the analysis effort for the analysis of
the individual standalone binaries varies. In contrast to Mera, the analysis re-
sults of the Bali component are architecture- and platform-dependent. The dy-
namic results of the behaviour analysis (as a result from analysing the program
in execution) are merged with the static information on energy demand that
is supplied by Reda (see Subsection 4.3.3). The results of the energy demand
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analysis for all standalone binaries that were constructed and analysed by Bali
are stored in a final analysis record which contains the energy demand ana-
lysis results and the interim results of the analysis. The interim results are
used to support subsequent analyses. The final processing step of Bali propa-
gates the energy demand results for the entire program that has been subject
to the behaviour analysis. This step denotes the termination of the overall
code analysis process of HEAL. The returned analysis results allow the pro-
grammer to identify program sections that generate energy demand at the
hardware level when they are executed by a process. Thus, HEAL provides
the essential base data which is the initial point for further analysis in general
and for improvements to reduce the energy demand of the processes in par-
ticular. For example, programmers use the results for optimising the program
to exhibit less energy demand by refining the program logic or improving the
use of available hardware components. Successive runs of HEAL are applied
by programmers for purposes of evaluation and comparison.

4.3.3 Resource Demand Assessment (Reda)

The resource demand assessment component Reda4 is of static nature and
provides information of the energy demand for individual operations at the
system level to Bali. Reda uses device- and platform-specific energy mod-
els which correlate specific events at the system level with energy demand
that is entailed by the respective activity. If vendor-supplied energy models
are unavailable, the energy models that are used by the Reda component are
subject to a preceding hardware analysis (see Section 6.2). Reda simultane-
ously operates on multiple energy models that provide data for heterogeneous
platforms and different hardware components. During the operational phase,
Reda serves requests that are originating from the Bali component which de-
termines the program behaviour at run time. Depending on the individual
request, Reda either provides aggregated results which combine the energy
demand for multiple devices (e.g., processor, memory, network) with a batch
result set or device-specific data with a single result. Although Reda con-
tributes mainly static data, the component must be payed particular attention
as the interaction with the behaviour analysis is of great importance to the
end result (i.e., accuracy and validity of determined energy demand).

The output data of Reda is strictly platform- and device-specific: during ex-
ecution, programs for one instruction set architecture have varying energy
demand on different platforms implementing the said instruction set architec-
ture. For example, two distinct system-on-a-chip processors (i.e., Qualcomm
4In the Arabic language, reda translates to contentment and satisfaction. The Reda compo-
nent on the one hand depends on energy measurement data (i.e., energy models) and one
the other hand contents itself by supplying energy demand analysis to the Bali component
which analyses the program behaviour at run time.
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Snapdragon 410 and Qualcomm Snapdragon 450) both implement the same
microarchitecture (i.e., ARMv8.2-A) but as the two processors have varying
hardware designs (4 cores and 8 cores, respectively) and the two processors
are built with different semiconductor technologies (28 nm and 14 nm, respec-
tively) their energy demand characteristics differ significantly. Hence, the
execution of the same program leads to processes with varying energy de-
mand for each of the two processors. The platform-specific energy models (as
supplied by Reda) are therefore key to the energy demand analysis.

4.3.4 Interweaving of the Components

For a purposeful implementation of the HEAL concept it is necessary to pre-
cisely adjust and coordinate the activities of the three components (Mera,
Bali, and Reda) in general, and the two highly dynamic components (Mera
and Bali) in particular. It is crucial for the process of the HEAL energy de-
mand analysis and its own resource demand (i.e., processing resources, time
demand) to adapt to the requirements of the analyst (i.e., programmer). To
address this concern, Mera extracts suitable sets of malleability data (see Fig-
ure 4.2) and takes influence on the dimension of malleability data with its
operating modes (i.e., strict, immersive, and managed mode). Eventually, the
malleability data translates into the right amount of program binaries that are
purposefully analysed by Bali. At the level of the Bali component, the analysis
efforts are further controlled and regulated. As the Bali analysis phase oper-
ates at lower levels of abstraction, it assesses and influences the actual effort
for analysing the individual program paths and the corresponding standalone
binaries. The local scope of adjustments at the level of Bali is exploited by its
three analysis methods (eager, relax, and fuzzy) and is dynamically adopted
during the analysis. However, the scope of Bali is restricted in the sense of
impacting the analysis efforts spend for each program path—the number of
program paths that Bali needs to explore remains the same. Thus, if the mal-
leability data as obtained by Mera leads to a too large number in standalone
binaries whose run-time behaviour needs to be analysed the energy demand
analysis must be reiterated with stricter constraints to avoid exhaustion. In
the opposite case, when too little results are generated by Bali (i.e., because
of overly constricting malleability data) the energy demand analysis must be
reiterated with less restriction at the level of the malleability analysis of Mera.

Summary In sum, the HEAL concept addresses the challenges as extracted
by the problem statement in Section 4.2 and constitutes an analysis method
which is shaped by its core components Mera, Bali, and Reda. To determine
the validity of the concept the following Section 4.4 presents an implementa-
tion of HEAL. The suitability of the approach for energy-aware programming
is further demonstrated in combination with the evaluation in Section 4.5.
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4.4 Implementation

This section presents an implementation of the HEAL concept (Section 4.3).
Aligned to the motivation and the problem statement (Section 4.1) the pre-
sented implementation provides a reliable energy demand profiler that assists
programmers at determining the energy demand of processes that run on
specific hardware platforms. In particular, the implementation assists the
programmer at performing an energy demand analysis with quality criteria
as sketched by Proposal I (see Section 4.2). First, the implementation is
equipped with techniques that prevent under- and overcoverage during the
analysis of the program. Second, the implementation focuses on dynamic
aspects and keeps the amount of static measures during the program ana-
lysis at the necessary minimum. The implementation is equipped with an
identification mechanism to detect and actively suppresses the duplication of
analysis efforts in order to ensure that the analysis process economises its
demand of resources that are required for the analysis of the supplied pro-
gram. The implemented suppression of duplicated efforts simultaneously im-
proves the performance of the overall analysis. Thus, the emerging analysis
results have a strong relevance to the practical evaluation of energy demand
which is further emphasised by the evaluation of the implemented analysis
approach (Section 4.5).

The following subsections present the implementation and discuss the indi-
vidual basic techniques that are jointly applied to extract energy demand
information for processes that originate from programs that are supplied for
analysis (i.e., by the programmer). First, the implementation uses a con-
junct static and dynamic program analysis that exploits symbolic execution
techniques [BEL75, Cla76, Kin76] to analyse processes. Second, the imple-
mentation embraces and supplements previous proposals for energy demand
analysis of programs [TMW94a, YVKI00] to provide energy demand pre-
dictions for processes that originate from programs which are generated on
the basis of the supplied source code. The implementation makes extensive
use of the LLVM compiler infrastructure5 and the KLEE symbolic execu-
tion engine [CDE08]. Aspects of the implementation are based on related
work [HEKSP11, HEKSP12, HES+13] and the supporting complementary
work [Eib11, Eib12, Cas13].

4.4.1 Conjunct Static and Dynamic Program Analysis
The conjunct static and dynamic program analysis is realised by several soft-
ware modules which implement the functionality as required for the Mera
component of HEAL (see Subsection 4.3.1). The code analysis of the imple-
mentation is split into two domains. In the first domain, the source code is
5
www.llvm.org

https://www.llvm.org
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analysed with a hybrid approach that uses static and dynamic aspects of code
analysis techniques (i.e., dynamic symbolic execution). In the second domain,
programs that are generated on base of the analysed source code are once
more analysed in a purely dynamic way by running the program (i.e., con-
crete execution) and analysing the resulting processes. This second domain is
discussed in Subsection 4.4.2.

Dynamic Symbolic Execution The implementation of the malleability as-
pects of Mera (see Subsection 4.3.1) is based on a dynamic and static program
exploration (i.e., dynamic symbolic execution). In particular, the implementa-
tion applies dynamic symbolic execution (i.e., KLEE) to automatically explore
program paths and find valid input to reach each of the paths. Originally, the
main objective of symbolic execution [BEL75, Cla76, Kin76] was to find de-
fects of programs, for example, by determining an invalid input parameter set
which triggers the execution of a faulty program path. On the one hand, dy-
namic symbolic execution therefore analyses programs for invalid (and valid)
input data (i.e., defect analysis). On the other hand, dynamic symbolic ex-
ecution explores regions of the program (i.e., program paths) that are being
executed by processes when corresponding input data are supplied (i.e., cov-
erage analysis). Initial point of symbolic execution is a symbolic execution
engine. A symbolic execution engine is a program executive for program code
with symbolic variables6. The execution engine executes program code which
contains symbolic variables and controls the execution, tracks the symbolic
state of a symbolic execution instance and defines the interfaces to the external
run-time environment.

During the execution of a program code that contains concrete and symbolic
variables, all statements that use symbolic variables are also treated symboli-
cally by creating a corresponding symbolic expression (σ) for the correspond-
ing variables. Symbolic execution further extends the program state by a
boolean path, the path constraints (φ). The path constraints are repeatedly
evaluated and adjusted for each program path during its symbolic execution.
The individual path constraints for each individual program path always eval-
uate to true. To illustrate the generation of path constraints, the example
source code (Figure 4.4 a) and its corresponding tree representations (Fig-
ure 4.4 b, I and II) of the resulting program paths are discussed in the fol-
lowing. Under consideration of the symbolic variable x the following path
constraints are generated during symbolically executing the given program
code. The symbolic variable x is initially unconstraint and will not be eval-
uated as a concrete value but as a symbolic expression. The initial path
constraint φ evaluates to true (φinit := true). When the guard for the first
if statement (Figure 4.4 a, line 1) is evaluated, the symbolic execution engine

6A symbolic variable stores symbolic instead of concrete values.
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follows both program paths which exist after passing the if statement. The
path constraints for the resulting two program paths (line 2 - 6 and line 8 - 12)
are φL2−6 := x > 0 and φL8−12 := x ≤ 0, respectively. The if statements in
line 2 and line 8 further create two additional program paths in each case.
For each of the new program paths, symbolic execution recalculates new path
constraints based on the existing two path constraints φL2−6 and φL8−12. The
final path constraints for the four program paths of the program (Path A, B,
C, and D) are:

Path A: φL3 := (x > 0)Í ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÑÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒ Ï
φL2−6

∧ (x > 4) ≡ x > 4

Path B: φL5 := (x > 0)Í ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÑÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒ Ï
φL2−6

∧ (x ≤ 4)

Path C: φL8 := (x ≤ 0)Í ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÑÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒ Ï
φL8−12

∧ (x < −16) ≡ x < −16

Path D: φL11 := (x ≤ 0)Í ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÑÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒ Ï
φL8−12

∧ (x ≥ −16)

The two tree representations of the program paths (Figure 4.4 b, I and II) show
the possible program paths and individual path entities of one of the program
paths (Path B). Each program path is determined by its corresponding set
of path constraints φ and according to the path constraints, each program
path is be reached with one or more sets of concrete sets of input data. In
the example of Figure 4.4 b, the second program path (Path B) is activated
with the concrete input values x = {1, …, 4}. Path B therefore has four
distinct path entities. When the value of the variable x impacts the run-time
behaviour of corresponding processes at run time, for example by determining
a loop bound or by defining a number of operations that have to be performed,
the corresponding demand in resources to execute the respective path entities
of Path B will vary at the process level. The variance in resource demand to
execute each of the path entities is illustrated with the size of the terminal
states in Figure 4.4 b, II. The varying resource demand of individual path
entities is of importance for the energy demand analysis of the program. As
processes of individual path entities may entail different behaviour at run time,
also with regards to the energy demand, it is important to explore not only
the possible program paths of a source code but also individual path entities
of each program path.

In general, at each guard (i.e., conditional statement) that evaluates a symbolic
condition c results in successive new program paths (i.e., branches). The new
program paths receive the path constraints φn and φn′ with φn = φm ∧ σ(c)
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(a) Listing (b) Tree Representation

1: if x > 0 then
2: if x > 4 then
3: ... /* Path A */
4: else
5: ... /* Path B */
6: end if
7: else
8: if x < −16 then
9: ... /* Path C */

10: else
11: ... /* Path D */
12: end if
13: end if

I

Path A Path B Path C Path D
II

Entity B1 Entity B2 Entity B3 Entity B4

Figure 4.4: The program listing shows the four distinct paths of the pro-
gram. The individual program paths have different path constraints that are
evaluated during symbolically executing the program code.

and φn′ = φm∧¬σ(c), respectively, where φm are the path constraints prior to
the guard and σ(c) is the symbolic representation of c. The resulting program
paths are considered for further analysis by the symbolic execution engine as
long as the individual path constraints are satisfiable. When path constraints
of a path are no longer satisfiable, an impasse of the code has been found and
the path will not further be explored. During the assignment of variables, the
symbolic execution engine checks whether the assignment includes a symbolic
variable on the right side of the statement. If a symbolic variable is part
of the right side in the assignment, the variable on the left side is expressed
as a polynomial expression of the symbolic variable on the right side of the
assignment. For example, when the symbolic variable x is being assigned
to a variable y as shown in line 3 of Figure 4.5, the symbolic expression in
dependence of x is formulated and added to the symbolic state.

The complexity of expressions for path constraints and the symbolic state
grow quickly with an increasing nesting level of program paths. As a result,
the expressions are often non-trivial and resource-intensive to evaluate. Thus,
symbolic execution engines necessarily depend on efficient constraint solving
techniques [DMB11] that support the evaluation of path constraints and sym-
bolic assignments during the entire process of symbolic execution. To proac-
tively reduce the amount of analysis efforts further, the implementation ap-
plies an iterative analysis of the program. To achieve this, the implementation
keeps a persistent record of all symbolic states of the symbolic variables (σ)
and corresponding path constraints (φ) during the dynamic symbolic execu-
tion of a program code. Upon analysing a function with a partial or full set
of symbolic call parameters, it is checked, whether the function has already
been executed under the same conditions (i.e., identical symbolic state).
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1 int x, y;
2 x = make_symbolic(); // σ = {x ↦ x0}, φ = {true}
3 y = 2 * x; // σ = {x ↦ x0Í ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÑÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÏ

σ(x)

, y ↦ 2 ∗ x0Í ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÑÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÏ
σ(y)

}, φ = {true}
4 if (y > 42) {
5 foo(); // σ = {x ↦ x0, y ↦ 2 ∗ x0}, φ = {2 ∗ x0 > 42}
6 } else {
7 bar(); // σ = {x ↦ x0, y ↦ 2 ∗ x0}, φ = {2 ∗ x0 ≤ 42}
8 }

Figure 4.5: The symbolic execution engine maintains a symbolic state for
the symbolic variables (σ) and the path constraints (φ) during the dynamic
symbolic execution of programs. A concrete execution state is maintained in
parallel to the symbolic state.

The invocation of a function with an identical symbolic state can occur from
different locations as shown in Figure 4.6. After the symbolic execution engine
finishes the evaluation of function foo, the resulting analysis data are made
persistent as soon as the program flow returns from calling fum (Figure 4.6 a/b,
line 4). The symbolic execution engine stores the symbolic state (i.e., symbolic
variables σ and path constraints φ) as a reference for future invocations of
fum. During the symbolic execution of function bar, the symbolic executive
recognises that the symbolic state is identical ahead of symbolically executing
fum with the same conditions again. The previously stored symbolic state
and path constraints are restored and the repeated symbolic execution of the
function fum with the same symbolic state is avoided. Note that the invocation
of fum can also occur in the same module (i.e., same program but different
program paths).

Malleability Exploration When program code contains symbolic as-
pects (i.e., symbolic variables) it is required to reason about situations when
such symbolic parts of the program code are confronted with concretisation
barriers7. Concretisation barriers are reached, for example, when symbolic
program code uses external program libraries that, however, cannot be ana-
lysed symbolically. Further, low-level hardware operations (i.e., inline assem-
bly) are also concretisation barriers. Arrival situations at a concretisation
barrier are resolved with active support from the symbolic execution engine,
for example, by constricting the symbolic execution. Before a barrier can be
passed, the symbolic execution engine concretises the symbolic aspects of the

7A concretisation barrier must not be confused with a synchronisation barrier that is used
to coordinate a group of threads or processes. Instead concretisation barriers occur when
symbolic states must be translated into concrete representations of the state.
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1 uint32 foo (uint32 i)
2 {
3 i = make_symbolic();
4 return fum(i);
5 }

(a) Function foo

1 uint32 bar (uint32 i)
2 {
3 i = make_symbolic();
4 return fum(i);
5 }

(b) Function bar

1 uint32 fum (uint32 i)
2 {
3 return i * 42;
4 }
5

(c) Function fum

Figure 4.6: Functions foo and bar call fum with the same symbolic state but
from different locations (i.e., varying functional units or program paths).

program code that are used within the fenced area which does not allow the
use (or propagation) of symbolic variables. When symbolic variables are con-
cretised aligned to the current symbolic state (i.e., symbolic variables σ and
path constraints φ), the degree of exploration freedom is reduced. However,
the concretising ensures that the analysis can proceed, rather than stall or
abort at the barrier. Thus, generality is achieved at the expense of the explo-
rations’ completeness as concretisation implicitly reduces the malleability.

The handling of concretisation barrier situations shares characteristics with
critical analysis situations during the symbolic execution which have to be
treated with particular care. For example, to mitigate critical situations dur-
ing symbolic execution, it may also be necessary to take appropriate counter
measures by concretising loop bounds in order to avoid path explosion situ-
ations. Just as with concretisation barriers, the program exploration is con-
strained at the benefit of preserving the running symbolic analysis intact. At
times when symbolic variables need to be constraint, there is always the in-
verted case when the program flow returns from a fenced area that disallowed
symbolic execution back to an unconstraint state where symbolic execution is
possible again. At this point, the symbolic state is updated by the symbolic
execution engine to reflect the changes that occurred during the execution in
the concretised state and continues the symbolic execution.

In the context of energy demand analysis of software as considered by HEAL,
constraining the symbolic execution during the analysis of a program is an
elementary aspect to implement the strict and managed operation modes of
Mera. To implement the modes of operation (strict mode, immersive mode,
and managed mode) of Mera, the implementation aligns the requested explo-
ration strategies to operations of the symbolic execution engine. In particu-
lar, to implement the restrictive operation modes (strict mode and managed
mode), the implementation explicitly constraints the range of symbolic vari-
ables. The unrestrictive operation mode (immersive mode) uses unconstraint
symbolic variables to implement the conceptual aspects as designated by Mera.
In the following the implementation of the operation modes is elaborated.
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Strict Operation Mode

The strict mode is implemented by concretising the value of the affected
symbolic variable to a concrete value. However, the concretising of the
variable is only effective for a specific scope of the program. The scope is
determined by corresponding annotations at source code level (see Fig-
ure 4.3 a). For example, the strict mode is used to restrict a loop bound:
when a loop bound is determined by a symbolic variable, strict mode
is applied ahead of the loop execution to restrict its upper loop bound.
When the end of the loop is reached, the strict mode is disabled and
symbolic execution pursues an unrestrictive use of the variable again.
In other cases, where strict mode is applied for a symbolic variable that
affects the guard of a branch condition, strict mode leads to the explicit
choice of a single branch and explicitly excludes the exploration of all
other program paths that would be explored otherwise.

Managed Operation Mode

The managed operation mode of Mera is implemented by concretising
the value of the affected symbolic variable to a range of values. Similar to
the strict mode, the managed mode is applied only for a predefined scope
as determined by the programmer at the level of the source code (see
Figure 4.3 c). In contrast to strict mode, however, the value is not
concretised but constraint to a certain range of values. This allows the
symbolic execution engine to explore further program paths that may
exist as the managed variable is used during the evaluation of branch
conditions, for example. Managed mode therefore does not translate the
symbolic state of the variable into a concrete representation for the given
scope. Instead, symbolic execution continues as is, but applies a more
restrictive expression for evaluating the managed symbolic variable.

Immersive Operation Mode

The immersive operation mode is implicitly applied to any symbolic
variable of the program code and the implementation does not con-
strain the symbolic expression of the variable (see Figure 4.3 b). Addi-
tionally to the manual declaration of symbolic variables by the program-
mer (i.e., strict and managed operation modes), an automatic symbolic
exploration approach is implemented by the immersive mode. The au-
tomatic exploration approach marks variables of the program code as
symbolic. The automatic mode is a convenient measure to explore all
program paths of an application. However, the analysis of complex
programs may reach limitations of symbolic execution which must be
mitigated, for example by constraining parts of the program by adding
deliberate concretisation barriers.
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(b) Process Analysis(a) Program Analysis (c) Energy Merger

Source Code

Malleability
Analysis

Code Paths
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Hardware Events
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Figure 4.7: The energy demand analysis implements dynamic symbolic exe-
cution to analyse program source code (a), to generate and execute program
code (b), and to merge heterogeneous energy profiles (c) for determining the
energy demand of resulting processes at run time.

The three operation modes jointly implement a protective scheme that ad-
dresses concerns regarding the undercoverage and overcoverage of program
paths during the program analysis (see Section 3.2). On the one hand, the
restrictive operation modes are a measure to limit the program analysis to
explore specific program paths, only, and to explicitly avoid the exploration
of infeasible program paths. On the other hand, the use of symbolic execution
techniques assists the programmer at exploring program paths automatically
which broadens the programmer’s understanding of the program in general,
and the impact of the program in execution on the energy demand in partic-
ular (i.e., under application of the subsequent analysis steps).

When all instances of the dynamic symbolic execution have finished (each
instance explores one program path) the malleability aspects of the program
analysis is complete. As a result of the analysis, the path constraints of all
paths that have been found are returned and stored for further use (i.e., mal-
leability data). A direct consumer of the results is the Bali component. Bali
uses this information to generate predefined source code strictly guided by
the extracted program path constraints of the Mera results. After building
the individual binaries that execute a requested path of the program with
concrete values and, hence, without using a symbolic execution engine. Sub-
section 4.4.2 discusses the details of Bali’s implementation. Figure 4.7 shows
the architecture of the implementation and sketches the interaction of the
individual implemented modules. With the completion of the source code
analysis for its malleability, the first module finishes (Figure 4.7 a) and the
results are passed from the first component (i.e., hybrid static and dynamic
program analysis) to the second component (i.e., dynamic program analysis).
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Summary The conjunct static and dynamic program analysis technique
that is discussed in this subsection implements the necessary functionality to
realise the concept of HEAL’s Mera component (see Subsection 4.3.1). The
implementation exploits dynamic symbolic execution techniques to purpose-
fully explore the program paths of the program. The implementation allows
programmers to influence the exploration, if requested, by the three operation
modes (i.e., strict, managed, and immersive) and maps the corresponding con-
stricting elements of the operation to corresponding changes to the symbolic
expressions of symbolic variables. The implementation improves the analysis
performance by actively suppressing duplicated execution of (partial) program
paths. Interim results of the analysis are continually made persistent and are
reused when overlapping program paths are ought to be analysed multiple
times. The analysis results of the implemented conjunct static and dynamic
program analysis provide the necessary path constraints to the next compo-
nent of the implementation which uses the data to generate, execute, and
analyse program binaries in a purely dynamic manner (i.e., processes that
execute directly without symbolic execution).

4.4.2 Dynamic Program Analysis
The dynamic program analysis implements the functionality as required for
the Bali component and parts of the Reda component (see Subsection 4.3.2
and Subsection 4.3.3, respectively) of the HEAL concept. The second analysis
domain implements the essential link between the malleability analysis and the
assessment of energy demand that interweaves the results from the program
analysis with actual energy demand information.

The first domain of program analysis has applied static and dynamic program
analysis (i.e., dynamic symbolic execution, as discussed in Subsection 4.4.1) to
determine the malleability of the program under test. In conjunction with the
results of the first domain, the second domain now uses the malleability data
to generate and build binary program code that originates from the analysed
source code and evaluates the run-time behaviour of the processes which ex-
ecute on different hardware platforms with varying input data. The analysis
of the second domain operates in a purely dynamic way by executing the pro-
gram (i.e., concrete execution) and assesses the energy demand of the processes
under use of the energy merger (see Subsection 4.4.3). The implementation
jointly realises the Bali component and parts of the Reda component of the
HEAL concept. The energy merger implements the remaining functionality
of the Reda component.

The dynamic program analysis is implemented in a two-stage process. In
general, the analysis operates as follows—variations and the individual char-
acteristics of each stage are discussed subsequently in the respective sections.
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In the first stage, the malleability data are used to generate predefined source
code. The predefined source code resembles the execution of a specific pro-
gram path with a distinct set of run-time parameters that determine the pro-
gram flow during execution of the program. Afterwards, the predefined source
code is compiled and dynamically linked for the appropriate target hardware
architectures for which the program is requested to be analysed. The gener-
ation process for building the individual binaries varies in dependence of the
applied analysis method as designated by the Bali component of the HEAL
concept (i.e., eager, relax, and fuzzy analysis methods). In the second stage,
the architecture-specific binaries are subject to a behaviour analysis to de-
termine platform-specific energy demand predictions. This final step of the
platform-dependent run-time behaviour analysis differs among the different
analysis strategies of Bali and results in process- and platform-specific energy
demand predictions. The behaviour analysis completes the two-stage process
of the dynamic program analysis. The assessment of the energy demand is
performed subsequently to the two-stage process and determines the energy
demand of individual processes. Although the assessment is linked with Bali
component it is implemented by a discrete component (see Subsection 4.4.3).

Constructing Predefined Source Code and Binaries (Stage 1) Pre-
defined source code consists of the original source code of the program that is
supplied by the programmer complemented with mandatory input parameters
which allows the predefined source code to be built (i.e., compiled and linked)
and executed. The malleability data of the previous domain provides the nec-
essary base information for the second domain to map symbolic data (i.e., sym-
bolic expressions and their constraints) to concrete values which are used to
predefine variables of the source code. The amount of predefined source code
that is constructed, depends on the operation mode that was in effect dur-
ing the previous domain: less amount of constructed source code results from
strict and managed mode as to their constraint malleability analysis, immer-
sive mode in contrast leads to larger amounts of results as to the unconstraint
malleability analysis (see Subsection 4.3.1). The construction of the predefined
source code operates at the level of an intermediate representation (i.e., LLVM
IR) and injects concrete values into all locations where symbolic data are used
in the source code. The resulting source code is architecture- and platform-
independent. The function-level analysis is implemented by scraping out indi-
vidual functions from the source code, supplementing them with the required
run-time context to be executed in a standalone manner, in particular by con-
sidering the transitive closure of each function, and by removing any symbolic
data from the source code. The construction of the predefined source code is
common to the three analysis methods (i.e., eager, relax, and fuzzy method)
of the second analysis domain. The malleability results of the first analysis
determine the values and ranges for the injected, concrete data. Malleability
results that are defined by ranges (i.e., results from managed and immersive
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modes) are mapped to concrete values where the amount of range coverage
can be configured (i.e., varying amount of sampling points). Variables which
were restricted to a concrete value (i.e., strict mode) during the first domain,
are implicitly adopted.

Process Behaviour Analysis (Stage 2) In the context of energy de-
mand analysis as considered by the HEAL concept, the coordinated interac-
tion between Mera and Bali is crucial to extract data that reaches the relevant
program paths (i.e., malleability aspects) which are investigated by the pro-
grammer. Based on the results of the first stage (predefined source code), the
second stage now offers an implementation for each of the different analysis
methods of Bali (i.e., eager, relax, and fuzzy method). The different ana-
lysis methods are necessary to accommodate the behaviour analysis to the
overall analysis of the program under test. The generated predefined source
code is processed differently by each of the three operating modes. The eager
method extracts reliable and comprehensive energy demand predictions for
the individual binaries that are result of the construction process through a
unmodified execution. The relax and fuzzy methods, by contrast, are applied
to perform a light-weight analysis (i.e., low demand in resources) but provide
less accurate analysis results compared to the eager method.

Eager Method

The eager method executes all binaries that result from compiling the
predefined source code. The analysis method is the most thorough one,
as it does not reuse or interpolate any intermediate results. The funda-
mental concept of calculating the energy demand is based on the record-
ing of system activities during the process execution of the individual
binaries on the target platforms. The kind of activities that are moni-
tored and recorded depend on the platform-specific energy models that
operate with varying input data, for example, the number and kind of in-
structions executed, number of cache misses, and pipeline stalls. During
the execution of the program, the eager method records relevant system
activities and passes the recorded data to the energy demand assess-
ment component (see Subsection 4.4.3) which correlates the recorded
system activities with energy demand and calculates the total amount
of energy demand that is caused by the individual processes that are
analysed by the eager method. For the cooperation between the dy-
namic binary analysis and the energy demand assessment components,
it is important that the analysis overhead (i.e., counting of instructions
or basic blocks) is not included in the calculations. For example, process
sections that track the behaviour of the application are excluded from
the energy demand assessment to ensure that the net energy demand of
the executing process is calculated accurately.
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Relax Method

The implementation of Bali’s relax method executes the binaries that
are built from predefined source code with additional interim results in-
jected into the program code. The interim results are based on preceding
analysis runs which were carried out with the eager method. The injec-
tion of intermediate results of previous analysis runs enables the relax
method to suppress the duplicated analysis of program segments that
have already been subject to a behaviour and energy demand analysis.
The use of the relax method increases the performance and reduces the
resource demand of the overall behaviour analysis. However, precon-
dition to the use of the relax method is that the overlapping program
segments exhibit an equal run-time behaviour when they operate on
equal input data. Thus, the use of the relax method is only feasible
when overlapping program paths have been previously explored with
identical input parameters using the eager method.

Fuzzy Method

The fuzzy method is an approximate analysis method that refrains from
executing processes which is different to the eager and relax methods.
The fuzzy mode uses analysis data that has been obtained by previous
program analyses of similar, yet different predefined source codes. For
example, when a parameter range of a function has been explored by
the eager (and relax) method previously, the implementation provides
best-fit functions that interpolate the energy demand for the new input
to the function that has not yet been subject to a behaviour analysis
using the eager method. The logic for providing the energy demand
estimates is implemented by the Reda component in large parts (see
Subsection 4.4.3). Figure 4.8 shows four examples for best-fit functions
that provide energy demand estimates and energy demand predictions.

The integration of the behaviour analysis of the platform-specific binaries is
illustrated in Figure 4.7 b. The figure shows how the binary analysis uses input
data that contains the program paths and their path constraints (i.e., mal-
leability data) together with information from energy profiles (i.e., energy
demand data) to determine the individual energy demand of processes.

During the operation of the Bali analysis methods, the behaviour analysis is
subject to request energy demand data from the energy demand assessment
component (Subsection 4.4.3). The energy assessment component associates
individual system activities with information about their energy demand and,
thus, depends on energy models which supply the required low-level infor-
mation. The applied energy models eventually define which system activi-
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ties must be monitored during the behaviour analysis. For this reason, the
behaviour analysis (i.e., Bali component) is aligned to the implementation
of the energy demand assessment (i.e., Reda component). The abstraction
level of energy models predetermines the set of system activities that must be
tracked during the execution of the individual binaries. Common abstractions
are instruction-level energy models and energy models which determine the
energy demand at the level of basic blocks.

Summary The dynamic program analysis presented in this subsection im-
plements the functionality that is required to realise the Bali component
and parts of the Reda component of the HEAL concept. The implemen-
tation uses the malleability information (see Subsection 4.4.1) and crafts
concrete binaries. Subsequently, programs in execution are analysed in a
pure dynamic manner (i.e., by execution) on a concrete platform. To re-
duce the analysis efforts that are required to determine the energy demand
of a multitude of different path entities, the implementation uses three dif-
ferent analysis methods (i.e., eager, relax, and fuzzy). The analysis results
of the implemented behaviour analysis provide the necessary information of
system activities that are mapped to energy demand by the energy demand
assessment component which is presented in the next subsection.

4.4.3 Energy Demand Analysis
The energy demand analysis implements the remaining functionality as re-
quired for the Reda component of the HEAL concept (see Subsection 4.3.3).
The implementation of the energy demand analysis assesses the energy de-
mand of the executions of the programs under test. The implementation uses
the behaviour analysis results to assess individual aspects of the processes’ ex-
ecutions. Internally, the assessment operates on static data (i.e., energy pro-
files) and is activated during operation of the second domain of program ana-
lysis (Subsection 4.4.2). The implementation of Reda provides two different
interfaces (i.e., action interface and repose interface) for calculating the energy
demand of processes.

After the completion of the static and dynamic program analysis (see Subsec-
tion 4.4.1 and Subsection 4.4.2, respectively) the extracted information about
the run-time behaviour of the processes is assessed by the energy demand ana-
lysis component (i.e., energy merger). The energy merger uses information on
the platform-specific run-time behaviour of the individual processes that have
been analysed during the second code analysis domain. The obtained informa-
tion is processed with static data from energy models. The energy models con-
tain the information of energy demand that is entailed for processing specific
system activities (i.e., execution of a specific instruction of the CPU, trans-
mission of a network packet) and is refined with energy demand information
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subjected to interdependencies of individual operations (i.e., state-dependent
energy demand such as inter-instruction effects). The operation of the energy
demand analysis is divided in two different modules of the energy merger: the
first module implements an interface that returns energy demand predictions
that are result of a calculation (i.e., action interface), the second module im-
plements an alternative interface that returns energy demand estimates that
are result of an approximation (i.e., repose interface). Both modules imple-
ment aspects of the Reda component and operate on shared base data which
include the energy models on the one hand and interim results of the program
analysis as performed by the Mera and Bali components on the other hand.

Action Interface The first module of the energy merger implements the
action interface. The action interface augments elementary system activities
that were previously monitored during the execution of the processes with en-
ergy demand (i.e., calculated energy demand predictions). As elementary sys-
tem activity, the energy merger considers discrete, thus, countable operations
that can be assigned to a specific amount of energy demand. The attributions
of energy demand for individual operations are stored in energy profiles. The
energy values contained in energy profiles are specific to the operation and
platform on which the operation is performed. For example, an energy profile
provides information of the energy demand for individual instructions of the
instruction set for a specific processor. Instructions that show a similar or the
same amount of energy demand are grouped into corresponding instruction
classes. However, as the processor commonly is only one of several contrib-
utors to the overall energy demand of the system it also requires additional
energy models that cover further components of the system (i.e., memory,
storage, network devices) to determine a holistic, platform-dependant overall
energy demand of the process. For accurate energy demand calculations, en-
ergy profiles further provide energy demand data for non-deterministic effects
such as state-dependent energy demand. For example, when multiple oper-
ations (i.e., distinct set of processor instructions) are processed in different
orders, the entailed energy demand differs as varying number of transistor
switches occur at the hardware level. Although the energy demand of such
interdependency effects is often negligible in isolation, their permanent occur-
rence cannot be ignored (see Subsection 6.4.2). The implementation of the
action interface multiplies the energy demand of single operations (as provi-
sioned by the energy profiles) with their frequency of occurrence and makes
up the total energy demand for particular system activity with each of the
available energy models. This procedure is repeated for all system activities
under consideration and eventually determines the overall energy demand for
processes executing on specific hardware platforms. The overall energy de-
mand is eventually returned as result. The action interface implements parts
of the Reda component and is used during the behaviour analysis in general,
and by the eager analysis method of Bali in particular.
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Repose Interface The second module of the energy merger implements the
repose interface which provides fast access to interpolated and extrapolated
energy estimates that are determined by approximation (i.e., approximated
energy demand estimates). The approximations are based on previous energy
demand analyses of different processes. To approximate the energy demand
of processes the implementation of the repose interface performs a regression
analysis that uses previous analysis results as input. The regression analysis
sets up best-fit functions that approximate the energy demand of processes
that have not been subject to an energy demand analysis yet. The repose
interface is queried at a higher level of abstraction and performs energy de-
mand predictions at the function level in dependence of input data that is
passed to the function. When the same function has been subject to energy
demand analyses before, although with different input data, the repose in-
terface formulates a best-fit function by applying regression analysis of the
available data of previous analyses. In dependence of the analysis request
the implementation of the repose interface approximates the energy demand
for the corresponding query. The best-fit functions to assess different func-
tions in dependence to their input data are grouped into different categories.
To illustrate the input-dependent energy demand, Figure 4.8 shows examples
of four different categories by plotting calculated energy demand predictions
from the action interface (red dots) and the approximated energy demand
estimates as determined by the corresponding best-fit functions of the repose
interface (blue graphs). The individual categories contain functions that either
show a constant energy demand (Figure 4.8 a), a linear energy demand (Fig-
ure 4.8 b), a polynomial energy demand (Figure 4.8 c), or the energy demand
is described by discontinuous functions (Figure 4.8 d). In general, the accu-
racy of results by the repose interface increases proportional to the amount of
analysis results (i.e., samples) that have previously been determined by using
the action interface. For functions that cannot be described by a best-fit func-
tion, the repose interface uses the action interface as a fallback. Although the
implementation of the repose interface provides approximated energy demand
estimates only, it is an important measure to accomplish fast and complex en-
ergy demand analyses. The repose interface implements the remaining parts
of the Reda component and is used by the behaviour analysis in general, and
the fuzzy analysis method of Bali in particular.

The correlation of process behaviour and attribution of energy demands by
the energy merger is shown in Figure 4.7 c. The energy merger executes sub-
sequent to the process analysis and calculates the energy demand predictions
of individual processes at the platform level.

Summary The energy merger presented in this subsection implements the
remaining aspects of the Reda component of the HEAL concept (see Sub-
section 4.3.3). The two interfaces of the energy merger (i.e., action interface
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Figure 4.8: The energy demands of processes depend input data (i.e., func-
tion arguments, global data). The plots show calculated energy demand pre-
dictions (red dots) and approximated energy demand estimates (blue graphs)
as determined by the action interface and repose interface, respectively.

and repose interface) implement the energy demand assessment which ex-
ploits behaviour analysis results of the Bali component (see Subsection 4.4.2)
in combination with platform-specific energy profiles. The two interfaces of
the energy merger operate at different levels of abstraction which also impacts
the required amount of resources that is necessary to determine the energy de-
mand of individual processes. The action interface calculates energy demand
predictions based on the behaviour data with energy profiles, the repose in-
terface reuses previous analysis results of the action interface to approximate
energy demand estimates of processes that have not been analysed by the
action interface before. With the termination of the energy demand analysis
the implemented modules complete the assessment of energy demand for one
particular path entity. For that reason, the entire energy demand analysis
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iterates repeatedly aligned to the malleability of the program under test. The
next section presents the evaluation of the HEAL concept. The evaluation
conducts an energy demand analysis of different programs on various hard-
ware platforms. The discussed results (i.e., energy demand predictions) are
compared with energy demand measurements at the hardware level.

4.5 Evaluation

The evaluation examines the HEAL concept and its implementation as pre-
sented in Section 4.4. First, the evaluation investigates a benchmark applica-
tion that implements algorithms from the folklore of systems programming.
The individual processes of the benchmark application that execute the dif-
ferent program paths have a distinct energy demand that is determined by
the implementation. Second, the evaluation examines the energy demand of
processes that are functionally equivalent among each other. However, to
achieve the same function, each process is implementing a different algorithm.
The non-functional properties of the processes are analysed and compared in
strict dependence on varying input data. Third, orthogonal to the previous
two evaluation aspects which assess the energy demand of different processes,
the evaluation additionally analyses the resource demand of the implementa-
tion itself. In particular, the resource demand of different operation modes
of Bali and Reda are analysed. The individual parts of the evaluation use
different hardware platforms (see Table 6.1 and Table 6.2). The evaluation
uses energy profiles that assess elementary system activities with regards to
their energy demand. The generation of the energy profiles is discussed in
Subsection 6.4.2. In the following subsections, the implementation evaluates
the energy demand of processes which originate from different programs on
varying hardware platforms. On the one hand the evaluation examines a
benchmark application (Subsection 4.5.1) and on the other hand, the evalua-
tion investigates the energy demand of an application set (Subsection 4.5.2).

4.5.1 Benchmark Application Analysis
A behaviour analysis of dynamic processes is mandatory to predict the energy
demand of processes (see Subsection 4.4.2) with energy models. The individual
operations that occur at the system level (i.e., number and kind of executed
instructions) can be tracked at different levels of abstraction. Common levels
of abstraction are individual instructions or instruction sequences of known
structure (i.e., basic blocks). The latter is used for the evaluation of the
benchmark application.

Prior to the behaviour analysis of individual processes, a malleability ana-
lysis (as intended by the Mera component) is first performed on the supplied
program source code of the benchmark application which has seven different
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Figure 4.9: The implementation examines seven program paths of the pro-
gram under test and determines the energy demand of individual processes.
Three out of seven processes are assessed with an prediction error below 2 %,
for all others the prediction error ranges between 10.7 % and 21.7 % in com-
parison with energy demand measurements at the hardware level.

program paths. Each program path implements a specific algorithm. Thus,
the execution of the corresponding processes yield different energy demands.
The malleability analysis executes in eager mode (see Subsection 4.4.1) to
find and extract the path conditions that apply for each of the seven program
paths. Subsequently, a source code with predefined variables is constructed
which is required to build the binary code for each of the seven program paths.
Each of the program paths is then executed and the corresponding process is
analysed. The implementation predicts the energy demand of the processes
at the level of basic blocks by injecting counters that are incremented during
the execution of the process. The final counter values are made persistent
before the processes terminate. The energy demand is calculated knowing (a)
the structure of the basic blocks that have been executed during the run-time
of the process and (b) the frequency of the execution of each individual basic
block. The energy demand of a single basic block is calculated with the en-
ergy profiles as presented in Subsection 6.4.2. The structure of different basic
blocks is exemplified in Figure 5.9, although in a different context.

In particular, the paths of the benchmark application implement the follow-
ing algorithms: integer sorting with bubble sort (Program Path P1), inte-
ger sorting with heap sort (Program Path P2), recursive calculation of the
Towers of Hanoi (Program Path 3), recursive calculation of a Fibonacci num-
ber (Program Path 4), miscellaneous string operations and numeric calcula-
tions (Path 5), creation, iteration, and destruction of a double-linked list (Pro-
gram Path 6), and a matrix multiplication (Program Path 7).
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Results and Discussion The energy demands of the individual processes
of the seven program paths are shown in Figure 4.9. The analysis is carried out
for Platform 4 (see Table 6.2). Figure 4.9 shows two results for each program
path: the energy demand predictions as determined by the implementation
and the energy demands as determined by an energy demand measurement.
In comparison with energy demand measurements at the hardware level, the
error of the energy demand predictions is below 2 % for Path 2, Path 6, and
Path 7, for the remaining predictions the error ranges between 10.7 % and
21.7 %. The behaviour analysis registers the execution frequency of basic
blocks and the applied energy profile covers the energy demand that is required
to execute the processor instructions of the process and the energy demand
that occurs due to memory accesses. Although the prediction error varies
considerably in dependence of the process that is analysed, the results are
helpful to programmers. For example, the results show that the sorting of
integers (Path 1 and 2) is best performed with the algorithm of Path 2 on
the used evaluation platform. By selecting this algorithm, the programmer of
a corresponding sorting application reduces the energy demand roughly by a
factor of ten.

Summary The malleability of an application with seven distinct program
paths and the energy demand of processes of each individual part of the ap-
plication is examined in the first part of the evaluation. The results show
that the malleability analysis correctly identifies the seven program paths
and the implementation predicts the energy demand for each of the program
paths with a prediction error of 0.9 % to 21.7 % compared to energy demand
measurements at the hardware level. Focus is the exploration of the program’s
malleability using the implementation of the Mera component. The Bali and
Reda components are used to determine the energy demand of the individual
processes and are further examined by the second part of the evaluation.

4.5.2 Compound Analysis of an Application Set
The second part of the evaluation focuses on analysing an application set with
varying input data. The application set consists of six distinct programs that
implement different sorting algorithms. Again, the predicted energy demand
that is required to execute the processes is compared with energy demand
measurements at the hardware level. However, each process is evaluated twice
with different input data. To verify the applicability of the implementation
for heterogeneous hardware platforms, the second part of the evaluation is
carried out for Platform 1 (see Table 6.1). The applied energy model evalu-
ates the energy demand at the instruction level under consideration of basic
inter-instruction effects. The application set consists of six applications which
implement the bubble sort, heap sort, insertion sort, shell sort, merge sort, and
quick sort algorithms. Each of the algorithms is supplied with a pair of two
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Figure 4.10: The compound analysis of several sorting programs reveals the
strong correlation between the energy demand of processes and the structure
of input data. In particular, ascending (↑) and descending (↓) sorting order of
the input data impacts the energy demand of the processes by varying degrees.

different input data sets. In particular each data set contains the same num-
ber of presorted elements. The first input data set is presorted in descending
order and the second input data set is presorted in ascending order.

Results and Discussion The energy demands of the individual processes
of the six algorithms are shown in Figure 4.10. The processes of the six pro-
grams are functionally identical (i.e., processing and sorting a supplied array
of input data). However, the non-functional properties are different. In par-
ticular, the energy demand varies for each of the processes on the evaluation
platform. The evaluation results show two energy demand predictions and two
energy demand measurements for each sorting algorithm. For each process the
first pair of results shows the energy demand prediction and energy demand
measurement that processes the first data set (presorted data in descending
order). The second pair of results shows the energy demand prediction and
energy demand measurement that processes the second data set (presorted
data in ascending order). In Figure 4.10 the sorting order is denoted as down
arrow (↓, descending order) and up arrow (↑, ascending order). The error
of the energy demand predictions is between 0.6 % and 12.7 % in compari-
son with energy demand measurements at the hardware level. The analysis
results contain less outliers compared to the evaluation results of the first
evaluation part (see Subsection 4.5.1) as the instruction-based energy model
provides more reliable energy demand predictions as to the less complex hard-
ware platform. In addition to the results of the first evaluation part which
shows the performance of the malleability analysis, the second part shows
that the implementation correctly assesses the energy demand of processes
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that have a varying run-time behaviour as to different input data that are
processed. The implementation predicts the energy demand of the individual
processes when processing the input data within the denoted error ranges.
The lowest energy demand is observed when the sorting of the input data is
performed with a process of the shell sort program (111.12 µJ) and insertion
sort program (54.02 µJ) for presorted data in descending and ascending order,
respectively. For each data sets the energy demands of the processes show a
difference by up to a factor of 1.9 (descending order) and 3.9 (ascending order).
The results lead to several conclusions. First, it is crucial for programmers to
choose the right software implementation for processing data on specific hard-
ware platforms. The evaluation results show that the choice of algorithms can
lead to a fourfold reduction of the energy demand. Second, the selection of al-
gorithms can be influenced not only by the hardware platform but also by the
character of input data. Thus, it is necessary to explore different implemen-
tations of a solution to evaluate possible reductions in energy demand. Third,
the findings of the evaluation advocate the consideration of dynamic decisions
at run time. The evaluation of the benchmark application on Platform 4 (see
Subsection 4.5.1) shows that the energy demand is minimised when data are
processed with heap sort instead of bubble sort. For Platform 1 it is the other
way round: the energy demand is lower when data are processed with bub-
ble sort instead of heap sort. As a consequence, it is crucial to transfer such
knowledge from the development and analysis period to the execution period
in order to allow dynamic considerations at run time (see Subsection 5.6.3).
For example, a process can switch its processing strategy (a) depending on the
actual hardware platform it is running on and (b) depending on the actual
structure of input data that are processed.

Summary The behaviour analysis of functionally equivalent applications
with varying non-functional characteristics (i.e., energy demand) is examined
in the second part of the evaluation. The results show that the implementa-
tion successfully determines the energy demand of the individual processes of
the different implementations. Varying input data heavily impact the energy
demand of individual processes (up to factor 3.9) which emphasises the impor-
tance to analyse processes in conjunction with specific pattern of input data
on the one hand. On the other hand, the results show that it is important
to compare different implementations for the same solution to identify the
most energy-efficient program. The error of the energy demand predictions
is between 0.6 % and 12.7 % compared with energy demand measurements at
the hardware level. The first and second part of the evaluation examine func-
tional aspects of the implementation (i.e., malleability extraction, behaviour
analysis, and energy assessment). The third and final part of the evaluation
quantifies non-functional properties of the components that implement the
eager and relax analysis methods of Bali.
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Analysis (Use Case #) Time (T in s) Memory (Mem in KiB)
Teager Trelax Memeager Memrelax

Array
Analysis

UC#1 1.66 0.03 23.40 8.65
UC#2 1.61 0.03 23.58 8.61
UC#3 3.54 0.07 23.69 10.28

Function
Pointer
Analysis

UC#4 4.78 0.06 23.64 10.34
UC#5 16.20 0.01 23.70 10.44
UC#6 3.21 0.02 23.56 8.60
UC#7 4.13 0.04 23.66 8.63
UC#8 3.46 0.04 23.77 8.64

Loop
Analysis

UC#9 0.86 0.08 23.48 10.31
UC#10 4.17 0.07 52.33 10.32

Range
Analysis

UC#11 27.35 0.11 23.78 10.55
UC#12 26.27 0.14 23.90 10.49
UC#13 5.15 0.05 23.82 10.35
UC#14 14.61 0.12 23.78 10.47

Serialisation
Analysis

UC#15 5.46 0.07 23.80 10.36
UC#16 9.73 0.08 23.72 10.44

Table 4.1: The resource demand of Bali depends on the applied analysis
method (i.e., eager and relax analysis). When the relax method is applied,
the performance significantly improves compared to the eager method as ana-
lysis results are reused. At the same time, the memory demand is also im-
proved (9.84 KiB in average instead of 25.48 KiB in average).

4.5.3 Resource Demand Profiling

The third part of the evaluation examines the eager and relax analysis meth-
ods of Bali that contribute to the resource-efficient operation that is required
to analyse complex applications. The evaluation quantifies the overall per-
formance and resource demand of the implementation itself in dependence of
different analysis methods that are applied by the behaviour analysis (i.e., ea-
ger and relax analysis methods of Bali, see Subsection 4.4.2). During the
third part of the evaluation a set of 16 different programs are analysed. In
particular, the individual programs implement different use cases which test
the correctness of the analysis’ implementation itself. During the analysis of
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each use case the performance (i.e., execution time) and system resource de-
mand (i.e., memory) of the analysis run are profiled and recorded. Each of
the 16 programs are evaluated two times. In the first run a regular behaviour
analysis with the eager method of Bali is requested. For the second invocation
Bali is requested to use the relax method for the behaviour analysis. The relax
method reuses analysis results of the first run to improve the performance of
the analysis (see Subsections 4.3.2 and 4.4.2) which increases the performance
and at the same time reduces the resource demand of the analysis. The 16 pro-
grams are grouped by different categories (i.e., array analysis, function pointer
analysis, loop analysis, range analysis, and serialisation analysis). Each pro-
gram is executed and analysed twice. The first execution is performed with
the eager analysis method of Bali. Thus, the binary of each process is exe-
cuted and analysed without using prior analysis results. The second execution
uses the relax analysis method and therefore injects and reuses prior analysis
results. The analysis results for both runs are shown in Table 4.1. As to the
varying complexity of the 16 programs under test, the analysis time Teager

varies significantly and ranges between 0.86 s and 27.35 s. An increasing com-
plexity of the program under test translates into higher analysis times. In
contrast, the memory demand Memeager does not vary significantly and con-
sumes 25.47 KiB in average during the first run. The results of the second run
demonstrate the reduction of the resource demand when the relax method of
Bali is applied. The analysis time Trelax is radically reduced and ranges for
all 16 programs between 0.02 s and 0.12 s. The memory demand Memrelax is
reduced down to 9.84 KiB in average.

Summary The third part of the evaluation quantifies non-functional prop-
erties of the behaviour analysis of the implementation itself. The resource
demand (i.e., time demand and memory demand) of the different Bali analysis
methods (i.e., eager and relax) are profiled during the analysis of 16 differ-
ent programs. The results show that the relax method reduces the analysis
time significantly. In the evaluation, the average analysis time of 8.26 s (eager
method) is reduced to an average analysis time of 0.07 s (relax mode). At the
same time, the memory demand is reduced from an average memory demand
of 25.48 KiB (eager method) to 9.84 KiB (relax method). The improved non-
functional properties of the analysis support the overall applicability of the
approach as more complex applications can be purposefully analysed. Jointly,
the three parts of the evaluation examine several aspects of the implemented
approach for different hardware platforms. The first and second part of the
evaluation focus on examining functional properties of the implementation.
In particular, the evaluation investigates the malleability analysis of the Mera
component jointly with the behaviour analysis of Bali and the energy demand
assessment of Reda. All results are reviewed and compared with energy de-
mand measurements at the hardware level. The third part of the evaluation
focuses on the examination of non-functional properties of the eager and relax
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methods which are provided by Bali. The results show that the implementa-
tion improves the resource demand in time and memory considerably when the
relax method is applied. The reduced resource demand leads to an increase
of performance and raises the practical applicability of the approach.

4.6 Summary

This chapter presents the concept, implementation, and evaluation of a hy-
brid program analysis approach for energy-aware programming. The analysis
approach addresses problems as discussed by the first problem statement with
a concept for energy-aware programming that is aligned to Proposal I (see
Section 4.2). Aligned to the HEAL concept (Section 4.3) the chapter further
discusses the implementation of the concept in Section 4.4. The implementa-
tion is evaluated with different evaluation scenarios (Section 4.5) in order to
assert the functional and non-functional properties of the proposed approach
and its implementation.

Concept and Implementation The proposed concept is split into three
components that explore the malleability of the source code (Mera), analyse
the run-time behaviour of processes (Bali), and assess energy demand (Reda).
The analysis of the Mera components analyses the source code of programs
for valid program paths and extracts the individual path constraints that
are pursued by processes of the corresponding program paths. The thor-
oughness of the Mera analysis is configurable by its three modes of opera-
tion (strict, managed, and immersive mode). The graduation of exploration
efforts of the three Mera modes actively control program exploration and
address overcoverage and undercoverage concerns. The Bali component con-
tributes the mandatory dynamic aspects to the overall analysis. With different
analysis methods (i.e., eager, relax, and fuzzy analysis), Bali generates and
executes individual programs and analyses the energy demand of the resulting
processes with data as supplied by the Reda component. The hybrid program
analysis approach combines static program analysis techniques, the dynamic
analysis of processes, and an integrated energy demand assessment module
to implement the energy-aware programming approach which addresses the
concerns that are raised by the first problem statement.

Evaluation The evaluation asserts the functional and non-functional prop-
erties of the implementation. The first part of the evaluation examines the
malleability analysis (i.e., Mera component) of the implementation. The im-
plementation successfully explores seven existing program paths of a bench-
mark application. For each of the seven program paths, the implemented ap-
proach predicts the energy demand of the corresponding processes. The second
part of the evaluation focuses on the behaviour analysis (i.e., Bali and Reda
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component). A compound analysis performs a behaviour analysis of six func-
tionally equivalent programs whose processes have a varying energy demand
at run time, especially in dependence of input data that is supplied to the
processes. Compared to energy demand measurements at the hardware level,
the prediction error for the first and second part of the evaluation is between
2 % and 21.7 % and between 0.6 % and 12.7 %, respectively. The third part of
the evaluation assesses the non-functional properties (i.e., resource demand)
of the behaviour analysis. In particular, the eager and relax analysis meth-
ods of the Bali component are analysed. When the relax method is applied,
memory consumption is reduced from 25.48 KiB (in average) to 9.84 KiB (in
average). At the same time the average analysis time of 8.26 s (eager method)
is reduced to an average analysis time of 0.07 s (relax mode).

Chapter 4 presents an energy-aware programming technique which turns en-
ergy into a measurable property of processes. The following Chapter 5 embeds
the programming technique into an extended programming framework as part
of an end-to-end systems approach which implements further analysis methods
and the tool infrastructure support for energy-aware programming.



Chapter 5

Greedy Exploration Method
and Process Executive

This chapter presents an end-to-end systems approach for energy-aware pro-
gramming and energy-aware computing. The proposal establishes a tooling in-
frastructure that implements a holistic development method for energy-aware
software by connecting its design and construction phase with its operating
phase. The proposed tool-supported method extends concepts for energy-
aware programming by an exploration component. Additionally, an operat-
ing-system executive is presented which augments the operating phase by a
supportive run-time environment extension. The executive accompanies and
scores processes at run time with regard to their individual energy demand.
The concepts that are proposed in this chapter go hand in hand with the
energy-aware programming concept presented in Chapter 4 that focuses on
changing the individual structure and processing data of programs to achieve a
reduction in energy demand ab intra (from the inside). In contrast to this, the
tooling infrastructure that is presented in this chapter explores how the build
process (i.e., compilation) and individual settings under which processes exe-
cute (i.e., operating conditions at the software and hardware level) impact the
energy demand of processes. Thus, this chapter reveals how energy demand
is reduced by keeping programs mostly unchanged but altering the operating
environment at the software and hardware level ab extra (from the outside).

Today’s software development processes that apply best practices in software
engineering [Dij69, Par76] are decoupled from analysis methods that determine
non-functional properties of the software under development (i.e., energy de-
mand analysis of programs [TMW94b, FS99b]). The development of programs
therefore is isolated from the important step of assessing non-functional prop-
erties. However, the reduction of energy demand at the system level requires
the purposeful selection of different implementations of software programs

115
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which, in the first place, have to be compared when running on heterogeneous
hardware platforms. This comparison of multiple variants on different hard-
ware platforms must be coupled with the software development process and
with the aid of tools to implement a method for proactive energy aware pro-
gramming. Further, the selection of a program variant alone is not enough:
choosing a specific implementation of a program is not sufficient to achieve
an optimal result (i.e., lowest energy demand) as dynamic factors must be
considered when processes execute. It is therefore necessary to actively sup-
port the process executive (i.e., operating system) at configuring and ap-
plying the correct set of energy demand reduction features at the hardware
level [DR92, BPSB00]. A holistic approach to reduce the energy demand of
software must therefore provide the missing link and connect energy demand
analyses that are performed ahead of run time with configuration mechanisms
take effect at the operating-system level (i.e., at run time).

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 jointly motivates the pro-
active energy-aware programming method and the process executive by dis-
cussing a shared problem statement. Section 5.2 and Section 5.4 detail the
proposed greedy exploration method and the suggested process accompanying
and scoring executive, respectively. Each section discusses the rational of the
proposed approach which is aligned to the current challenges as identified by
the corresponding problem statement. The individual implementation of each
approach is described and elaborated in Section 5.3 and Section 5.5, respec-
tively. Section 5.6 jointly evaluates both contributions to assess the validity
of the overall approach and Section 5.7 summarises the chapter.

5.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

The motivation and problem statement of this chapter is split into two parts.
The first part focuses on aspects that relate to the design and construction
phase of energy-aware software, the second part covers aspects that relate to
the operational phase and execution of energy-aware programs.

Design and Construction Phase Programmers depend on arduous prepa-
ration work to find and select the program variant with the lowest energy
demand because processes which originate from different implementations
have different energy demands (see Section 4.5). Each program variant must
be evaluated and analysed repeatedly to examine its non-functional proper-
ties (i.e., energy demand) in direct comparison with alternatives. For such
analyses, methods used today often apply indirect measures. For example,
analysis methods record and analyse system events (e.g., performance counter
monitoring [WB02]) or measuring the amounts of wake-ups [Gar07]. How-
ever, as indirect measures do not yield accurate energy demand readings they
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are often insignificant to address practical issues. A further impassibility to
programmers is posed by the lack of adequate tooling infrastructure that can
be appropriately used. If at all, tools for reducing the energy demand of soft-
ware components are implemented as isolated solutions [TMW94b, FS99b]
which disallows the analysis of coherences in complex software stacks. The
energy demand analysis presented in Section 4.3 is no exception to this rule
and therefore needs to be embedded into a software development process. In
addition, the increasing complexity of devices makes is inherently difficult to
create reliable energy models. However, as energy demand profiling techniques
often depend on such models, the non-availability of energy models makes en-
ergy demand analysis often impossible. To address the outlined concerns,
Section 5.2 discusses a corresponding proposal for a multi-variant energy de-
mand analysis method that uses hardware-based energy measurements and
focuses on aspects of energy demand analyses that can be extracted a priori
and ahead of the deployment of programs. Section 5.3 presents the greedy
and explorative analysis method (ROAM) which implements the proposal.

Operational Phase Important knowledge about applications is lost during
the development because there is no possibility for programmers to transfer
expert knowledge about the program to the run-time system (i.e., operating
system). However, application-specific information (i.e., configuration data)
is essential to the process executive (i.e., operating system) that configures
hardware components during the operational phase of energy-aware software.
In particular, energy demand reduction features at the hardware level must
be configured correctly during the execution of a process to minimise its en-
ergy demand. However, application-specific data about individual applica-
tions are usually unavailable to the process executive. As a result, hardware
configuration settings (i.e., DVFS settings [PS06]) with which a specific pro-
cess should execute must be explored empirically. Although application pro-
grammers possess the required data and knowledge about the behaviour of
the applications at design time, a transmission path to transfer the informa-
tion towards the process executive at the operating-system level is missing.
Further, the existing energy-aware operating systems [PS07] do not memorise
knowledge that is gained from the empiric evaluations performed at run time
when processes are executing. As direct consequences, helpful knowledge is
not made persistent and thus is unavailable to consecutive executions of the
same process under identical or similar run-time conditions. Section 5.4 elab-
orates a proposal to address the discussed issues of purposeful energy demand
reduction at run time of a process. The proposal is implemented by a process
accompanying and scoring executive (PACE) which is presented in Section 5.5.

The next sections discuss approaches that address concerns of energy-aware
programs during the design and construction phase (Sections 5.2 and 5.3) and
during the operational phase (Sections 5.4 and 5.5), respectively.
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5.2 Multi-Variant Energy Demand Analysis

This section presents a proposal that addresses concerns related to the de-
sign and construction phase of energy-aware software. The proposed software
development method aligns to and extends established software development
approaches. In particular, the development method embraces existing en-
ergy demand analysis methods (see Section 4.3) and augments the overall
development process by automation techniques on the one hand. The pro-
posed method overcomes the strict dependency on energy models by using
hardware-based energy measurements, on the other hand.

The proposed software development method extends established software de-
velopment approaches by a tooling infrastructure that generates and con-
structs different variants of a supplied program. Further, the proposed method
analyses processes of the resulting program variants with energy demand mea-
surements at the hardware level. The two parts of the proposed method for
generating and analysing program variants are separated into a program vari-
ant generator and a program variant analyser. Figure 5.1 shows a summary
diagram of the suggested multi-variant energy demand analysis method. Pro-
gram variants are generated and injected with platform-specific code that con-
figures system components differently at run time of the processes (i.e., varying
use of energy-demand reduction features). The injections align to hardware
configuration information that is static input data for the program variant
generator. The second part of the analysis method adds an analyser that re-
places core elements of existing energy demand analysis with an approach for
automated hardware-based energy measurements. Legacy approaches for de-
termining the energy demand of individual processes (i.e., energy modelling)
can be used as a fallback position, in cases when energy demand measurements
at the hardware level are inapplicable.

The program variant generator and analyser are both closely coupled with
the overall software development process. The proposed method encourages
to build programs that make extensive use of established software development
approaches (i.e., structured programming, software families [Par76, Dij69]) as
the processing of modularised software makes it easier to match the intend of
the programmer and the alignment of non-functional properties of the software
at run time. Further, well-structured programs ease the work of the variant
generator when it injects platform-specific hardware configuration settings
that are in effect only for specific parts of the program.

The proposed software development method actively supports programmers
in proactive energy-aware programming. On the one hand, processes of soft-
ware components under development are analysed with regards to their energy
demand at run time early during the development process. And on the other
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Figure 5.1: The proposed analysis method builds program variants with
injected platform-specific configuration options. Afterwards, program variants
in execution are analysed with regards to their individual energy demand.

hand, processes are evaluated on different heterogeneous hardware platforms.
This unique combination enables the programmer to judge programming de-
cisions as well as decisions regarding the choice and configuration of hardware
platforms that—in combination—lead to a reduction of the overall energy de-
mand. The next section discusses technical details of the proposed concept and
presents its implementation. The implementation supplements previous pro-
posals for energy demand analysis of programs [TMW94a, KVIY00] in general
and energy-aware programming [HEKSP11, HEKSP12, HES+13] in particu-
lar. Aspects of the implementation are based on related work [HJE+14] and
the supporting complementary work [Mih13, Do14, Jan14].

5.3 Greedy and Explorative Analysis Method (ROAM)

To implement the multi-variant energy demand analysis as discussed in the
previous section, the greedy and explorative analysis method (ROAM) is pro-
posed. The development method focuses on assisting programmers during
the design and construction phase of software development by means of in-
frastructure support. Based on developer-supplied programs, ROAM gener-
ates heterogeneous program variants that differentiate in their non-functional
properties at run time (i.e., when they are in execution). As a complement to
the energy-aware programming approach presented in Chapter 4, the devel-
opment method that is discussed in this section embraces the overall design
and construction process of software. The proposed method therefore affects
also the tools which are used to build and construct software (i.e., compiler
infrastructure), on the one hand and influences design-time decisions that
concern the choice of hardware platform and their individual configuration
settings, on the other hand. The energy demand of processes which origi-
nate from the individual program variants are analysed with varying software
and hardware configurations to determine the most energy-efficient combi-
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nation of program variant, build configuration (i.e., different software and
hardware configuration options), and choice of hardware platform. During
its internal processing, ROAM applies different strategies over several pro-
cessing stages (see Subsection 5.3.1) to reduce the run-time energy demand
of programs that are supplied by programmers. Each individual stage of
ROAM applies different strategies to explore the effect of local changes on
the overall energy demand of the program variants in execution. This greedy
exploration mechanism leads to a large number of different program variants
with unique non-functional properties and distinct run-time characteristics.
The unique run-time characteristics translate to processes with individual en-
ergy demands that must be quantified. Thus, the energy demand analysis of
the program variants is evaluated individually. The corresponding energy de-
mand analyses of ROAM are performed by a supportive energy demand mea-
surement infrastructure (see Section 6.3) that executes automatised energy de-
mand measurements. Different exploration strategies, the overall operational
sequence of ROAM and its implementation are discussed in Subsection 5.3.1
and Subsection 5.3.2, respectively.

5.3.1 Processing Stages and Exploration Strategies
To explore different variants of the supplied programs, ROAM applies vari-
ous exploration strategies that construct program variants with distinct non-
functional properties at run time. Each strategy either focuses on a spe-
cific part of the program under test, the infrastructure that is used to build
the program variants, or the hardware on which the program variants exe-
cute. The overall operational sequence is split into two stages (i.e., composi-
tion stage, rehearsal stage). The analysis sequence is further augmented by
a third stage (i.e., the release stage) which concerns the process executive (see
Sections 5.4 and 5.5). Figure 5.2 visualises the processing stages and shows
how the individual exploration strategies interact.

Processing Stages ROAM has two separate processing stages that col-
laboratively create and evaluate different program variants of a program as
supplied by the programmer. The first processing stage (composition stage)
groups static mechanisms that provide the base functions for higher-level
strategies which build different program variants. The second processing
stage (rehearsal stage) contains dynamic mechanisms that relate to the run
time configuration of the hardware components which execute the program
variants in a dry run. As elementary input, the composition stage receives
the program under test for the evaluation of possible configuration-time and
build-time modifications that reduce the energy demand at the system level.
The applied modifications must not change logical aspects that are externally
visible to ensure functional defects are not generated accidentally. Instead,
all modifications applied at the composition stage must lead to changes of
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Figure 5.2: The greedy and explorative analysis method ROAM involves
the composition stage (static aspects) and rehearsal stage (dynamic aspects).
Jointly, the two stages apply modifications at configuration and build time.
The changes influence the energy demand of processes at run time but retain
the structure and logic of the programs under test.

non-functional properties, only. Thus, ROAM solely focuses on changes that
impact the run-time environment of the program at the software and hard-
ware level during run time. This is orthogonal and complementary to the pro-
gram changes that occur by altering the program logic during energy-aware
programming (see Subsection 4.5.2). Modifications that are applied at the
composition stage can be as little as changing a single build option parame-
ter, for example, the activation of a specific compiler optimisation option1 but
can be as far-reaching as replacing the entire build system (i.e., exchanging
the compiler). The latter yields significant reductions in energy demand with
simple changes to the build environment (see Subsection 5.6.1).

Once the different program variants are generated the exploration moves from
the composition to the rehearsal stage. The rehearsal stage executes the pro-
gram variants and explores the impact of hardware aspects on the energy
demand of processes. To execute the program variants, the rehearsal stage
chooses from available hardware platforms on which the program variants
execute and determines the energy demand of each program variant by en-
ergy measurements during the execution of the program variants. The re-
hearsal stage further explores the impact of hardware configuration options
on the energy demand when the applied hardware platform provides dynamic
energy demand reduction features (e.g., DVFS). While keeping a specific pro-
gram variant unchanged, the modification of hardware configurations leads the
exploration to a specific configuration that minimises the energy demand of the
program variant under test. Even though the execution of the rehearsal stage
occurs in an isolated environment, the analysis extracts essential data that are
required by the process executive at the release stage. The release stage is de-
1The GNU C compiler GCC v7.2.0, for example, provides over 100 individual optimisation
options that can be applied during the compilation. The different meta options of the
complier (e.g., -O0, -O3, and -Os) use several of the individual optimisation options at once.
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coupled from the greedy and explorative analysis method that is implemented
by ROAM. The third stage replaces static aspects of the standalone program
variants by providing a process executive which applies dynamic measures at
run time to further decrease the energy demand of the individual program
variants. The process executive is presented in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. The base
functionality of the composition stage (i.e., for static aspects) and rehearsal
stage (i.e., for dynamic aspects) are used by ROAM to implement higher-level
exploration strategies which are presented next.

Exploration Strategies On basis of the functionality of the composition
stage and the rehearsal stage ROAM implements different exploration strate-
gies. In combination, the strategies pursue a greedy analysis which resembles
Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dij59]. Each individual exploration strategy either be-
longs to the composition stage or rehearsal stage. Figure 5.2 shows the ROAM
architecture and the interplay of the composition stage and rehearsal stage.
Each individual strategy is the vertex of a graph and explores a discrete set of
configuration options for a specific system aspect. The strategies evaluate lo-
cal changes (i.e., variations of configuration options) and inspect their impact
on the global scope of the program, for example, by determining the energy
demand of each variant during a test run at the rehearsal stage. The concrete
configuration setting which leads to the program variant with the lowest en-
ergy demand during execution in the rehearsal stage is chosen and the corre-
sponding strategy finishes. When a strategy has finished its local exploration,
ROAM continues to evaluate the effect of further strategies on top of the result
of the previous strategy. The final result is a list of different configuration op-
tions that affect individual software and hardware components (i.e., compiler
settings, processor speed) and lead to a change in energy demand during run
time of the program under test. The interaction of different varying strategies
during the composition and rehearsal stage is visualised in Figure 5.2. Each
program variant (i.e., Vx) is transferred from the composition to the rehearsal
stage where the corresponding processes (i.e., Px) execute on different hard-
ware platforms and with varying hardware configuration options. The energy
demand of each process is determined by an energy demand measurement and
is returned as a result to the invoking strategy.

Exploration Example An exploration that uses two strategies (i.e., com-
piler choice at the composition stage and processor speed configuration at
the rehearsal stage) creates two individual exploration vertices and oper-
ates as follow. First, the choice in compilers for the provided program is
evaluated by compiling the program under test with different compiler pro-
grams (e.g., GCC2, LLVM Clang3). The compilers generate different program

2
gcc.gnu.org

3
clang.llvm.org

https://gcc.gnu.org
https://clang.llvm.org
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variants whose processes have varying non-functional properties at run time,
also with regards to their individual energy demand (see Section 5.6). Sec-
ond, the exploration continues on top of the interim result (i.e., compiler
selection) and evaluates the energy demand of new program variants that
execute at different processor speeds. In this vertex, the strategy selects
the processor configuration with which the new program variants execute
with the lowest energy demand. The sequenced evaluation of the exploration
method cannot guarantee to find the global optimum as each local selection
by one of the strategies potentially circumvents combinations based on config-
uration options that are locally subpar but would lead to the global optimum.
This trade-off is accepted, however, in order to reduce the analysis time when
numerous strategies are combined. However, as the execution order of strate-
gies is configurable, ROAM can be advised to weight the individual strategies
differently.

Summary The processing stages and exploration strategies of the greedy
exploration method are implemented by ROAM. The static and dynamic base
functionality is split into the composition stage and rehearsal stage, respec-
tively. On top of the base functionality, different exploration methods im-
plement higher-level strategies. The higher-level strategies analyse program
variants and the impact of changes to the build and execution environment
regarding the entailed energy demand during execution. The exploration pur-
sues a greedy analysis which links several individual modifications. Each se-
lected modification has proven to be superior compared to other modifica-
tions of the same type. The next section presents the implementation of the
proposed analysis method and discusses its integration into existing software
development methods.

5.3.2 Implementation
This section discusses the implementation of the greedy exploration method
ROAM. The implementation is aligned to existing software development meth-
ods in order to ease the adoption of the proposed method in existing, practi-
cal scenarios. In particular, the implementation distributes different analysis
tasks to separate systems that process specific types of subtasks of the overall
analysis. The corresponding system partitioning and the interaction of the
individual systems is presented next.

System Partitioning The implementation of ROAM spreads across three
different types of systems: the programming system which hosts the program
development, a storage system which maintains the programs and their vari-
ants, and at least one analysis system which evaluates the energy demand of
processes. The systems are separated by individual concerns: the program-
ming system manages the basic interaction with the programmer and provides
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Programming System Storage System Analysis System

Control Data Data ControlData

1
2

3

4

5

6

1 Commit and 2 submit program variant. 3 Get variant, perform energy analysis.

4 Commit results and 5 finalise analysis. 6 Fetch energy analysis results.

Figure 5.3: The implementation is separated into three types of systems (pro-
gramming system, storage system, and analysis system) and augments existing
software development components to explore the energy demand of processes.

an interface to the overall analysis of ROAM. The storage system maintains
and manages program variants that are processed by ROAM. The analysis
system provides the hardware platforms on which individual program vari-
ants execute and measures the energy demand of the corresponding pro-
cesses. Figure 5.3 shows an overview of the individual systems and their
interactions during the analysis of program variants.

System Integration The integration of the greedy exploration method
aligns to existing development methods and augments components that are
used for the development of software. The programming system is imple-
mented as an extension to an integrated development environment and con-
trols large parts of the program analysis by communicating with the storage
and analysis systems. Existing source control management systems (i.e., Git4)
are adopted as storage system on the one hand and as revision control system
on the other hand. ROAM maps each individual program variant to an indi-
vidual program code revision (i.e., source code branch) in Git. From there,
the analysis system of ROAM proceeds with the energy demand analysis.

Figure 5.3 visualises an exemplary operation sequence. The programmer com-
mits the program code under test to the storage system (1) and submits the
corresponding program variant for analysis (2). The analysis system gets the
program variant and initiates the energy demand analysis of the correspond-
ing processes on the target hardware platform (3). The implementation of
ROAM uses energy measurement devices (see Section 6.3) and legacy meth-
ods (i.e., energy models) to perform an energy demand analysis at the system

4
git-scm.com

https://git-scm.com
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Figure 5.4: The system submits program variants for energy demand analysis
individually or in batches. Programmers use the latter to compare the energy
demand of processes that originate from different implementations in one pass.

level. In the next step, the analysis results are copied to the storage system (4)
and ROAM informs the programmer about the finalisation of the analysis (5).
In the last step, the programmer fetches the analysis results (i.e., energy de-
mand data for the previously submitted program variant) from the repository.

System Processing The entire greedy analysis method particularly relies
on the efficient processing of program variants (i.e., storage and energy de-
mand analysis). Internally, each program variant generated by the ROAM
exploration strategies is stored as an individual branch by the source con-
trol management system. Additionally, ROAM provides an external interface
that programmers use to explicitly evaluate different program variants in a
comparative manner as discussed in Subsection 4.5.1. ROAM implements a
corresponding batch analysis for the approach when a group of different pro-
gram variants are analysed collectively. Just like the internal data processing,
the external interface uses the source control management to manage the dif-
ferent program variants.

The application of the source control management system in combination
with the external programming interface of ROAM is shown in Figure 5.4.
The initial state (1) contains the program code of the original, unmodified
program variant. With the submission of a new program (2a) or a batch
of new programs (2b) the programmer initiates an individual and a batch
energy demand analysis, respectively. After each energy demand analysis has
terminated ROAM transfers the analysis results to the storage system which
stores the analysis data in the corresponding branch. The external interface
makes the analysis results available to the programmer after the results have
been stored.
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Summary This section presents the greedy and explorative analysis method
ROAM which analyses the energy demand for multiple program variants.
Its implementation provides profound tooling infrastructure to programmers
and enables proactive energy-aware programming. In particular, the analysis
method implements various exploration strategies that build different pro-
gram variants which expose varying non-functional properties at run time.
The analysis method presented in this section focuses on the development and
construction phase of programs. A process executive that focuses on dynamic
run-time aspects and augments the multi-variant energy demand analysis of
ROAM is presented and discussed in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5. The process
executive provides a missing link from the construction stage to the release
stage where programs are deployed to users and processes execute decoupled
and outside of a development environment.

5.4 Energy Demand Reduction Executive

This section presents the proposal for a process executive that reduces the
energy demand of processes at run time. The proposed process executive
focuses on the operational phase of energy-aware software and complements
the multi-variant energy demand analysis that is discussed in Sections 5.4
and 5.5. The operational phase concerns dynamic aspects (i.e., programs in
execution) and exploits a priori information that is deposited with each pro-
gram variant during the design and construction phase. Therefore, the process
executive benefits from the supportive information of the design and construc-
tion phase although the executive runs independently. This link between the
construction and design phase to the operational phase gives the program-
mer the opportunity to directly control and influence the dynamic energy-
demand characteristics of individual program variants in execution. The sug-
gested process executive implements dynamic adaptation mechanisms that
extend methods for proactive energy-aware programming by the link from the
design and construction phase to the operational phase. The executive is re-
sponsible for dynamic aspects that are not covered by the previous proposals
for energy-aware programming (Section 4.2), on the one hand, and proactive
energy-aware programming (Section 5.2), on the other hand. The proposal
suggests the following three extensions to improve the status quo of energy-
aware operating systems that implement a corresponding process executive.

First, the proposal suggests the establishment of a transmission path for ahead
of run time information (i.e., static configuration data) for program variants
that are intended to be executed on a production system (i.e., systems that are
used outside of the software development scope). The provided configuration
data assists the operating system at initially configuring the hardware compo-
nents with a decent set of default configuration parameters. A corresponding
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Figure 5.5: The process executive augments the run-time system (i.e., oper-
ating system) and uses deposited information, for example, hardware config-
uration options, to reduce the energy demand of individual program variants.

set of default parameters is obtained by an analysis that is performed ahead
of run time (i.e., at the rehearsal stage of ROAM). Second, the default set
of configuration parameters is refined and improved as the program vari-
ants execute. During run time, each process is monitored (i.e., energy de-
mand analysis) to determine the individual impact of individual system set-
tings on the energy demand. On purpose, the process executive explores
configuration settings at run time that are similar but deliberately diverge
from the static configuration data that are provided by each program variant.
For example, the clock speed of the processor is altered during the process
execution. The process executive refines the initial set of configuration set-
tings with this approach and improves the hardware configuration settings for
individual program variants over time (i.e., in the course of repetitive process
invocations). Third, the energy-awareness of the run-time environment in-
creases as the energy demand measurements of processes at system level and
is used to improve the energy efficiency of activities that are self-imposed
by the operating system. For example, internal operating-system mecha-
nisms (e.g., resource allocations and locking mechanisms [RHSP17]) induce
noise at run time (e.g., non-deterministic run-time effects) that are subject to
variation in energy demand. The proposed run-time extension supports the
operating system to become aware of the entailed overheads with regards to
energy demand. This allows the operating system to counteract and respond
proactively to self-induced noise (see Subsection 5.6.3).

An overview of the process executive and its embedding into the overall con-
text is shown in Figure 5.5. The generator creates program variants with
dynamic control modules that set up hardware configuration options dynam-
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ically at run time. The control modules substitute platform-specific program
code that previously injected static hardware configuration options in absence
of the process executive (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3). The process executive mea-
sures the energy demand of the individual processes at run time and memorises
when improved hardware configuration options for a specific program variant
are found. The latter lowers the energy demand for consecutive executions of
a process as an improved initial set of configuration settings is available to the
process executive. The proposed process executive is designed to either use
hardware-based energy demand measurements or legacy approaches (i.e., en-
ergy models) for determining the energy demand of individual processes.

The next section discusses technical details of the proposed concept and de-
scribes its implementation. The implementation supplements previous pro-
posals for adaptive energy-aware application design [FS99b, PS06] in general
and proactive energy-aware programming [HJE+14] in particular. Aspects of
the implementation are based on [HHJSP15, HEH+15] and the supporting
complementary work [Moe14, Her17].

5.5 Process Accompanying and Scoring Executive (PACE)

This section presents the process accompanying and scoring executive (PACE)
which implements the proposal of the preceding section. The implementa-
tion addresses the concern of the problem statement as discussed in Subsec-
tion 3.4.1 and implements the suggested solutions of the proposal outlined
in Subsection 3.4.2. The process executive is responsible for the dynamic
aspects that need to be covered by proactive energy-aware programming ap-
proaches. In particular, the implementation establishes the transmission path
for passing configuration data from individual program variants to the pro-
cess executive at the operating-system level (and back). The configuration
data provide the vital information how hardware components have to be con-
figured by the run-time system in order to execute processes with low energy
demand. The process executive provides the necessary run-time infrastruc-
ture which configures the system according to configuration data as provided
by the program variants. During run time, the executive examines whether
the provided configuration can be improved further. This is achieved by ac-
companying processes and measuring their energy demand during execution
to score their individual energy demand. To examine the energy demand of
individual processes the implementation uses hardware energy measurements
that are performed by the integrating energy measurement device discussed
in Chapter 6.

The implementation of the process execution is closely tied to the develop-
ment procedure and relies on a priori information that is determined and
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Figure 5.6: The process accompanying and scoring executive PACE consti-
tutes an operational phase (i.e., release stage) which is independent from the
design and construction phase of the program (i.e., composition and rehearsal
stage). PACE controls dynamic system configuration options at run time and
evaluates the energy demand of processes which guides prospective decisions.

provided by the greedy and explorative analysis method discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3. The operating procedure of the transmission path that is used to
make the provisioned a priori information available to the run-time system
is discussed together with the accompanying process analysis in the following
Subsection 5.5.1. Subsection 5.5.2 further presents implementation details of
the process executive.

5.5.1 Transmission Path and Process Analysis

To link up the construction and development phase with the operational phase
the process executive implements a transmission path that is used for transfer-
ring hardware configuration data from the program variants to the operating
system and vice versa. The transmission path of the process executive pro-
vides two programming interfaces (i.e., upcall and downcall interface) and an
internal interface for accessing the energy demand measurement infrastruc-
ture. Additionally, the program executive implements the necessary monitor-
ing and control infrastructure which is used to accompany and score individual
processes.

While the composition stage and the rehearsal stage are both bound to the
design and construction phase of the software, the process executive runs in-
dependently and constitutes the release stage for the program variants. At
the point of the release stage, a direct connection to the development en-
vironment and the programmer no longer exists. Thus, the program exec-
utive emancipates itself and implements mechanisms for the scoring of pro-
cesses itself (i.e., energy demand analysis). Figure 5.6 shows the integra-
tion of the program executive PACE into the broader context of the pro-
posed concept for proactive energy-aware computing that is supported by the
greedy and explorative analysis method ROAM. During run time, program
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variants execute which were previously analysed in the rehearsal stage and
provide default configuration settings towards the process executive. The
processes are accompanied during their execution and their energy demand is
monitored. In a continuous feedback loop, processes execute and their non-
functional properties are matched with the non-functional requirements of the
individual program variants. With the preceding execution of the processes,
PACE deliberately explores varying hardware configuration settings diverge
from the default settings provided by the program variants. If settings are
found that lead to a further reduction in energy demand, the improved set-
tings are memorised and made persistent. The double arrows in Figure 5.6
visualise the initial loading of configuration setting data as explored by the
rehearsal stage (i.e., downcall) and the memorisation and storage of improved
configuration settings (i.e., upcall). The implementation of the downcall and
upcall interfaces of PACE are described next.

Downcall Interface Processes of program variants that execute in the re-
lease stage (i.e., upon completion of development) provide an initial set of
hardware configuration data to the run-time executive by utilising the down-
call interface. The data that are transmitted over this interface define con-
figuration settings either at function level or globally (i.e., process-wide) for
each variant. PACE applies the corresponding hardware configuration set-
tings during the execution of the program variants after the provisioning
of the initial set of configuration data is completed.

For example, configuration data on the dynamic control for the processor speed
and its supply voltages are hardware settings that have a notable impact on
the energy demand of the processor [DR92, BPSB00] and can be exploited
by PACE. If the rehearsal stage of a preceding ROAM analysis reveals that a
process yields a lower energy demand when the supply voltage of the proces-
sor is decreased, the corresponding configuration is stored with the program
variant. When processes of the particular variant execute in the release stage,
the corresponding information is passed to PACE via a downcall.

Upcall Interface The upcall interface of PACE implements a transmis-
sion path which is reverse to the one of the downcall interface. Thus, the
upcall interface allows the process executive and operating system to hand
back information about the energy demand of processes when they execute
in the release stage. In particular, the data which are transferred via the
upcall interface towards the program variants include hardware configuration
data that refine and improve configuration settings previously received via the
downcall interface.

To refine and improve hardware configuration options for individual program
variants PACE can be configured to use alternative configuration settings.
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To explore alternative settings, PACE deliberately diverges from the supplied
deposited configuration options and explores the effect of the alternative con-
figuration settings on the energy demand. If settings are found that lead to
lower energy demand when the processes execute, PACE memorises the cor-
responding system settings by issuing an upcall towards the corresponding
program variant and makes the setting persistent. When the processes of the
program variant execute subsequently, PACE receives the updated informa-
tion via the reverse path (i.e., downcall interface).

For example, when PACE identifies that a specific supply voltage of a proces-
sor leads to lower energy demand for a given program variant, PACE transmits
the selected settings (i.e., clock speed, supply voltage) in combination with a
system identifier (i.e., hardware architecture, platform) back to the program
variant. Upon subsequent executions of the program variant, the correspond-
ing processes provide the improved hardware configuration settings to PACE.

Energy Demand Measurement Interface PACE applies hardware-based
energy demand measurements (see Chapter 6) in the presented implementa-
tion. However, the design supports legacy approaches (i.e., energy models)
for measuring the energy demand, too. At run time, PACE attributes the
occurring energy demand to the currently executing process. The energy de-
mand measurement interface is used internally by the process executive and
implements the scoring of processes that execute.

Summary The process accompanying and scoring executive PACE extends
the energy demand analysis from composition and rehearsal stage towards the
release stage of program variants. In the release stage, processes of program
variants execute detached from the development environment and apply self-
controls that are provided by the process executive. Varying hardware settings
are explored at run time in order to improve the energy demand of subsequent
process invocations (i.e., by memorising the corresponding hardware configu-
ration settings). The next section provides information on the implementation
of the process executive as an extension to the Linux5 operating system.

5.5.2 Implementation

The implementation of the process accompanying and scoring executive PACE
is implemented as an extension to the Linux operating-system kernel. The ex-
tension is separated into two components. One component is responsible to
setup and configure the system according to the configuration options as pro-
vided by the individual program variants and implements the functionalities
of the upcall and downcall interfaces. This component is implemented as part

5
www.linux.org

https://www.linux.org
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of the Linux process scheduler. The second component is responsible to pro-
vide the system level infrastructure for energy measurements and implements
the energy demand measurement interface. This extensions wraps control in-
terface of hardware energy measurement devices (see Chapter 6) and provides
internal software controls towards the operating system.

With PACE, the Linux process scheduler monitors the energy demand of user-
space processes at the system level. In particular, PACE does so for the
processes that originate from program variants which provide configuration
settings for the execution of their processes. The extended process scheduler
decides upon several criteria (i.e., process ID, deposited hardware configu-
ration options) whether an energy measurement is triggered for the selected
process, or not. Over time, the consecutive measurements build a detailed
view of the energy demand of the individual processes. PACE implements dy-
namic run-time exploration strategies on top of the basic infrastructure that
is provided by the extended process scheduler and the energy demand mea-
surement interface. For example, PACE explores dynamic energy demand
management strategies when the availability of energy resource is scarce or
plentiful, respectively. The exploration affects other non-functional proper-
ties of the system (i.e., decrease or increase of performance, throughput) that
can be subject to other system strategies and thus, need to be considered.

Summary The implementation of the process executive finalises the com-
bined analysis method which concerns ahead of run time analyses (i.e., as pro-
vided by the composition stage of ROAM) and at run time analyses (i.e., as
provided by rehearsal stage by ROAM and the release stage of PACE). The
following section evaluates the proposed concepts and analyses their individual
and combined impact on the energy demand of processes.

5.6 Evaluation

The evaluation jointly examines the ROAM and PACE concepts and their im-
plementation as presented and discussed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, and
Section 5.4 and Section 5.5, respectively. The distinct evaluation scenarios fo-
cus on individual aspects of the proactive energy-aware programming method
and explore the validity and practicality of the proposed concepts. The first
part of the evaluation quantifies the influence of compilers on the energy de-
mand of processes. During the composition stage, ROAM applies a strategy
that constructs program variants by using different compilers that generate
compiler-specific binaries. The corresponding program variants are compared
with regards to their non-functional properties (i.e., energy demand and exe-
cution time) during execution. In course of the second part of the evaluation
an additional ROAM strategy is applied which explores different hardware
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configurations for executing program variants. The strategy focuses on gener-
ating program variants that enforce predefined hardware settings. The energy
demand of the corresponding processes is measured and the evaluation further
examines which hardware setting reduces the energy demand the most. The
third part of the evaluation determines the influence of an operating system
on the energy demand of individual processes. In particular, the evaluation
compares the energy demand of processes that execute directly on the hard-
ware (i.e., standalone execution) and processes that execute within the envi-
ronment of a process executive (i.e., PACE). The induced operating-system
noise6 is determined, quantified, and discussed.

The evaluation performs on several different hardware platforms (see Table 6.1
and Table 6.2). As energy models for the applied hardware platforms are un-
available, all three parts of the evaluation use energy demand measurements at
the hardware level as presented in Chapter 6. First, the three-part evaluation
discusses the influence of compilers on the energy demand of processes (Sub-
section 5.6.1). Second, the influence of individual hardware settings on the
energy demand of processes is explored in Subsection 5.6.2. Third, the eval-
uation examines the background noise of operating systems and the entailed
influence on the energy demand of processes in Subsection 5.6.3.

5.6.1 Assessment of Composition Stage Strategies
The first part of the evaluation determines how ROAM improves the energy
demand of processes by applying changes to the build environment during
the composition stage of program variants. In particular, the applied ana-
lysis investigates the influence of different compilers on the energy demand of
processes and is motivated by the discussion of Subsection 5.3.1. During the
composition stage, ROAM automatically replaces the compiler infrastructure
that constructs different program variants. As a result, the binary code of the
constructed program variants differs and the program variants have distinct
non-functional properties during execution.

Each of the constructed program variants consists of individual basic blocks.
On the one hand, the size and structure of the basic blocks depend on the
compiler that is used, and its configuration (i.e., optimisation options), on
the other hand. Regarding the latter, Figure 5.9 illustrates the influence of
different optimisation levels on the compilation of a program which calculates
the factorial of an integer. When no optimisations are applied (Figure 5.9 a)
the compiler uses generic instructions and thus generates the largest entry
basic block for the function main. With applied optimisations, the compiler
6Operating-system noise refers to interferences at the operating-system level that disturb and
influence other system activities (i.e., processes) as to their individual non-functional prop-
erties (i.e., time and energy demand).
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Figure 5.7: The composition stage of ROAM explores the influence of
build infrastructure components such as compilers (i.e., GCC, Clang) on non-
functional properties of processes. (Part 1/2, continued in Figure 5.8)

constructs smaller basic blocks for the same program and uses advanced in-
structions for accelerating specific operations (Figure 5.9 b) or compacting the
binary code (Figure 5.9 c).

The ROAM strategy that is applied in course of the evaluation generates
program variants with varying compilers at the composition stage for one
hardware architecture. For the experimental evaluation, resulting program
variants successively execute on the same hardware platform (Platform 2,
see Table 6.1). The energy and time demand is measured during the execu-
tion of the individual processes. Ten different programs of the Mälardalen
benchmark suite [GBEL10] that are written in the C programming language
are used as input to ROAM. Two different C compilers (i.e., GNU GCC 4.87

and LLVM Clang 3.48) are employed at the composition stage to generate dif-
ferent program variants of the programs. The compilers share the same exter-
nal programming interface (i.e., command line arguments) and syntax which
makes it convenient to measure and compare their quality. In particular, the
configuration of the two compilers use the same optimisation level (i.e., Os).
Each program variant that is generated by the compilers runs under the
same conditions. The programs implement different algorithms and execute

7
gcc.gnu.org/gcc-4.8

8
releases.llvm.org/3.4/tools/clang/docs

https://gcc.gnu.org/gcc-4.8
http://releases.llvm.org/3.4/tools/clang/docs
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Figure 5.8: The composition stage of ROAM explores the influence of
build infrastructure components such as compilers (i.e., GCC, Clang) on non-
functional properties of processes. (Part 2/2, preceded in Figure 5.7)

until they finish (i.e., run to completion). During execution, background
noise is minimised as all processes run exclusively on the hardware plat-
form. The hardware platform itself is configured with the same configura-
tion settings (i.e., processor speed) for each measuring run which minimises
jitter and ensures that the measurements lead to deterministic results that
allow a comparison of the compilers’ influence. The integrating energy mea-
surement device which is presented in Chapter 6 evaluates the energy and
time demand (i.e., execution time) of each process.

Results and Discussion The evaluation results of the ROAM measure-
ments that analyse the influence of the two compilers are shown in Figure 5.7
and Figure 5.8. For each of the ten processes the top and bottom graph of
the two figures show results of the energy and time demand measurements,
respectively. The measurement results are separated by compiler for each
process. The results of GCC and Clang are shown by the left and right bars,
respectively.

The evaluation results reveal that both compilers produce program binaries
whose processes have distinct non-functional properties. In half of all measure-
ments, the difference in energy demand of processes originating from program
code of the two compilers differs by more than 15 %. However, while the ma-
jority (80 per cent) of programs benefit from using GCC it is the reverse case
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for the remaining 20 per cent. For two of the programs, Clang produces a
binary code which leads to processes with significantly lower energy demand.
In particular, the program cover, which evaluates switch cases, reduces the
energy demand of its processes down to almost a tenth when it is compiled
with Clang (E = 0.42 µJ) compared to processes that originate from a program
variant compiled by GCC (E = 3.75 µJ). The analysis of the corresponding
assemblies reveals that the root cause is an inter-procedural compiler optimi-
sation that is specific to Clang and unavailable to GCC. The measurements
results show that the time demand and the energy demand largely correlate
for the programs under test. However, the results of the experiment in Sub-
section 5.6.2 reveal that it is wrong to assume that energy and time demand
of processes correlate in general.

Summary The results of the first part of the evaluation reveal that non-
functional properties of processes are influenced as early as during the com-
position stage when the originating programs are processed by tools such as
compilers. A significant reduction of the energy and time demand is achieved
with little efforts. In the particular experiment, the two different compil-
ers (i.e., GCC and Clang) are interchangeable as they share identical external
interfaces. Thus, the replacement is achieved by changing a single line in
the build infrastructure. In the experiment, the single-line change reduces
the energy demand by up to 88.8 %. However, the evaluation results also
suggest that it must be decided in a case-by-case analysis which compiler is
more suitable for an individual program. The result is a strong argument for
largely automated tooling infrastructures as proposed by ROAM which assists
the programmers at corresponding program analyses. The second part of the
evaluation presents an experiment in which ROAM explores distinct hardware
configuration options for executing program variants with different hardware
settings.

5.6.2 Influence of Hardware Settings at the Rehearsal Stage

The second part of the evaluation applies an additional ROAM strategy which
explores the influence of different hardware configuration settings on the en-
ergy demand of processes. The strategy operates at the rehearsal stage and in-
jects hardware control sequences into the prolog of the program variants which
set up different settings for the processor voltage and frequency as motivated
by the discussion in Subsection 5.3.1. During the rehearsal stage, ROAM ex-
plores different settings and constructs corresponding program variants that
execute identical programs with different hardware settings (i.e., varying pro-
cessor speed and supply voltage). As a result, the programs in execution have
varying non-functional properties as to the different hardware configuration
settings.
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1 main.entry:
2 push r7, lr
3 mov r7, sp
4 sub sp, 16
5 movs r0, 0
6 str r0, [sp,12]
7 str r0, [sp,4]
8 movs r1, 5
9 str r1, [sp,0]

10 str r0, [sp,8]
11 b.n label

(a) Level O0

1 main.entry:
2 sub sp, 4
3 movs r0, 5
4 str r0, [sp,0]
5 ldr r0, [sp,0]
6 cmp r0, 0
7 ittt lt
8 movlt r0, 0
9 addlt sp, 4

10 bxlt lr
11

(b) Level O3

1 main.entry:
2 sub sp, 4
3 movs r0, 5
4 str r0, [sp,0]
5 ldr r0, [sp,0]
6 blt.n label
7
8
9

10
11

(c) Level Os

Figure 5.9: The entry basic block for the function main of a program varies
in size and structure depending on the applied level of compiler optimisations.

The energy demand of a system is the integral of power demand over time (see
Section 2.5). When a system is configured for high performance, the power
demand increases and the time demand for executing a program decreases.
Contrary to this, the power demand decreases and the time demand increases
when a system is configured to execute a program with low performance.
The average power demand and the execution time of a process determine
its energy demand. However, the systems’ complexity at the software and
hardware level as well as non-deterministic conditions at run time, and the
non-linear relation between processing performance and power demand at the
hardware level make it difficult to predetermine suitable hardware configura-
tions. Figure 5.12 visualises two different strategies (i.e., race to sleep and
crawl to sleep) which are achieved by setting corresponding hardware config-
uration options. A race to sleep approach (Figure 5.12 a) executes processes
at the highest possible processor speed to enter a low power sleep state after
the process execution is completed. The contrary method executes processes
with a crawl to sleep strategy (Figure 5.12 b) which reduces the average power
demand at the cost of a longer execution time. It depends on the hardware
and the program variant whether one or the other execution strategy leads to
the lowest energy demand of the individual process.

During the experiment, identical program variants execute with two differ-
ent hardware configurations each. The applied ROAM strategy operates
at the rehearsal stage and injects hardware control sequences into the pro-
log of the program variants which set up different settings for the proces-
sor (i.e., processor supply voltage and frequency). The processes of the re-
sulting program variants execute on the same hardware platform (Platform 2,
see Table 6.1) and the energy and time demand is measured during the ex-
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Figure 5.10: The rehearsal stage of ROAM analyses the influence of hard-
ware configuration settings of non-functional properties of different program
variants in execution. (Part 1/2, continued in Figure 5.11)

ecution of the individual processes. A set of ten different programs of the
Mälardalen benchmark suite are used as input to ROAM. For the experiment
all program variants are built with the same compiler (i.e., GNU GCC) and
identical settings (i.e., same optimisation switches). However, each program
variant is equipped with an individual prolog that configures the system to
either pursue a crawl to sleep or race to sleep strategy during the execution
at the rehearsal stage. The processor is configured to run at the highest
and lowest processor speed, respectively. Thus, each program variant runs
with two different hardware configurations in course of the experiment. As in
the previous experiment, processes run exclusively on the hardware platform
which minimises background noise. Eventually, comparative measurements at
the rehearsal stage reveal which of the two execution strategies achieves the
highest savings in energy demand.

Results and Discussion The second evaluation studies the influence of
hardware settings on the energy demand of processes and the results of the
second experiment are shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. The top and
bottom graph show results of the energy and time demand measurements,
respectively. The measurement results are separated by the applied hardware
configuration and the resulting execution strategy (i.e., crawl to sleep and race
to sleep). The results of processes executing with a crawl to sleep strategy and
with a race to sleep strategy are shown by the left and right bars, respectively.
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Figure 5.11: The rehearsal stage of ROAM analyses the influence of hard-
ware configuration settings of non-functional properties of different program
variants in execution. (Part 2/2, preceded in Figure 5.10)

Processes that execute with a crawl to sleep strategy (i.e., low processor speed)
require approximately ten times longer compared to processes of the same pro-
gram variants which execute with a race to sleep strategy (i.e., high processor
speed). This result is expected, as the processor provides higher processing
performance at higher processor speeds. However, the results for the pro-
cesses’ execution times cannot be projected to the processes’ energy demands.
While the time demand is reduced by approximately 90 % when processes ex-
ecute with a race to sleep strategy, the energy demand at the same time is
reduced by 21.4 % to 64.9 % for eight out of the ten programs. The energy
demand of two programs (i.e., insertsort and recursion), however, increases
when processes execute with a race to sleep strategy—although the execution
time is significantly reduced. The results are reproducible, even on a second
evaluation platform (i.e., Platform 2, see Table 6.1) that is of the same type
and revision. As a consequence, hardware defects are ruled out. The assem-
blies of the program variants and the hardware configurations are identical
over consecutive runs, except for the assessment basis (i.e., processor speed).
Thus, the hardware design of either the processor or another platform level
component are assumed to be the cause.

Summary The results of the second experiment reveal that non-functional
properties of processes are strongly influenced during the rehearsal stage when
the hardware components operate with varying configuration settings although
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the programs themselves are unchanged. A significant reduction of the time
demand is achieved in a deterministic way (i.e., higher clock frequency of
the processor) whereas the results cannot be projected to the energy demand
of the same processes. For most programs (80 per cent) of the experiment,
race to sleep strategies lead to a reduction in energy demand. However, the
evaluation further shows that the energy demand of the processes is not pro-
portional to their time demand. Instead, the energy demand even increases
in 20 per cent of the evaluated scenarios that execute the affected programs
with a race to sleep strategy. The evaluation results of the second part em-
phasise the need to analyse different types of non-functional properties for
individual processes. In particular, the time demand of processes does not
correlate with their energy demand. Thus, it is necessary to jointly explore
different measures (i.e., time and energy demand) to gain a holistic view on
the non-functional properties of distinct program variants in execution. The
final part of the evaluation presents results of an experiment that analyses
the noise which is induced by the process executive when processes execute
program variants at the release stage.

5.6.3 Operating-System Noise at the Release Stage
The third part of the evaluation conducts an experiment that determines
the noise which is induced by the process accompanying and scoring execu-
tive PACE. The experiment executes processes at the release stage (i.e., at
the operating-system level) and compares their energy demand to the energy
demand of processes of the same program as standalone program (i.e., without
operating system).

During the release stage, PACE applies hardware configuration settings (see
Subsection 5.5.2) as obtained through the analysis results of the preceding
exploration by ROAM. Thus, the analysis results of the rehearsal stage are
used dynamically at run time to determine the individual system configu-
ration during the execution of processes. Thus, the evaluation results of
the second experiment (Subsection 5.6.2), for example, are best-case results
when the same program variants are executed at the release stage. It is as-
sumed, however, that the program executive induces additional operational
costs and the operating system therefore influences the non-functional proper-
ties of processes which execute on top of the operating system. The following
experiment quantifies the background noise of the operating system with re-
gards to the energy demand of individual processes.

In the third evaluation scenario, various different program variants execute
in different run-time environments to evaluate and quantify the background
noise of the program executive at the operating-system level. The program
variants, that consist of specific basic blocks, execute in two different run-
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Figure 5.12: The energy demand of a process depends on the configuration of
the hardware it executes on. To reduce their energy demand varying hardware
configurations (i.e., crawl to sleep, race to sleep) are explored individually.

time environments. In the first environment processes directly execute on a
hardware platform (i.e., standalone execution without operating system), in
the second environment processes execute on top of PACE (i.e., with operating
system). The processes execute on the same hardware platform (Platform 3,
see Table 6.2) of which the energy demand is measured during the execution
of the individual processes. The hardware configuration of the platform is
kept identical as far as possible (i.e., configuration of processor clock and
memory clock) for both of the run-time environments. Ten different program
variants in execution are compared with regards to their energy demand. The
first run-time environment for the standalone execution disables interrupts to
minimise background noise. Each program variant runs in each of the two run-
time environments and comparative measurements quantify the background
noise of the second run-time environment.

Results and Discussion The third part of the evaluation quantifies the
background noise of run-time environments with regards to the energy demand
of processes. The evaluation results of the experiment are presented in Fig-
ure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. The measurement results are separated by run-time
environment (i.e., standalone, operating system). The results of processes
executing in the standalone run-time environment and in operating-system
run-time environment are shown by the left and right bars, respectively. The
induced noise of the operating system influences the energy demand of each
process and varies between 7.6 % and 20.1 %. As the program variants in
execution are the only processes running, the induced noise is presumably
induced by the interrupts that occur in the run-time environment with oper-
ating system. Additional measurements [Her17] have shown that the induced
background noise in average is 2.4 %. Additional system activities (i.e., con-
current system level operations, multiple processes) are expected to increase
the background noise further.
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Figure 5.13: Background noise increases the energy-demand of processes
that execute on the same hardware platform but in different run-time envi-
ronments. (Part 1/2, continued in Figure 5.14)

Summary The evaluation results of the third experiment show that pro-
cess executives such as PACE must consider induced overheads and entailed
background noise which influences the non-functional properties of processes
at run time. Although the background noise leads to an increase in energy
demand for processes by up to 20 per cent, the overall results show that the
impact is in single-digit percentage range, in the average. To provide a net
improvement with regards to the energy demand of processes, PACE must
ensure that strategies applied at run time fulfil two criteria. On the one hand,
the run-time strategies must be lightweight with regards to their own energy
demand, and on the other hand an applied strategy must at least compensate
for the background noise which is induced by the process executive itself. The
third experiment concludes the evaluation of ROAM and PACE and leads to
the chapter summary which resumes the proposed concepts and the results of
the experimental evaluation.

5.7 Summary

This chapter presents the concept, implementation, and evaluation of an end-
to-end system approach for proactive energy-aware programming. The pro-
posed approach establishes a tooling infrastructure that assists programmers
to analyse and to improve non-functional properties of processes, in particular
with regard to their individual energy demand, when they execute on heteroge-
neous hardware platforms with different hardware configuration settings. The
concepts in this chapter go hand in hand with energy-aware programming
concepts (see Chapter 4) and provide the necessary tooling infrastructure
that is required to make the proposed concepts applicable. The proposed ap-
proach for proactive energy-aware programming is aligned to Proposal II (see
Section 5.2) and Proposal III (see Section 5.4), respectively, and addresses
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Figure 5.14: Background noise increases the energy-demand of processes
that execute on the same hardware platform but in different run-time envi-
ronments. (Part 2/2, preceded in Figure 5.13)

problems as discussed by the Problem Statements II and III. The approach
is separated into ROAM (see Section 5.3) which implements greedy and ex-
plorative analysis method and PACE (see Section 5.5) which implements an
energy demand reduction executive at the operating-system level. The former
focuses on reducing the energy demand of processes as early as during the
design and construction of program variants. The latter primarily is a bene-
ficiary which exploits analysis results of ROAM during run-time in order to
reduce the energy demand of processes during run time. The implementation
of ROAM and PACE is jointly evaluated in three distinct evaluation scenar-
ios (Section 5.6) to examine the validity of the proposed approaches and their
implementations.

Concept and Implementation The greedy and explorative analysis
method ROAM consists of two processing stages, the composition stage and
the rehearsal stage. The static and dynamic functions are grouped into the
two processing stages and they provide the base functionality for higher level
analysis strategies to reduce the energy demand of processes. The strategies
explore various changes and configuration options at the level of the build
infrastructure and hardware platforms. As result, the strategies provide the
base data to the process accompanying and scoring executive PACE.

The process executive refines provided configuration data at the release stage
to explore further options to decrease the energy demand of processes. In the
release stage, processes execute decoupled from the development environment
and depend on scoring mechanisms (i.e., energy demand measurements) at
run time. Jointly, ROAM and PACE build an end-to-end system approach
for proactive energy-aware programming that is of practical importance to
programmers as shown by the evaluation.
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Evaluation The joint evaluation of ROAM and PACE conducts three dif-
ferent experiments on two hardware platforms. First, the evaluation explores
the effectiveness of changes at the composition stage by analysing the en-
ergy demand of program variants in execution that originate from differ-
ent compilers. The experiment reveals that the compiler choice significantly
influences the energy demand of processes. However, the analysis results also
reveal that it is a case-by-case decision which of the compiler is superior.
Thus, the support by a tooling infrastructure which automatically explores
such design-time decisions is emphasised by the results of the experiment. In
one particular case the non-functional properties of a process are improved
by over 80 % regarding its energy and time demand by selecting the correct
compiler. The second experiment studies the influence of different hardware
configuration settings on the energy demand of processes. The experiment
runs the same process twice on a hardware platform whose configuration op-
tions are changed in-between. In particular, the hardware settings pursue the
two execution strategies crawl to sleep and race to sleep, respectively. The
results of the experiment show that the execution time is reduced reliably
for all processes when they execute with a race to sleep strategy. However,
the results further demonstrate that the energy demand of the processes does
not correlate with their execution time. This expresses the necessity for indi-
vidually analysing different types of non-functional properties. With a third
experiment the evaluation quantifies the background noise of the processes
executive. The experiment determines the influence of the operating system
on processes that execute in their run-time environment. The evaluation re-
sults show that the energy demand of processes increases by up to 20 % as
compared to a standalone execution of the process on the same platform with
identical hardware settings.

All experiments of the evaluation are required to conduct energy demand
measurements at the hardware level. Power and energy models are unavailable
for all of the applied hardware platforms during the evaluation. This fact
imposes the strict requirement to apply energy demand measurements, for
example, with the integrating energy measurement device presented in the
following Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Measuring System Level
Energy Demand

This chapter discusses and presents an energy measuring device which ad-
dresses common concerns of measuring the energy demand of software com-
ponents (i.e., processes) at the hardware level (i.e., device and platform level).
On the one hand, the measurement device assists programmers during the de-
sign and construction phase of software as it supports the generation of energy
models. On the other hand, the device acts as a pillion platform that controls
the execution of automatised energy measurements and performs run-time
energy measurements at the system level.

The contribution of this chapter is orthogonal to the preceding contributions
presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The chapter is structured as follows.
Section 6.1 motivates the necessity of a pillion platform that is designed to be
used for several different types of energy measurements. Section 6.2 discusses
aspects of energy demand measurements at the system level and elaborates
key aspects that need to be considered for energy measurements at the hard-
ware level. The concept, design, and implementation of an integrating energy
measurement device is discussed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 evaluates the
proposed device by creating energy models for a hardware platform.

6.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

Early approaches for modelling the energy demand of software [TMWL96,
MPS98] correlate system events (i.e., execution of an instruction) with en-
ergy demand at the hardware level. Thus, the energy demand analysis at the
system level is the basic requirement to create corresponding energy models.
However, often it is impossible to construct reliable energy models, as to com-
plex hardware components in today’s computer systems. In such situations
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energy measurements must be performed at the hardware level. Also, during
the operation of an energy-aware computer system it is necessary to minimise
the overhead that is entailed by measurement methods which argues against
energy models that require resource-intensive post-processing operations.

The contributions of this thesis that are presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
suffer from at least one of the problem cases that are outlined by Problem
Statement IV (see Subsection 3.5.1). The hybrid program code and process
analysis HEAL strictly depends on energy models that provide necessary base
data to determine the energy demand of processes. If energy models are
unavailable, the analysis therefore is unable to predict the energy demand.
Similarly, the greedy and explorative analysis method ROAM explores the
energy demand of processes at the rehearsal stage with energy measurements
that execute in parallel to the processes’ executions. As to the large amounts
of measurements that ROAM conducts, it is stringently required to automatise
the necessary energy demand measurements. The self-control mechanisms of
the process accompanying and scoring executive PACE must execute with low
overhead to ensure that background noise is minimised at the operating-system
level. Thus, an energy-efficient operation is only achieved by an autonomous
energy demand measurement approach that is adequately designed.

In sum, several distinct requirements must be jointly fulfilled to meet the
challenges of the scenarios where energy demand needs to be measured at the
hardware level of individual systems. The following section discusses compo-
nents that contribute to the energy demand of computer systems and proposes
a concept for an energy measurement device that meets the requirements.

6.2 System Level Energy Demand Analysis

The overall energy demand of a system is divided into the individual hard-
ware components of the system. For a conclusive energy demand analysis at
the system level it is not enough to consider energy demand of the processor,
only. Instead, the energy demand of additional hardware components must
be considered as they contribute a major share to the total energy demand
of a system [MV04]. This section discusses the individual components that
contribute to the energy demand of a computer system and presents a con-
cept for conducting energy measurements at the system level. The individual
hardware components, their effect on the energy demand of a system, and
options to reduce the energy demand, respectively, are discussed next.

Processor Utilisation The static and dynamic energy demand of the pro-
cessor can greatly contribute to the overall energy demand of computer sys-
tems. Decreasing the utilisation of the processor is achieved in different ways
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and reduces particularly the dynamic power demand of the processor (see
Section 2.5). The restructuring and optimisation of program code leads to a
reduction in energy demand of processes, for example by avoiding unnecessary
activities which lead to stress at the hardware level (i.e., reduction of pipeline
stalls, avoidance of cache thrashing). Considerations on the demand of time
and average power during the execution time are necessary when processor
controls (i.e., DVFS) are used for energy demand reduction strategies.

Uncore Activities Processing cores of heterogeneous multicore proces-
sors share different hardware components that are part of the die and reside
on the same chip. Such uncore components include integrated memory con-
trollers and power control logic. Previous work [GBK+12] has explored the
importance of considering the energy demand of uncore components and cor-
respondingly motivates the need of uncore-awareness for system designers at
the level of software and hardware.

Special Purpose Computations Specific computations (i.e., number
crunching, cryptographic calculations) are best performed on special purpose
chips. This includes graphical processing units [HK10] which run specific
operations more efficiently than general purpose processors. The reduction
in energy demand is achieved by a software/hardware co-design that results
in inflexible but energy efficient operations as implemented by hardwired
application-specific integrated circuits [Hen99].

Memory Use The energy demand of different memory types (i.e., scratch-
pad RAM, SRAM, SDRAM) varies significantly. The use of specific memory
types is advisable [MD03] depending on individual programs. Further, time-
memory tradeoffs allow the reasoning about recalculation (i.e., volatile inter-
mediate results) and storage (i.e., persistent intermediate results). If memory
demand of programs can be condensed, it is possible to exploit sleep states at
the hardware level (i.e., graceful shutdown of individual memory banks).

Storage Operations The persistent storage of data provides device-specific
potentials to reduce the energy demand. Strategies for low-power flash mem-
ories [Tak09] greatly differ from legacy approaches which operate with hard
disks (i.e., spinning down hard disks [LS98]). Similar to considerations on
time-memory tradeoffs, persistent storage can tradeoff energy demand re-
quired for recalculation and storing data persistently.

Interconnect Transfers Data processing operations that use interconnect
transfers (i.e., network links) provide a wide field of different optimisations
that are controlled at the software level. Energy-aware software protocols
decrease duty cycles and idle times of transceivers [PHC04] to reduce the power
and energy demand during transmission of data and idle periods, respectively.
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Peripheral Devices Other peripheral devices that are connected to a com-
puter system (e.g., displays, input controllers) are subject to further options
for reducing the energy demand of the overall system. The software drivers of
the devices that operate at the system level are responsible for corresponding
strategies to achieve a reduction of the energy demand at run time. For ex-
ample, computer displays are dynamically switched off in parts to reduce the
energy demand of specific OLED screens [CNZ+14].

In sum, a large amount of different system components impacts the energy
demand of computer systems. Thus, system level energy demand analysis
needs to cover a multiplicity of different factors. Model-driven approaches
greatly suffer from the complexity of the individual hardware components
that must be described with regards to their energy demand. This often
leads to the situation where it is suggestive to apply energy measurements at
the hardware level instead of applying overly complex, yet imprecise energy
models [BMM12].

However, off-the-shelf measurement devices such as digital multimeters, digital
storage oscilloscopes, or analog-to-digital converters have device-dependent
drawbacks. For example, multimeters usually provide a high precision but
offer a low sampling rate, only. For oscilloscopes, in contrast, it is the opposite.
Oscilloscopes provide a high sampling rate but commonly only offer a low
precision. To accurately track the energy demand of a process, for example,
it is necessary to measure both, the power demand and the execution time
simultaneously with high precision and high sampling rate. To perform energy
demand analysis at the system level this thesis proposes a pillion platform as
an alternative to off-the-shelf measurement devices. On the one hand, the
proposed device is designed to support the creation of energy models and
on the other hand, the device is designed to conduct automatised energy
measurements at the system level during the run time of processes.

6.3 Integrating Energy Measurement Device (ITEM)

The concept, design, and implementation of the proposed integrating energy
measurement device ITEM is aligned to the requirements and the sugges-
tions of Problem Statement IV (see Subsection 3.5.1) and Proposal IV (see
Subsection 3.5.2), respectively. The proposed circuit implements a current-
to-frequency conversion which does not have to sample the measured current,
therefore enabling an integrating measurement that leads to most accurate
results. During the measurement, no current flow happens unnoticed and the
total energy demand is calculated accurately as a result thereof.
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Figure 6.1: The integrating energy measurement device implements a current
mirror at the transistor level. The measurement device is robust towards
sampling problems and enables continuous measurements at the system level.
The figure shows the functional diagram of the circuit diagram (Figure A.1).

6.3.1 Concept
The functionality of the proposed energy measurement device is equal to elec-
tricity meters that are installed in every households and industry. The read-
ings of the measurement device (i.e., discrete number of toggle events at the
flip-flop output) are proportional to a concrete amount of energy demand.
The integrating energy measurement device actively avoids sampling limita-
tions by design. The device implements a transistor circuit consisting of a
current mirror [TSG07, KKNL06] and a flip-flop to implement a current-to-
frequency conversion. The input current ID of the device under test (DUT)
is mirrored by three PNP transistors to the currents IM1 and IM2. While the
input current ID is drawn, the circuit operates as follows: controlled by an
RS flip-flop, two capacitors (CM1 and CM2) charge and discharge alternately.
When the RS flip-flop outputs a logical 1 on the output Q, the path IM1 is
pulled to ground via the transistor T2. The path IM2, however, is allowed
to charge the capacitor CM2. Once CM2 reaches a voltage level which the
flip-flop recognises as a logical 1, the flip-flop toggles its output Q. Now, the
path IM2 is shorted to ground while path IM1 is charging up the capacitor
CM1. During each charge cycle, one capacitor charges while the other one dis-
charges. Jointly, the two capacitors CM1 and CM2 continuously integrate the
current ID that is drawn by the device under test to a voltage. The switching
frequency of the outputs Q and Q is directly proportional to the current ID.
Thus, the supply voltage Vcc and the number of toggle events at the output
of the RS flip-flop is sufficient to calculate the energy demand. A controller
device that operates the circuitry uses the output signal of the flip-flop to de-
termine the energy consumption of the DUT. Figure 6.1 and Figure A.1 show
the functional diagram and the circuit diagram of the device, respectively.
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(a) Circuit Layout (b) Circuit Board

Figure 6.2: The circuit layout of the integrating energy measurement de-
vice (left), which implements an integrating current-to-frequency conversion,
and its corresponding double-sided printed circuit board (right).

6.3.2 Design and Implementation

The proposed energy measurement circuit is based on previous work by Kon-
stantakos et al. [KKNL06]. The design is upgraded to use capacitors of a dif-
ferent size, though, which allows the device to provide reliable measurement
results at higher input currents compared to the original design. With the
current drawn by Platform 4 (see Table 6.2) the transistor circuit reaches its
maximum operation range of approximately 500 mA at 5 V. Further technical
background on the circuitry and its calibration are discussed in the corre-
sponding related work [KKNL06, KCNL08] and supporting complementary
work [Eib11]. The device is used for the experiments conducted in course of
the evaluation in Section 4.5. The energy measurements results provide the
base data for constructing energy models (see Subsection 6.4.2). To imple-
ment automatised energy demand measurements, the device is extended by
supporting complementary work [Jan14]. Internally, the new revision uses
the same current mirror at the transistor level but extends the circuit by a
microcontroller which controls the energy demand measurements. The device
implements automatised energy measurements and provides programmable
interfaces. The time resolution of the measurement device is 5.95 ns and it
has an energy measurement resolution of 55 nJ. Run-time measurements of
processes, for example at the rehearsal stage of ROAM (see Subsections 5.6.1
and 5.6.2) and at the release stage of PACE (see Subsection 5.6.3), send trig-
ger signals to the device for signalling the start and stop of a measurement.
The overhead for sending the trigger signals is as low as one clock cycle for
each signal. The device is used for the experiments in course of the evaluation
in Section 5.6 to conduct time and energy measurements.
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6.4 Evaluation

The evaluation presents and discusses the hardware platforms that are used
in this thesis and examines the integrating energy measurement device ITEM
for constructing energy models. The discussed hardware platforms are used
to perform the experiments that evaluate the implementations of the hybrid
program code and process analysis HEAL, the greedy and explorative ana-
lysis method ROAM, and the process accompanying and scoring executive
PACE. The evaluation of HEAL operates with energy models that are con-
structed with the initial revision of the integrating energy measurement de-
vice [HEKSP11, Eib11, Eib12], the automatised energy demand measurements
that are conducted by ROAM and PACE are performed with the extended
energy measurement device [HJE+14, Jan14].

6.4.1 Hardware Platforms

The evaluation of the contributions of this thesis use different hardware plat-
forms. In particular, the experiments run in different environments which use
various hardware architectures and resemble different application areas. Four
distinct hardware platforms are chosen from the designated class of systems
that are subject to the contributions of this thesis. Each of the four hardware
platforms is a representative of comparable hardware platforms with similar
specifications.

Hardware Platform 1 The first platform (see Table 6.1) integrates a 16-
bit MSP430 processor with 10 kB SRAM and an IEEE 802.15.4 radio. The
platform has 1 MB of flash memory.

Hardware Platform 2 The second platform (see Table 6.1) integrates a
32-bit ARM Cortex-M0+ processor with a variable clock and has 4 kB SRAM.
The platform has 32 kB of flash memory.

Hardware Platform 3 The third platform (see Table 6.2) integrates a
32-bit ARM Cortex-M4F processor with a dynamic clock and 256 kB SRAM.
The platform has a floating point unit and 2 MB of flash memory.

Hardware Platform 4 The fourth platform (see Table 6.2) integrates a
32-bit ARM Cortex-A8 processor with a dynamic clock and has 64 kB SRAM.

Platform 1 and Platform 4 are used for the evaluation of HEAL in Subsec-
tions 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, respectively. The evaluation of ROAM is carried out
on Platform 2 (see Subsections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2). Platform 3 is the evaluation
platform in Subsection 5.6.3 which evaluates PACE.
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Platform 1 Platform 2

Vendor Crossbow Technology NXP Semiconductor
Board TelosB Mote TPR2400 Freescale FRDM-KL02Z

Architecture MSP430 ARMv6-M
Chip TI MSP430F1611 NXP Kinetis KL02
Processor MSP430 ARM Cortex-M0+
Clock 8 MHz 4− 48 MHz
Word Size 16-bit 32-bit

Table 6.1: The experiments of the evaluation use heterogeneous hardware
platforms of various performance classes. (Part 1/2, continued in Figure 6.2)

6.4.2 Generation of Energy Profiles

The evaluation of HEAL (see Section 4.5) uses two different hardware plat-
forms (i.e., Platform 1 and Platform 4) on which various programs under test
execute (see Table 6.1 and Table 6.2). In order to assess the energy demand of
individual system activities (i.e., execution of a specific processor instruction)
the resource demand assessment components of HEAL use energy models (see
Subsection 4.4.2 and Subsection 4.4.3).

Several different evaluation scenarios are used to examine the validity of the
presented energy analysis approach. Each scenario relates to one or more
hardware platforms. An energy model is required for each of the platforms in
order to possess the required low-level data that eventually is used to deter-
mine the energy demand of the program code at higher levels of abstraction.
As vendor-supplied energy models are unavailable for all of the hardware plat-
forms that are used for the experiments of the evaluation it is necessary to
create custom energy models. The approach to create an energy model for
each of the platforms is alike: each platform is requested to perform a specific
workload (i.e., execution of instruction sequences) and an energy measurement
device (see Section 6.3) determines the energy demand that is used to carry
out the requested workload. Knowing the structure of the workload allows
to breakdown the energy demand by elementary operations, for example, by
instruction type or addressing mode.

Energy Demand of Individual System Operations A system on a chip
integrates several system components on a single chip, for example processor,
memory, and caches (see Section 6.2). On most hardware platforms, it is
only possible to determine the energy demand at chip or at the platform level
due to physical constraints (i.e., availability of measurement points on the
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Platform 3 Platform 4

Vendor STMicroelectronics N.V. Texas Instruments Inc.
Board STM32F429I BeagelBoard-xM

Architecture ARMv7E-M ARMv7-A
Chip STM32F429ZIT6U TI DM3730
Processor ARM Cortex-M4F ARM Cortex-A8
Clock 8− 180 MHz 800− 1 000 MHz
Word Size 32-bit 32-bit

Table 6.2: The experiments of the evaluation use heterogeneous hardware
platforms of various performance classes. (Part 2/2, preceded in Figure 6.1)

chip or the circuit board). This implies that the energy demand captured
at the time of measurements captures the basic truth (i.e., electrical energy
demand) in a too coarse-grained manner. Accordingly, it requires specific
energy measurement strategies to isolate and extract the individual energy
demand of specific operations of a single component.

Energy models commonly map system events to energy demand at the hard-
ware level. The procedure to create energy models which describe the en-
ergy demand of individual system operations is therefore similar over different
classes of devices (i.e., processor, memory, and storage devices). The following
discussion focuses on creating an instruction-based energy model for a proces-
sor. The approach can be applied for other devices in a comparable modus
operandi. The net energy demand for executing a sequence of operations on a
specific processor is calculated by subtracting the idle energy demand (i.e., the
energy demand that is measured when the system is idle) from active energy
demand (i.e., the energy demand that is measured when the system executes
the requested sequence of instructions). As the sequence of operations can be
manually be chosen, different approaches to analyse the energy demand of the
individual operations are possible. In particular, the following two procedures
are applied to build an energy model for a processor.

1. Single Operation Multiple Execution (SOME) In the single opera-
tion/multiple execution mode SOME, a single operation is executed multiple
times in a sequence in order to determine the energy demand that occurs when
the operation is executed a single time by dividing the total energy demand
by the number of executions of the sequence. When the measurement setup is
unable to provide the required resolution in time (i.e., sampling rate) to sense
the execution of a single instruction, SOME is used to indirectly determine
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the energy demand of a single instruction by measurements (i.e., time, elec-
tric voltages, and electric currents). The repetitive single operation sequence
mainly consists of the instruction of which the energy demand is to be deter-
mined. During the execution of the operation sequence the energy demand of
the device under test (i.e., hardware platform) is measured. The overall en-
ergy demand is calculated by multiplying the average power demand with the
execution time of the complete sequence. The energy demand of an individual
instruction of the sequence is calculated by dividing the overall energy demand
by the number of operations contained in the SOME sequence that is executed.
As result, the isolated energy demand of a single operation (i.e., processor in-
struction) is determined. However, the extraction of isolated energy demand
for an operation is not sufficient as so-called inter-instruction effects [TL98]
must be considered. Inter-instruction effects are energy demands that result
from executing a specific pattern of instructions (i.e., multiple instructions in
an ordered sequence). Corresponding energy models must include the energy
demand induced by inter-instruction effects to improve the accuracy of energy
demand estimates. The energy demand of inter-instruction effects is deter-
mined by further measurement series which analyse patterns of operations.

2. Multiple Operations Multiple Execution (MOME) The multiple
operations/multiple execution mode MOME determines the energy demand
that is induced by executing a specific sequence of operations (i.e., operation
pattern). The execution of multiple instructions in combination triggers fur-
ther transistor switching operations that entail energy demand (i.e., hardware-
level state transitions, hits and misses when accessing the instruction cache or
translation lookaside buffer [CM05]). To determine the energy demand of the
additional transistor switches it is necessary to create patterns of operation
sequences and measure the energy demand during the execution in MOME
mode. The procedure is analogous to the SOME mode. The energy demand
of the inter-instruction effects is calculated by subtracting the isolated energy
demand as determined by the SOME sequence from the measurement results
of the MOME mode. As result, the overall energy demand of a process is deter-
mined by summing up the isolated energy demand of each single instructions
it executes and by adding the corresponding inter-instruction energy demand
that is caused by the individual pattern of instructions that are executed by
the process.

Results and Discussion The procedure for analysing the isolated en-
ergy demand (i.e., as determined in SOME mode) and the analysis of inter-
instruction effects (i.e., as determined in MOME mode) are subject to nu-
merous measurement series that are performed for each of the two hardware
platforms (i.e., Platform 1 and Platform 4) individually. Table 6.3 shows
the isolated energy demand of individual instructions for Platform 1 (see Ta-
ble 6.1) as a result of a SOME analysis. Table 6.4 correspondingly shows the
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Single Instruction Isolated Energy Demand (E in nJ)
Emin Emax Eavg

RRA r6 1.43 1.44 1.43
RRC r5 1.28 1.30 1.29
SWPB r7 1.39 1.39 1.39
SXT r8 1.36 1.38 1.38
ADDC.B @r6,10(r6) 7.28 7.28 7.28
AND #0A5h, r6 1.36 1.37 1.36
AND.B #0A5h, r6 1.35 1.36 1.36
BIT #0x0200, r8 3.01 3.02 3.01
CMP r5, r6 1.34 1.38 1.35
CMP @r6, 0(r7) 6.88 6.88 6.88
DADD r5, r6 1.36 1.36 1.36
SUB r6, r7 1.36 1.36 1.36
SUBC @r6, r7 3.23 3.25 3.24
XOR r6, r7 1.47 1.47 1.47
JMP lbl 4.79 4.83 4.81
JNE lbl (branch taken) 4.78 4.80 4.79
JEQ lbl (branch not taken) 2.46 2.49 2.48

Table 6.3: The created energy model for Platform 1 (see Table 6.1 states the
isolated energy demand for individual instructions. The minimum, maximum,
and average energy demands (i.e., Emin, Emax, and Eavg, respectively) are the
result of five measurements series that are conducted for each instruction.

energy demand induced by inter-instruction effects Platform 1 as a result of
a MOME analysis.

The execution of instructions with register-to-register and immediate mode
operations have an energy demand of approximately 1.3 nJ (see Table 6.3).
However, the energy demand for the execution of instructions with register
indirect operations is over five times larger (up to approximately 7.2 nJ) as
they first need to transfer data from the main memory to the processor reg-
isters. The varying energy demand of different addressing modes emphasises
two aspects. First, it is important to provide fine-grained energy models
which do not stop at the instruction level but also consider the individual use
of instructions (i.e., varying addressing modes). Second, during the energy
demand analysis (see Subsection 4.3.3) it is necessary to accurately extract
the behaviour of the process during execution in order to record which ad-
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Instruction Pattern Energy Demand (E in nJ)
Etotal Eisolate △Eiie

ADD r6, r7 SUB r6, r7 3.08 2.95 0.13
ADD r6, r7 SBC r6 3.16 2.93 0.23
RRA r6 ADD r6, r7 3.16 2.85 0.31
RRA r6 MOV r6, r7 3.16 2.79 0.37
RRA r6 SBC r6 2.96 2.89 0.07
RRA r6 SUB r6, r7 3.13 2.91 0.22
RRC r6 MOV r6, r7 3.31 2.79 0.52
SBC r6 MOV r6, r7 3.19 2.82 0.37
SUB r6, r7 SBC r6 3.30 2.94 0.36

Table 6.4: The energy demand Eiie that is caused by inter-instruction ef-
fects is the delta of the total energy demand Etotal (i.e., energy demand that
is required to execute two instructions combined) and the energy demand
Eisolate (i.e., sum of the isolated energy demand that is required to execute
both instructions individually).

dressing mode has been used. Similar considerations hold true for conditional
operations (i.e., jump instructions). The execution of a jump instruction has a
lower energy demand when the following branch is not taken compared to the
contrary situation when the branch is taken. Thus, the energy demand ana-
lysis method needs to consider results of a particular run-time condition. The
energy demand of inter-instruction effects (see Table 6.4) is between 0.1 nJ and
0.5 nJ for each of the instruction pairs that are analysed. Of the total energy
demand that is required to execute the listed instruction pairs, the energy de-
mand that is induced by the inter-instruction effects ranges between 2.2 % and
15,7 %. As inter-instruction effects occur for each instruction that is executed
by a process, the results show that it is crucial to consider inter-instruction
effects for the analysis of the overall energy demand of processes.

6.5 Summary

This chapter proposes an integrating energy measurement device that orthog-
onally contributes to the realisation of the remaining contributions of this
thesis. The presented energy measurement platform addresses concerns that
are common to system level energy measurements (i.e., sampling constraints)
and the device is designed to be used in different environments. In particular,
the intents of Proposal IV (see Subsection 3.5.2) are considered by the design
and implementation of the measurement device. On the one hand, the energy
measurement device is an adequate support for constructing energy models by
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conducting measurement series automatically. The resulting energy models
are suitable for energy profiling approaches where the energy demand of pro-
cesses is obtained by the profiling system level activities that correlate with
energy demand at the system level. Thus, the device is suitable to be used for
determining the base data for energy models (Intent 1). Further, the device
implements a continuous energy measurement mode which exposes minimal
overheads for the device under test because start and stop trigger signals only
need a one clock cycle each. Thus, the device is suited to be used as pillion
platform which conducts run-time energy demand measurements (Intent 2)
and it integrates at the level of operating-system executives (Intent 3).

The proposal of the integrating energy measurement device finalises the pre-
sentation, discussion, and evaluation of the individual contributions of this
thesis. The following Chapter 7 critically reviews the achievements of the
contributions of this thesis, discusses limitations of the individual approaches,
and previews future research.





Chapter 7

Discussion and Outlook

This chapter critically reviews the individual contributions of this thesis and
sums up achievements by this work. On the one hand, the chapter examines
how the thesis successfully addresses the problem statements and realises the
proposals that are presented in Chapter 3. On the other hand, this chapter
discusses limitations of the individual approaches and previews future research
based on the status quo that is achieved with the contributions of this thesis.

The chapter is structured as follows. With an overview, Section 7.1 briefly
summarises the contributions and discusses their interdependencies. Grouped
by the Problem Statements I–IV and Proposals I-IV of the thesis, the individ-
ual contributions are reflected and discussed with regard to future research in
Section 7.2. The research question is reviewed in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4
summarises the chapter.

7.1 Overview

This section provides a brief summary of the contributions and recapitulates
their interdependencies. The four distinct Problem Statements I–IV and their
respective Proposals I-IV (see Sections 3.2–3.5) frame the research area of this
thesis and lead approaches that answer the research question (see Section 3.6).
Chapter 4 presents a hybrid program code and process analysis concept HEAL.
HEAL exploits static and dynamic program analysis techniques to implement
energy-aware programming methods that assist programmers to reduce the
energy demand of processes which execute different program variants. Chap-
ter 5 jointly presents the greedy and explorative analysis method ROAM and
the process accompanying scoring executive PACE. ROAM evaluates the en-
ergy demand of processes that originate from program variants that are built
with varying build configurations (i.e., different compilers) and use various
hardware configurations at run time. PACE uses a priori knowledge of pro-
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grammers to dynamically reduce the energy demand of processes at the op-
erating-system level. The integrating energy measurement device is discussed
in Chapter 6 and addresses concerns that are orthogonal to the other contri-
butions. The proposed energy measurement device is a supportive measure
to build energy models and to conduct energy measurements that execute in
parallel to processes. Figure 7.1 visualises the individual contributions of this
thesis and shows the linkage of the process analysis methods and the operating-
system executive (i.e., HEAL, ROAM, and PACE). As orthogonal contribu-
tion, the integrating energy measurement device (i.e., ITEM) supports all
other contributions.

7.2 Contributions and Future Research

This section critically reviews the contributions of this thesis and discusses
future research directions. The contributions are grouped by the problem
statements and proposals (see Chapter 3). On the one hand, the suggestions
for future research base on the achievements of the individual contributions.
On the other hand, the recommendations are aligned to challenges that are
now addressable or remain open, despite the achievements of this thesis.

Hybrid Program Code and Process Analysis (HEAL) Central point
of the study is the energy efficiency of processes that execute on hetero-
geneous hardware platforms. Aligned to Proposal I, the suggested concept
and implementation of HEAL addresses the challenges discussed in Problem
Statement I. The hybrid program code and process analysis concept proposes
an analysis method that jointly applies static and dynamic program analysis
techniques to evaluate the energy demand of different program variants in
execution on heterogeneous hardware platforms. By means of the analysis
method, HEAL implements energy-aware programming techniques that as-
sist programmers to reduce the energy demand of processes. As shown by
the results of a study by Pang et al. [PHAH16], over 80 per cent of the pro-
grammers are unaware of the impact of software components on the energy
demand of the system. This emphasises the need for profound approaches
towards energy-aware programming to improve the current status quo. Cor-
respondingly, the suggested programming technique plays an important role
in raising the energy-awareness of programmers.

As future research direction, it is essential to further explore how energy mod-
els are established for highly complex hardware platforms, in particular, for
systems that are more complex than hardware platforms that are studied in
this thesis. One way forward is the application of machine learning techniques
to establish energy models in a black box approach [Her17]. Neural networks
can be trained to provide accurate and reliable energy demand predictions
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Figure 7.1: The contributions of this thesis jointly establish concepts for
proactive energy-aware computing and affect different system components at
the software and hardware level.

for previously untrained input data, even at high levels of abstraction (i.e., at
the level of basic blocks). Machine learning techniques in combination with
automatised energy measurements at the hardware level facilitate the system-
atic creation of accurate energy models for complex hardware components. In
addition to this, improvements at the analysis level (i.e., improved analysis
techniques) are next steps to further expand the field of application of the
proposed concepts. In particular, advances of dynamic program analysis tech-
niques [ARCB14, RE15] are important building blocks for more robust and
universally applicable approaches towards energy-aware programming.

Greedy and Explorative Analysis Method (ROAM) The key idea
of the second contribution is to automatically analyse and explore the influ-
ence of external factors (i.e., infrastructure changes) on the energy demand
of processes. The proposed concept and implementation of ROAM aligns to
the suggestions of Proposal II and addresses the challenges discussed in Prob-
lem Statement II. The contributions of the greedy and explorative analysis
method ROAM are threefold. First, the analysis method explores the impact
of external factors (i.e., changes of the applied toolchain, changes of hardware
configuration options) on the energy demand of processes. Second, ROAM
implements a tooling infrastructure for proactive energy-aware programming.
Third, the exploration method liberates the energy demand analysis of pro-
cesses from energy models and applies automatised energy measurements at
the hardware level. The explorative analysis of ROAM reveals that occasion-
ally it is advisable to spend less (i.e., run a process with slow processor speed)
to earn more (i.e., increase energy efficiency). In particular, experiments of
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the contribution show that in certain situations energy demand of processes
is effectively reduced when they execute with a crawl to sleep strategy. This
result is in contrast to what has been considered previously [YR13]. A pos-
sible cause for this is the procedure of energy measurements at the hardware
level by ROAM which yields more accurate results than energy models.

The degree of automatisation of the proposed concept reduces the manual
analysis steps for programmers to an acceptable level. For future research, it
is further necessary to maintain this level of automation while broadening the
amount of analysis results. In particular, this is achieved by exploring alter-
native methods of implementing the energy demand measurements of ROAM
which leads to the integration of system classes which are yet unsupported.
The proposed analysis method is independent from any energy model. How-
ever, as of now, it depends on a hardware energy measurement device that
may not always be available. Thus, the use of alternative, built-in energy
demand measurement methods (e.g., RAPL [SHI+17]) will be adopted by the
proposed analysis method to increase its practical applicability further.

Process Accompanying and Scoring Executive (PACE) The contribu-
tion extends the scope of proactive energy-aware computing to the operating-
system environment. Aligned to Proposal III, the proposed concept and im-
plementation of PACE addresses the challenges which are discussed in Prob-
lem Statement III. The proposed process accompanying and scoring executive
PACE builds an integral component of an operating-system executive that
proactively controls and influences the energy demand of processes. The ex-
ecutive uses previously extracted expert knowledge from the programmer to
set up the computing system individually and, hence, applies hardware set-
tings that minimise the energy demand of processes. The injection of dynamic
controls that adjust the hardware configuration at run time induce a specific
amount of background noise at the operating-system level. The background
noise itself leads to energy demand that is quantified by the experiments of
this thesis. To achieve a net improvement (i.e., overall reduction in energy de-
mand), the executive must reduce the energy demand of a process at least by
the amount of energy demand that is induced by background noise. Although
the influences are small, this effect is investigated further, in particular with
regards to situations with high contention at the process level [RHSP17].

Future research will explore ways to reduce the induced noise of the operating-
system executive to an absolute minimum in order to minimise the energy
demand at the system level. It is essential to explore benefits of multi-core
and many-core processor systems to address this concern by the exclusive
use of system resources at the hardware level [LDT+12]. For example, the
operation of the process executive on a dedicated processor core will yield the
necessary degree of noise reduction.
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Integrating Energy Measurement Device (ITEM) The applied ap-
proach of the pillion platform implements a cross-platform energy demand
measurement infrastructure based on a current mirror. The design of the
device is aligned to Proposal IV and implements an energy measurement
method that addresses the problem cases as discussed in Problem State-
ment IV. As an orthogonal contribution, the pillion platform implements
the necessary functions for creating energy models and the device provides
energy demand measurements in parallel to processes at the system level.
In particular, the integrating energy measurement device ITEM implements a
current-to-frequency conversion which does not sample the measured current,
therefore enabling an integrating measurement. Focus of the contribution is
the provisioning of a service that enables the core contributions which imple-
ment proactive energy-aware computing to become realisable. However, the
current device has distinct drawbacks with regards to the physical constraints
that are exposed by the transistor circuit. For example, the maximum current
that the device is able to measure accurately is limited. For higher currents,
the transistor circuitry has to be expanded.

To increase the applicability of the measurement device, future research eval-
uates optimised measuring circuits that, for example, scale high currents to
lower currents in a loss-free manner. Further, the set of functionalities of
the measurement device deserves to be scaled (i.e., concurrent multichannel
energy demand measurements) for providing high-resolution energy demand
measurements also at the component level.

Summary This section reviews and discusses the contributions of this thesis
by their achievements of improving the status quo and advancing the state of
the art. Aligned to the discussion, the section suggests new approaches in var-
ious directions for future research. The following section reviews the research
question of this thesis and consolidates the suggestions for future research.
The suggested directions for future research will lead to further improvement
and versatile application of the concepts for energy-aware programming that
are proposed in this thesis.

7.3 Review of the Research Question

This section reviews the research question and consolidates future research
that is discussed in the previous section. The research question of this the-
sis (see Section 3.6) explores approaches to analyse, understand, and improve
the energy demand of processes. Jointly, the suggested overall concept for pro-
active energy-aware computing addresses concerns that are raised in Problem
Statements I–IV. The corresponding realisations of the distinct Proposals I–IV
are reviewed in the previous section.
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The implementations of the contributions and the evaluation results show that
the proposed concept is a viable path towards proactive energy-aware com-
puting. The necessary measures at the level of system software are effective
to reduce the energy demand of the overall system. On the one hand, re-
sults of the experimental evaluation show that the proposed analysis methods
are suitable to automatically explore program variants which show varying
non-functional properties when they are executed by processes at the system
level. The contributions of the thesis make energy demand an analysable and
improvable property of processes at the system level.

In certain areas, the research results of this thesis go beyond the scope of
the research question and are also relevant from the hardware point of view.
For example, when specific software aspects of a program variant are set in
stone and cannot be altered, the approach of this thesis identifies the most
suitable hardware platform for a specific scenario. This is possible as the
measurement-based approach of the thesis is not constrained by the use of
energy models. However, the measurement-based approach of this thesis is a
double-edged sword. On the one hand, the independence from energy models
leads to a broad spectrum of various practical usage scenarios of this work
that are out of reach otherwise. On the other hand, the proposed approach for
proactive energy-aware computing strictly relies on the energy measurement
device, which thus becomes a key aspect.

With regard to future research, the energy measurement infrastructure will be
improved for handling systems that draw more power compared to systems-
on-a-chip that are addressed in this thesis. To apply research results of this
thesis to larger, more complex systems (i.e., multiprocessor systems-on-chip,
multicore and manycore systems), the contributions of this thesis provide a
suitable basis as the operating environment for special purpose computing
scenarios (i.e., high performance computing, invasive computing [THH+11])
often uses exclusive allocation of resources which reduces interferences and
noise. Corresponding scenarios are operating environments for future research
on proactive energy-aware computing. For example, for invasive computing,
the presented contributions provide analysis methods that can be applied to
use both, energy models and energy measurements: an initial system con-
figuration that is defined by model-based predictions is refined at run time
of processes to implement robust and reliable enforcement mechanisms that
induce only little noise at the operating-system level.

In sum, the results of this thesis show that—independently of the respective
application scenario and applied hardware configuration—system program-
mers must thoroughly analyse the design of programs, consider individual op-
erating conditions and environments, and anticipate varying run-time aspects
to keep the energy demand of processes as small as possible.
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7.4 Summary

This section reviews the achievements of this thesis, discusses future research,
and summarises the thesis. The individual contributions are discussed aligned
to the four problem statements and proposals of the thesis. Considerations
for future research are based on the achievements of this thesis.

With a final remark the next chapter concludes the thesis.





Chapter 8

Conclusion

Not every energy demand of a computer system originates from processes.
But every process of a computer system leads to energy demand. Due to the
hardware complexity of computer systems, it is difficult to trace the root cause
of energy demand occurring at the system level. Reasons for this are loose
ends of existing analysis approaches that are, on the one side, not properly
tied up with established programming techniques and development methods.
On the other side, the false dawn for a revolution in technology (i.e., break-
throughs in energy storage and semiconductor technologies) inhibits the ad-
dressing of apparent and reachable improvements at the software level today.
Technological revolutions and their diffusions are difficult to predict. And,
unfortunately, of the propitious concepts that bear the potential to trigger
a breakthrough none has left the research labs during the past decades. A
technological breakthrough would be triggered, for example, by the signifi-
cant improvement of the energy density of energy provisioning and storage
systems (i.e., fuel cell microreactor [PK04]) and the strong mitigation of side
effects of computing systems such as thermal overheating (i.e., diamond-based
semiconductors [Gei91]). Thus, any technological revolution that is on the
cards remains.

In the field of energy-aware computing, the projection of experiences from the
past onto future developments suggests that the accomplishment of a potential
upheaval (i.e., caused by a possible technological revolution) leads to vacant
system resources (i.e., available energy resources) that are spent immediately.
Hence, it is insignificant to expect and wait for any technology revolution
to happen at the hardware level. Instead, today’s challenges in energy-aware
computing need well-defined problem-solving approaches at the software level.
Proactive energy-aware computing is a paradigm for programmers to design
and construct programs whose energy-efficient processes are aware of the en-
ergy demand that is result of their behaviour and actions at run time. As
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reasoned in this thesis, the awareness of energy demand and the responsible
control of energy demand at different abstraction levels in a computer system
lead to a holistic perception with which the problem of limited availability of
energy resources is addressed successfully.

The individual contributions of this thesis improve the state of the art in
energy-aware computing and assist programmers to analyse, understand, and
improve the energy demand of processes at the system level. The proposed
contributions accompany the development of energy-aware software from the
very beginning (i.e., design and construction phase) up to the operating-
system level when self-reflective processes execute outside of the programmers’
control (i.e., after development is complete). The central idea of the presented
approach for proactive energy-aware computing is the treatment of energy re-
sources just like any other system resource—during development and at run
time. When energy resources are always considered as a valuable system re-
source at the software level, problems at the hardware level cease. Despite
this, electrical energy remains the single most important operating resource
to computer systems, today.
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Figure A.1: Circuit diagram of the integrating energy measurement device.
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Earth is located 1 340 light years from M42, an emission-reflection nebula

with a spatial diameter of 24 light years in the constellation of Orion.

Measurement. The Great Orion Nebula (M42, M43) photographed with
multiple exposures at 49°27’13.4”N 10°50’07.9”E on February 14, 2017.Messier Chart for M42 Great Orion Nebula, M43 De Mairan's Nebula, and M78
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